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ABSTRACT 
One infectious disease that has had both a profound health and cultural impact on the human race 

in recent decades is the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) caused by the Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).  A major breakthrough in the treatment of HIV-1 was the use of 

drugs inhibiting specific enzymes necessary for the replication of the virus.  Among these 

enzymes is HIV-1 protease (PR), which is an important degrading enzyme necessary for the 

proteolytic cleavage of the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins, required for the development of 

mature virion proteins.  The mechanism of action of the HIV-1 PR on the proteolysis of these 

polyproteins has been a subject of research over the past three decades.   

Most investigations on this subject have been dedicated to exploring the reaction mechanism of 

HIV-1 PR on its targets as a stepwise general acid-base process with little attention on a 

concerted model.  One of the shortcomings of the stepwise reaction pathway is the existence of 

more than two TS moieties, which have led to varying opinions on the exact rate-determining 

step of the reaction and the protonation pattern of the catalytic aspartate group at the HIV-1 PR 

active site.  Also, there is no consensus on the actual recognition mechanism of the natural 

substrates by the HIV-1 PR. 

By means of concerted transition state (TS) structural models, the recognition mode and the 

reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR with its natural targets were investigated in this present study.  

The investigation was designed to elucidate the cleavage of natural substrates by HIV-1 PR using 

the concerted TS model through the application of computational methods to unravel the 

recognition and reaction process, compute activation parameters and elucidate quantum chemical 

properties of the system.   

Quantum mechanics (QM) methods including the density functional theory (DFT) models and 

Hartree-Fock (HF), molecular mechanics (MM) and hybrid QM/MM were employed to provide 

better insight in this topic.  Based on experience with concerted TS modelling, the six-membered 

ring TS structure was proposed.  Using a small model system and QM methods (DFT and HF), 

the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR was studied as a general acid-base model having both 

catalytic aspartate group participating and water molecule attacking the natural substrate 

synchronously.  The natural substrate scissile bond strength was also investigated via changes of 

electronic effects.  The proposed concerted six-membered ring TS mechanism of the natural 

substrate within the entire enzyme was studied using hybrid QM/MM; “Our own N-layered 
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Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular Mechanics” (ONIOM) method.  This investigation 

led us to a new perspective in which an acyclic concerted pathway provided a better approach to 

the subject than the proposed six-membered model.  The natural substrate recognition pattern 

was therefore investigated using the concerted acyclic TS modelling to examine if HIV-1 (South 

Africa subtype C, C-SA and subtype B) PRs recognize their substrates in the same manner using 

ONIOM approach.  

A major outcome in the present investigation is the computational modelling of a new, 

potentially active, substrate-based inhibitor through the six-membered concerted cyclic TS 

modelling and a small system.  By modelling the entire enzyme—substrate system using a 

hybrid QM/MM (ONIOM) method, three different pathways were obtained.  (1) A concerted 

acyclic TS structure, (2) a concerted six-membered cyclic TS model and (3) another six-

membered ring TS model involving two water molecules.  The activation free energies obtained 

for the first and the last pathways were in agreement with in vitro HIV-1 PR hydrolysis data.  

The mechanism that provides marginally the lowest activation barrier involves an acyclic TS 

model with one water molecule at the HIV-1 PR active site.  The outcome of the study provides 

a plausible theoretical benchmark for the concerted enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PRs which 

could be applied to related homodimeric protease and perhaps other enzymatic processes.  

Applying the one-step concerted acyclic catalytic mechanism for two HIV-1 PR subtypes, the 

recognition phenomena of both enzyme and substrate were studied.  It was observed that the 

studied HIV-1 PR subtypes (B and C-SA) recognize and cleave at both scissile and non-scissile 

regions of the natural substrate sequences and maintaining preferential specificity for the scissile 

bonds with characteristic lower activation free energies.   

Future studies on the reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR and natural substrates should involve the 

application of advanced computational techniques to provide plausible answers to some 

unresolved perspectives.  Theoretical investigations on the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR—

natural substrate in years to come, would likely involve the application of sophisticated 

computational techniques aimed at exploring more than the energetics of the system.  The 

possibility of integrated computational algorithms which do not involve 

partitioning/restraining/constraining/cropped model systems of the enzyme—substrate 

mechanism would likely surface in future to accurately elucidate the HIV-1 PR catalytic process 

on natural substrates/ligands.   
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ISIQEPHU 
Isifo esisodwa esithathelwanayo esiye saba nethonya elijulile lempilo emphakathini emashumini 

eminyaka yamuva yi-Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (i-AIDS) ebangelwa i-Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (i-HIV). Ukuphumelela okukhulu ekwelapheni i-HIV-1 

kwakuwukusetshenziswa kwezidakamizwa ezivimbela ama-enzyme akhethekile adingekayo 

ekuphindaphindiwe kwegciwane. Phakathi kwala ma-enzyme yi-protease ye-HIV-1 (PR), 

okuyinto enzyme ebaluleke kakhulu edingekayo ekuhlanjeni kweproteolytic ye-Gag ne-Gag-Pol 

polyproteins, edingekayo ekuthuthukiseni ama-virion amaprotheni avuthiwe. Indlela yokwenziwa 

kwe-HIV-1 PR mayelana ne-proteolysis yalezi polyproteins ibe yinto yokucwaninga kule 

minyaka engamashumi amathathu edlule. 

Ucwaningo oluningi ngalolu daba luye lwazinikezelwa ekuhloleni indlela yokusabela ngayo i-

HIV-1 PR ngezinhloso zayo njengenqubo ejwayelekile ye-asidi-base ngaphandle kokunakekelwa 

okuncane emfanekisweni owenziwe kahle. Enye yeziphambeko zendlela yokuphendula 

ngesinyathelo esithinta izinyathelo ezikhona yi-existence yama-TS miieties angaphezu kwama-2, 

okuye kwaholela emibonweni ehlukahlukene ngesilinganiso esinqunyiwe-esinqumayo sendlela 

yokusabela kanye nephethini ye-protonation yeqembu le-aspartate le-catalytic ku-HIV-1 PR 

indawo esebenzayo. Futhi, akukho ukuvumelanisa mayelana nokwaziswa okubonakalayo 

kwamagatsha emvelo nge-HIV-1 PR. 

Ngendlela yokuhlelwa kwesimo sokuguquguquka (TS) esakhiweni, isimo sokuqaphela kanye 

nendlela yokusabela ngayo i-HIV-1 PR kanye nezinhloso zayo zemvelo zaphenywa kulolu 

cwaningo. Uphenyo lwenzelwe ukucacisa ukucaciswa kwezinsizakalo zemvelo nge-HIV-1 PR 

usebenzisa i-model ehambisana ne-TS ngokusebenzisa izindlela zokusebenzisa ulwazi ukuze 

kutholakale inqubo yokuqaphela nokuphendula, ukuqhathanisa imingcele yokusebenza kanye 

nokwehlukanisa izici zamakhemikhali ezinqwaba zesistimu. 

Izindlela ze-Quantum mechanics (QM) ezihlanganisa izinhlobo ze-theory (DFT) ze-theory (DFT) 

kanye ne-Hartree-Fock (HF), ama-mechanical mechanics (MM) kanye ne-hybrid QM / MM 

basebenziwe ukunikeza ukuqondisisa kangcono kule sihloko. Ngokususelwa ekuhlangenwe 

nakho ngokufometha kwe-TS ehlelekile, isakhiwo se-TS ring ring sezinyanga eziyisithupha 

siphakanyisiwe. Ukusebenzisa uhlelo oluthile lwamamodeli kanye nezindlela ze-QM (i-DFT ne-

HF), uhlelo lwe-enzymatic lwe-HIV-1 PR lwalufundwa njengendlela ejwayelekile ye-asidi-base 

equkethe iqembu elilodwa le-aspartate elithatha iqhaza futhi i-molecule yamanzi ehlasela i-
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substrate yemvelo ngokuvumelana. Amandla esibopho esivumelana ne-substrate abuye aphishwe 

ngezinguquko zemiphumela ye-elektroniki. Uhlelo oluthile oluhlelwe ngamasithandathu e-ring 

TS lwe-substrate yemvelo kulo lonke i-enzyme lucwaningo lwasetshenziswa nge-hybride QM / 

MM; "I-N-layered Integrated Yomlomo We-Orbital Yamasosha Yomzimba Nama mechanical 

Mechanics" (ONIOM). Lolu uphenyo lisiholela esimweni esisha lapho i-acyclic endleleni 

ekhonjiwe yanikeza indlela engcono kakhulu kulo mbandela kunomfanekiso ohlongozwayo 

onamathandathu. Ngakho-ke i-substrate recognition pattern iphethwe ngokucubungula 

ngokusebenzisa i-acyclic TS modeling ehlolwe ukuhlola ukuthi ngabe i-HIV-1 (i-South Africa 

subtype C, C-SA kanye ne-subtype B) i-PRs yaqaphela ama-substrate awo ngendlela efanayo 

ngokusebenzisa i-ONIOM. 

Umphumela omkhulu kulo uphenyo lwamanje yi-modeling ye-computational ye-inhibitor entsha, 

engase isebenze, esekelwe ngaphansi kwe-sub-based ngokusebenzisa i-TS modeling ye-cyclic 

esebenzayo enezinhlobo eziyisithupha kanye nesistimu encane. Ngokufanekisela yonke uhlelo 

lwe-enzyme-substrate esebenzisa indlela ye-QM / MM (i-ONIOM) ye-hybrid, kutholakale 

izindlela ezintathu ezahlukene. (1) Isakhiwo se-TS acyclic ehambisanayo, (2) imodeli ye-cyclic 

TS enezinhlobo eziyisithupha kanye (3) nesinye isakhiwo se-TS esinezinhlobo eziyisithupha 

esihlanganisa ama-molecule amabili wamanzi. Amandla mahhala okuqalisa ukusebenza 

atholakele ezindleleni zokuqala nezokugcina avumelana ne-in vitro HIV-1 PR ye-hydrolysis data. 

Indlela ehlinzekela ngokuyisisekelo isivinini sokusebenza esincane kunazo zonke kuhilela 

imodeli ye-acyclic TS ngenye yamakhemikhali yamanzi kwisayithi esebenzayo le-HIV-1 PR. 

Imiphumela yocwaningo inikeza uphawu lokukhomba olucacile lwe-enzymatic mechanism ye-

HIV-1 PRs engasetshenziswa kuma-prodiase e-homodimeric kanye namanye ama-enzymatic 

processes. Ukusebenzisa isinyathelo esisodwa se-acyclic catalytic ehambisana ne-HIV-1 PR 

subtypes, izinto eziqashelwa kokubili i-enzyme kanye ne-substrate zafundwa. Kuye kwaqaphela 

ukuthi abafundile i-HIV-1 PR subtypes (B no-C-SA) bayaqaphela futhi banamathele kuzo zonke 

izifunda ezingenakusiza futhi ezingenakusiza zokulandelana kwemvelo yemvelo nokugcina 

imininingwane ekhethekileyo yezibopho ezikhanyelayo ezinezici ezincane zokuqalisa 

ukusebenza. 

Ucwaningo lwesikhathi esizayo mayelana nendlela yokuphendula nge-HIV-1 PR ne-substrates 

zemvelo kufanele kuhileleke ekusetshenzisweni kwamasu okucubungula okuphambili 

ekuhlinzekeni izimpendulo ezibonakalayo kwezinye izingqinamba ezingaxazululwa. Uphenyo 
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lwama-theory mayelana ne-enzymatic mechanism ye-HIV-1 PR-nature substrate eminyakeni 

ezayo, kungenzeka ukuthi ihileleke ukusetshenziswa kwezinkambiso ezinkimbinkimbi 

zokucubungula ezihloswe ekuhloleni okungaphezu kwe-energetics yesistimu. I possibi 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
1 Background 

One infectious disease that has had both a profound health and cultural impact on the human race 

in recent decades is the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) caused by Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).  It remains one of the severest health challenges.1  Just as the 

name implies, HIV attacks its host’s immune system thus making such individuals vulnerable to 

any infection.  The virus has two strains; HIV-1 and HIV-2 in which the former is the most 

prevalent and virulent across the world while HIV-2 is mostly found in West Africa.2  Since its 

identification in the 1950/60s,3 HIV/AIDS is now a global issue with approximately 37 million 

persons living with the virus/disease at the end of 2016.1  In South Africa, an average of 7.1 

million persons are living with HIV/AIDS in which the province of KwaZulu-Natal has the 

highest prevalence.4  The quest for managing and treating this infection is therefore a worldwide 

priority. 

A major breakthrough in the treatment of HIV-1 is the use of drugs inhibiting specific enzymes 

(Figure 1) necessary for the replication of the virus.5  Among these enzymes is HIV-1 protease 

(PR), which is an important degrading enzyme necessary for the proteolytic cleavage of the Gag 

and Gag-Pol polyproteins, required for the development of mature virion proteins.6-9  The 

hydrolytic action of the PR on these asymmetric natural polyprotein substrate sequences results 

in the processing of the corresponding mature virion: Gag proteolysis provides substrates 

required for the processing of capsid (CA), matrix (MA), spacer peptide 1 (p1), nucleocapsid 

(NC), spacer peptide 2 (p2), and p6gag10 and Gag-Pol proteolysis for reverse transcriptase (RT), 

RNAse H (RH), and integrase (IN).11  The mechanism of action of the PR on the proteolysis of 

these polyproteins has been a subject of research over the past three decades. 

Herein, the recognition and reaction mechanism of the natural Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins 

segments by native and two HIV-1 PR were studied.  This was carried out using theoretical tools 

in which molecular mechanics (MM), quantum mechanics (QM) and hybrid QM/MM methods 

were harnessed to solve some pertinent questions on the recognition of substrate and enzymatic 

catalysis of HIV-1 PR.  The two major subjects (HIV-1 PR and substrate) of the research are 

briefly introduced and theoretical perspectives are summarized in this chapter. 
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2 The HIV-1 protease 

The role of PR is crucial in the life cycle of HIV as this enzyme, as stated previously, catalyses 

the maturation of the proteins encoded in the Gag and Gag-pol gene polyprotein, thus serving as 

an indispensable drug target6-9 (see 10; Figure 1).   

 
Figure 1: The HIV life cycle, copyright © 2016 International Association of Providers of AIDS Care.12 

HIV-1 PR is a typical lentivirus proteinase, which is homodimeric with (normally) a total 

number of 99 amino acid residues in each monomer (Figure 2).  However, variants of 100 

(I36T↑T)13 and 101 (L38L↑N↑L)14 amino acid residues were recently reported by our group.  
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The two monomers of the PR are joined together to form the C2-symmetric active homodimer15 

both contributing to the functionality of the enzyme.  The enzyme has two aspartate moieties at 

its active site, which has long been linked to enzymatic catalysis. 

 
Figure 2: Structure of HIV-1 protease complexed with a natural substrate segment CA-p2; PDB code 

1F7A.16  Image created with UCSF Chimera.17 

2.1 HIV-1 protease regions 

There are three domains/regions in the HIV-1 PR namely; dimerization, core and flap domains 

(Figure 2).  The dimerization region which is also referred to as the terminal domain, consists of 

the termini of four-stranded β-sheet residues 1-4, and 95-99 of each monomer, a turn 

encompassing residues 4-9, and the helix residues 86-94 of each monomer.  This domain is 

crucial in dimer formation and stabilization of the HIV-1 PR.18, 19   

The core domains are primarily composed of four-strand β structures.  The domain sequence is 

made up of quite compact residues 10-32 and 63-85 from each monomer.  The conserved Asp25-

Thr26-Gly27 catalytic triad is situated at the interface of the core domains from the two 

monomers.  The interface between the core and terminal domains is composed primarily of small 

hydrophobic residues.  The helix of the terminal domain packs against several β strands of the 

core domain.18, 19   

The flap region is composed of the most solvent exposed loop residues 33-43 preceding the β 

hairpin containing the flap residues 44-63.  The flexible flap encloses the active site and it 

provides important ligand binding interactions.18, 19 

 

Flap region 

Substrate 

Core domain 

Active site 

Core domain 

Dimerization 
region 
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3 The natural substrate 

The hydrolytic cleavage of certain segments in the natural Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein 

precursors by HIV-1 PR (Figure 3) leads to the production of specific polypeptide units, which 

are subsequently processed, into separated peptide units.  Nine cleavage sites of these protein 

precursors are recognised and cleaved by HIV-1 PR to produce the corresponding peptide 

segments of the natural substrates (Table 1).16, 20, 21  Inhibition of this mechanism of substrate 

hydrolysis by this PR has been the premise of inhibitor design22-24 for the treatment of 

HIV/AIDS for many years.5, 25  The interaction of HIV-1 PR and its natural substrates is the main 

research outlook of the present study, this was therefore exclusively discussed in subsequent 

chapters. 

Table 1: The nine recognition non-homologous natural substrate polypeptides segments cleaved by the 
HIV-1 protease.16, 20 

Peptide sequences cleavage domain Natural substrate 

Cleavage sites in Gag  

Val-Ser-Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val-Gln-Asn MA-CA 

Lys-Ala-Arg-Val-Leu*Ala-Glu-Ala-Met-Ser CA-p2 

Pro-Ala-Thr-Ile-Met*Met-Gln-Arg-Gly-Asn p2-NC 

Glu-Arg-Gln-Ala-Asn*Phe-Leu-Gly-Lys-Ile NC-p1 

Arg-Pro-Gly-Asn-Phe*Leu-Gln-Ser-Arg-Pro p1-p6 

Cleavage sites in Gag-Pol  

Val-Ser-Phe-Asn-Phe*Pro-Gln-Ile-Thr-Leu TF-PR 

Cys-Thr-Leu-Asn-Phe*Pro-Ile-Ser-Pro-Ile PR-RT 

Gly-Ala-Glu-Thr-Phe*Tyr-Val-Asp-Gly-Ala RT-RH 

Ile-Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile RH-IN 

The asterisk (*) denotes the scissile bond.  Matrix-capsid; MA-CA, capsid-p2; CA-p2, p2-nucleopsid; p2-
NC, nucleopsid-p1; NC-p1, trans frame peptide-protease; TF-PR, protease-reverse transcriptase; PR-RT, 
reverse transcriptase-RNAseH; RT-RH, RNAseH-integrase; RH-IN.16, 20  

3.1 Cleavage points 

Provided in Figure 3 are the cleavage domains within the Gag and Gag-Pol gene which are 

recognised by the HIV-1 PR.  The ease of natural substrate recognition and specificity by HIV-1 

PR has been associated with substrate modulation, conserved substrate shape and 

interdependence conformational adaptability of both the PR and substrate.16, 20, 26-31  A 
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contrasting opinion is that substrate recognition by HIV-1 PR seems to be based on the 

conformational specificity of the protease for the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein precursors.32  

The non-homologous peptide sequences of each cleavage domain have a characteristic scissile 

bond (asterisk in Table 1) which is the attacking point for the hydrolytic action of the HIV-1 PR.  

Mimics of the scissile amino acids within these cleavage domains form the basis of inhibitors 

design for this enzyme, most importantly the Phe*Pro scissile units (Table 1).33 

In order to better examine the recognition pattern of the substrate by HIV-1 PR, a transition state 

modelling approach was used (Chapter five) to explore the activation barrier at different peptide 

bond regions within the natural substrate sequences.  This enabled a comparative analysis of 

substrate shape specificity by the enzyme.  

4 The catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR 

The mechanistic interaction of HIV-1 PR with its natural targets is one of the most studied 

enzyme-substrate representatives of hydrolytic systems.34  This hydrolysis has been widely 

investigated as a stepwise general acid-base mechanism involving a protonated and an 

unprotonated aspartate group of the PR active sites and a water molecule.21  A variance of this 

mechanism is the nucleophilic model in which studies were undertaken whereby the water 

molecule is not involved in the calculations.35  The latter approach seems to be diminishing as 

researchers continued to unravel the crucial importance of water in HIV-1 PR catalysis, as seen 

through crystallographic studies.36-39   

For the present investigation, a perspective involving the molecules in a concerted general acid-

base mechanism was studied (Chapters three to five).  The enzymatic mechanistic pathway of 

HIV-1 PR—natural substrate was studied as a concerted process whereby the nucleophilic attack 

of water and general acid-base contributions from the aspartate group occurs concurrently.  

Jaskólski et al.40 proposed this mechanism experimentally in 1991 and only a few studies34, 35 

have attempted to unravel the mechanism computationally with little progress.  This concerted 

mechanistic model has been studied for a number of chemical and enzymatic reactions in our 

group.41-50  We therefore applied this transition state model to describe the HIV-1 PR—natural 

substrate catalytic interaction using different computational approaches, which are discussed in 

later chapters (three to five). 
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Figure 3: Recognition and reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR, each system is based on the PDB structure 
indicated: the free HIV-1 PR; 1LV1,39 substrate-bound HIV-1 PR; 1KJH20 and broken scissile bond with 

the product peptides bound to HIV-1 PR; 2NPH.51   

5 N-substituted scissile bond 

For the present study, it was proposed to investigate if the strength of the scissile bond can be 

modified via electronics.  Our group has some experience with N-methylation of amide bonds.45, 

52-54   The methyl group is electron donating and is expected to strengthen the amide bond 

through a positive inductive effect, leading to increased double bond character.  Selective N-
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methylation of amide nitrogen atoms increases the proteolytic stability/bioavailability.45, 53, 55  On 

the other hand, electron withdrawing group such as fluorine may cause the opposite effect.   

The importance of fluorine atoms in drug design has long been established and remains an 

ongoing perspective.56  Fluorinated amides can be synthesized under mild reaction conditions by 

combining a fluoropolyalkylether substituted with one or more ester end-groups with an amine.57  

In our research unit, peptide syntheses and applications as drug candidates has been a major 

outlook, most importantly for HIV-1 and tuberculosis (TB).48  The present United States Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) approved inhibitors of HIV-1 PR have been reported to be less 

potent for the South African HIV strain (HIV-1 C-SA),14, 58, 59 therefore, research for better 

ligand binders targeting the protease enzyme is important.  These commercial inhibitors bind 

competitively (in place of natural substrate) to the active site of the HIV-1 PR to prevent the 

maturation of the virus (Figure 1).   

A theoretical approach to better understand the nature of factors affecting the strength of the 

scissile bonds in natural substrates may be useful for the design of new HIV PR inhibitors.  For 

this study, five N-substituted substrates were computationally investigated (Chapter three) based 

on the same mechanism of hydrolysis of the natural substrate.  The theoretical analysis of the 

interaction of fluorinated, methylated and other methyl substituents with HIV-1 PR was carried 

out to evaluate the effect of such substitution specifically at the N terminal of the scissile amide 

unit.  

6 Computational chemistry 

Computational chemistry covers a wide range of theoretical fields including, molecular 

mechanics and dynamics, minimization of energy, quantum mechanics and conformational 

analysis.  These approaches and other computer-based models are used to determine the 

behaviour of molecular systems.50, 60  Computational methods have been coupled with: 

spectroscopic, chromatographic, and other experimental methods to study drug action and 

inhibition; such as anticancer,61-64 antibiotic,65-67 antiretroviral,48, 68 antimalarial,69-71 and 

antituberculosis72 drugs.  A review paper was published in our laboratory and appeared recently, 

which encourages scientists to integrate experimental observations with computational methods 

in the drug discovery process.48  Many studies on the inhibition of pathogens, particularly anti-

HIV, antituberculosis and antiretroviral drugs have been adroitly addressed in our research 

unit.48   
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Chemical processes can be identified computationally through the use of advanced software 

parameterized to solve challenges via quantum mechanical (QM) or hybrid QM/MM methods.  

Reaction mechanisms that have not been established by experimental kinetic studies can be 

verified through a series of electronic structure calculations.  These QM and QM/MM 

calculations are invaluable tools, which can be utilized to determine the feasibility of chemical 

reactions especially when, more than one mechanism or reaction pathway seems to be 

possible.48, 60, 73  Recent reviews on various computational approaches employed by chemists to 

solve problems are available in literature,48, 74-80 most of which have focussed on industrial, 

medicinal and chemical applications amongst others.  An abstract on the choice of theoretical 

and computational models for this study is presented.  In 2011, Pei-feng et al.81 gave a review on 

recent advances of theoretical and computational chemistry. 

6.1 Theoretical models 

Models used in describing molecular systems through a particular set of approximations are 

referred to as theoretical models.73, 82  Algorithms depending on approximations are then applied 

to atomic orbitals to calculate energies, compute frequencies and perform geometry 

optimizations of molecules.73, 82, 83  Computational approaches employed in chemistry can be 

generalized as non-quantum mechanical and quantum mechanical methods.  The non-quantum 

mechanical methods include molecular mechanics (MM) which in each approach is 

characterized by a particular force field.82  Quantum Mechanics (QM) methods, are also known 

as electronic structure theories, aimed at solving the Schrödinger equation (1926)84 to study 

properties of molecules.82  A summary of required theoretical algorithm for the present 

investigation is provided. 

 6.1.1 Molecular mechanics (MM) methods  

Approximations of atoms in MM simulations are done by applying classical physics laws, such 

as the equations of motion, to predict structures and properties of a system or a molecule.  The 

several MM methods are characterized by their particular force field.82  Very large systems can 

be modelled, including enzymes, proteins and other biological molecules.  Examples of force 

fields are the Universal Force Field (UFF),85 AMBER86 and Merk Molecular Force Field 

(MMFF).87  Though a less computationally expensive approximation method, MM methods 

cannot be applied to follow a course of reaction (bond formation/breaking) because electronic 

effects are neglected.82  However, its (MM) combination with QM is now increasingly used in 
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practical applications, such as; the design of drug leads and catalysts, investigate enzymatic 

process, predict drug metabolism and resistance.48, 74, 88 

 6.1.2 Ab initio methods 

Ab initio methods are based mainly on the laws of quantum mechanics derived strictly from 

theoretical principles.82, 89, 90  Although the methods grouped under this model have the same 

basic approach, they vary in the mathematical algorithm approximations adopted.91  Despite the 

requirements in terms of computational resources and duration, ab initio methods remain the 

most prevalent type of electronic structure method employed by computational and theoretical 

chemists.  Compounds or systems containing up to 300 atoms can with relative ease be studied; 

the time required for such calculations depends on the computer hard- and software as well as 

the level of theory and basis set.  These methods do not only provide accurately qualitative 

results, but also, highly quantitative information about molecular properties for a wide variety of 

systems.89 

Hartree-Fock (HF), Moller-Plesset (MPn-including electron correlation) and Configuration 

Interaction (CI) are examples of ab initio methods.  These methods systematically approach the 

correct “answer” as the level of theory and the size of the basis set are increased.82  This comes 

at considerable cost in terms of computer resources and time.  In recent years, reviews on ab 

initio calculations have been directed to specific types of calculations or studies, as this method 

is extensive.92-95 

 6.1.3 Density functional theory (DFT) methods 

To design a more effective electronic structure method, Kohn, Sham and Hohenberg,96, 97 

proposed an alternate approach which uses density functional models.  Energies are computed 

using electron densities instead of wave functions.  DFT is also an extension of HF calculations98 

and up to 3000 atoms can be optimized with large resource requirements.99  With computational 

time reduction compared to MP methods, DFT method uses approximately the same computer 

resources as HF theory.83  Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) is an extension 

of DFT which is widely used to simulate the optical properties of both inorganic and organic 

compounds.  An update on this model was presented by Laurent et al.100 and Salahub et al.101 in 

2013. 

Within the framework of this investigation in which Gaussian program102 will be used, DFT 

methods have been categorised as: Becke three-parameter hybrid, dispersion, long-range-
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corrected, Minnesota, PBE correlation, Becke one-parameter hybrid, revised B97, and τ-

dependent gradient-corrected correlation functionals.103  Examples of each functional is 

presented in Figure 4.  The hybrid method by Becke104 and Lee et al.,105 (B3LYP) is the most 

popular among the DFT models (especially for organic molecules).  This model uses exact 

exchange and gradient corrected density functional approximations to calculate correlation 

energies from electron densities.104-107  Although some criticism, such as its poor estimation of 

barrier heights and weak interactions has been noted,108-110 B3LYP has been embraced to give 

relatively good geometries of most organic and organometallic molecules.44, 50, 111-114  The 

M06108, 109 functionals are now in wide use for system modelling and calculation of molecular 

properties with better levels of accuracy in comparison with experiments.46, 49  More than two 

DFT models were selected to investigate the aims of this present study. 

 
Figure 4: DFT types and examples as highlighted here.103 

 6.1.4 Hybrid QM/MM methods 

In order to provide solutions to challenges in realistic theoretical modelling of large systems 

(such as enzymes) and taking into consideration cost effectiveness, coupling QM with MM 

methods was proposed.115-117  A review on the principles and applications of these methods 

appear in 2012.117  The fundamental concept of QM/MM is to divide a very large system into 

two or three parts based on the research interests.  The QM region usually consists of the most 

reactive atoms that are involved in bond forming/breaking process, binding and catalysis, while 

the rest of the system and solvent are apportioned to the MM region.99, 115  Based on the 

partitioning strategy, there exists two different forms of QM/MM of Hamiltonian known as 
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subtractive and additive forms.117  “Our own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and 

molecular Mechanics” (ONIOM)99, 118 and Umbrella sampling.119, 120 methods are examples of 

subtractive and additive form, respectively.  The hybrid QM/MM method offers a unique 

approximation in which both QM accuracy and MM efficiency is shared in molecular 

simulations.117  In this present investigation, QM/MM approach was extensively used to unravel 

the catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR. 

6.1.4.1 ONIOM method 

A typical subtractive hybrid QM/MM method is ONIOM that allows partitioning of a molecular 

system into two parts namely; the model and the environment systems.99  This method allows 

grouping of an entire system (such as enzyme) into layers based on the relevance of each part to 

the enzyme’s bioactivity.  Using GaussView121 and Gaussian software,102 three layer ONIOM 

segmentation could be achieved depending on the research aim.  For the present study, the HIV-

1 PR—substrate was subdivided into two distinct layers in which the small “model” part (QM; 

DFT) consists of the catalytic site of the enzyme and the natural substrate while the remaining 

residues were treated with MM (AMBER force field122) (Figure 5).  This approach was recently 

used to estimate the binding free energies of known HIV PR inhibitors and two HIV-1 PR 

subtypes displaying reasonable level of accuracy when compared with experiment.58  A review 

on the ONIOM method was recently done in which detailed parameterization procedure and 

wide range applications to varying classes of molecules and systems was discussed.99 

 
Figure 5: Schematic representation of the two-layered ONIOM model (DFT:AMBER) of HIV-1 PR—

MA-CA complex. 
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 6.1.5 Basis sets  

Electronic wave functions are described mathematically with basis sets,82 molecules are 

described by molecular orbitals, which are expressed in terms of atomic orbitals.123  The larger 

the basis set, the better the computational output.  The 6-31+G(d),124, 125 is a renown standard 

basis set for calculating properties of organic molecules,126, 127 this was applied in three parts of 

this present work in combination with the selected DFT methods.  Other examples of basis sets 

are: LANL2DZ,128-130 MidiX,131, 132 DGDZVP,133, 134 aug-ccpVTZ,135-137 and def2-TZVP 138, 139 

basis sets.  The quality, relevance and performance of this basis sets has been studied earlier.46  

Comprehensive updates on basis sets were recently published in 2013 by Frank126 and Grant.127   

6.2 Computational software 

The computational software required for calculations, modelling and post analyses used in this 

study are discussed. 

 6.2.1 Graphical user interfaces 

GaussView,121 UCSF Chimera,17 PyMOL,140 and Discovery studio141 are the pre- and post-

processor Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) program used in the present study.  All molecules 

were modelled, adjusted and viewed through these computational application packages.  

 6.2.2 The Gaussian program 

Gaussian 09 Rev D.01102 is an upgrade version of the Gaussian program which started with 

Gaussian 70, 92, 94, 98 and 03142 versions.  Due to the high computer resource demand for many 

accurate computational methods, electronic structure calculations are often carried out via shared 

processors.  The enzymatic interaction of HIV-1 PR with substrates was investigated using 

Gaussian 09 Rev D.01102 that is installed on clusters at the Centre for High Performance 

Computing in Cape Town, South Africa (www.chpc.ac.za).  This package was used for all 

calculations including DFT and ONIOM. 

 6.2.3 The AMBER suite  

Amongst the numerous software packages for conducting MD simulations is the AMBER143 

package, which is one of the most popular of its kind.144  The latest version which is AMBER 17 

has its roots from AMBER 4143 which now represents 11 years of continued development (from 

version 9) by multiple research groups (it was 6 years144 in 2012).  AMBER program suite 

comprises of collections of several other programs working together to setup, perform, and 
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analyse MD simulations, from scratch to results analyses.144  One of the most used versions of 

this software is AMBER 14145 whose parameterization allows the use of graphics processing 

units (GPUs) which offers more computational power and memory bandwidth.144  Thankfully, 

the Centre for High Performance Computing in Cape Town, South Africa (www.chpc.ac.za) has 

these extension in addition to AMBER 14145 installed on their cluster which enabled us to obtain 

suitable starting structures for further calculations in this study.  The latest overview of the 

AMBER biomolecular simulation suite appeared in 2013.144  

7 Aims and objectives  

The overall aim of this study is to investigate the recognition mechanism of natural substrate by 

HIV-1 PR and the subsequent catalytic interaction between them using computational methods.  

These are streamed down in subsequent chapters to give a full picture of the study. 

Chapter One 

Introductory background of study 

Chapter Two 

Literature review on recognition and catalysis of natural substrate by HIV-1 PR  

Chapter Three 

To elucidate the hydrolysis of substrates using the six-membered ring TS model (without the 

enzyme) as described in previous investigations41-49 through the application of DFT methods to 

study the reaction process, compute activation parameters and elucidate quantum chemical 

properties of the system.   

Chapter Four 

To elucidate the proposed concerted six-membered ring transition state mechanism of the natural 

substrate within the entire enzyme using hybrid ONIOM QM/MM method.   

To analyse variations in relation to the earlier result (small model). 

Chapter Five 

To investigate if the natural substrate recognition pattern is the same for HIV-1 (C-SA and 

subtype B) PRs.  

To compare the activation energies at different peptide bond regions (other than the scissile 

region) within the natural substrate sequence for these enzymes using ONIOM approach.   

Chapter Six 

Overall conclusion of the research outcome. 
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8 Thesis outline 

The dissertation is presented in a paper format in which each chapter is dedicated to addressing 

one or two research questions.  In the first and the last chapters, a general introduction and an 

overall conclusion are provided, respectively, for the entire study.  The outline is therefore 

highlighted. 

Chapter one: General introduction of the dissertation is provided where the main direction of the 

study is highlighted. 

Chapter two: Literature review on recognition pattern and hydrolysis of natural substrate by 

HIV-1 PR. 

Chapter three: Modelling HIV-1 PR—substrate catalytic mechanism using small molecules and 

DFT methods, investigate the effects of N-methylation on the scissile bond strength.  

Chapter four: Application of ONIOM to investigate substrate hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR using an 

exact natural substrate. 

Chapter five: Substrate recognition by HIV-1 PRs (subtypes C-SA and B) using ONIOM 

approach, investigation of the recognition pattern and specificity of the PRs for cleavage at a 

particular amide bond. 

Chapter six: Overall conclusion on the research outcome. 
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Description: Illustration of Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage process by HIV-1 PR. 
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Abstract 

Current investigations of the human immunodeficiency virus protease (HIV-1 PR) as a druggable 

target towards the treatment of AIDS require an update to facilitate further development of 

promising inhibitors with improved inhibitory activities.  For the past two decades, up to 100 

scholarly reports appeared annually on the inhibition and catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.  A 

fundamental literature review on the prerequisite of HIV-1 PR action leading to the release of 

infectious virion is absent.  Herein, recent advances (both computationally and experimentally) on 

the recognition mode and reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR involving its natural targets is 

provided.  This overview features more than 80 peer review articles from reputable journals.  

Recognition of the natural Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage junctions by this enzyme and its mutant 

analogues was first addressed.  Thereafter, a comprehensive dissect of the enzymatic mechanism 

of HIV-1 PR on its natural polypeptide sequences from literature was put together.  In addition, 

we highlighted ongoing research topics in which in silico methods could be harnessed to provide 

better insights on the catalytic mechanism of the HIV-1 protease in the presence of its natural 

substrates.  Understanding the recognition and catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR leading to the 

release of an infective virion, which advertently affects the immune system, will assist in 

designing mechanism-based inhibitors with better bioactivity. 

Keywords: HIV-1 PR; Natural substrates; Recognition pattern; Reaction mechanism; Transition 

state modelling. 

1 Introduction  

Aspartate proteases (Asp PRs) form a distinct class of hydrolytic enzymes with two characteristic 

aspartate residues acting as the major catalyst in their active sites, and these Asp PRs cleave 

specific proteins or polypeptides.1  Notable amongst this class of enzymes are beta-secretase 1 

(BACE 1), cathepsin D (Cat D), human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease (HIV-1 PR) and 

plasmepsin II (Plm II).  These proteinases are currently receiving extensive attention as potential 

drug targets in a number of serious infections and diseases, which include Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD), Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and malaria.2  HIV-1 PR is an 

indispensable drug target moiety towards the treatment of HIV/AIDS.3 

HIV-1 PR is a typical lentivirus proteinase, which is homodimeric with normally a total number of 

99 amino acid residues in each monomer.  However, variants of 100 (I36T↑T)4 and 101 

(L38L↑N↑L)5 amino acid residues were recently reported by our research group.  HIV PR is an 
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important degrading enzyme necessary for the proteolytic cleavage of the Gag and Gag-Pol 

polyproteins, required for the development of mature virion proteins.3, 6  The hydrolytic action of 

the PR on these asymmetric natural polyprotein substrate sequences results in the processing of 

the corresponding mature virion: Gag proteolysis leads to capsid (CA), matrix (MA), spacer 

peptide 1 (p1), nucleocapsid (NC), spacer peptide 2 (p2) and p6gag7.  Gag-Pol leads to reverse 

transcriptase (RT), RNAse H (RH), and integrase (IN).8  The mechanism of action of the PR on 

these polyproteins has been a subject of research over the past three decades and discussed herein.  

When HIV-1 PR cleaves these sites, nine cleavage domains are produced (Figure 1 and Table 1).  

 
Figure 1: Illustration of Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage process by HIV-1 PR. 

In 2000, a three-dimensional (3-D) structure of HIV-1 PR complexed with a natural substrate 

(corresponding to CA-p2) was deposited by Prabu-Jeyabalan et al.9 in the Protein Data Bank 

(PDB) with a resolution of 2.0 Å (PDB code 1F7A10, Figure 2).  The substrate polypeptide 

sequence, containing ten amino acid residues, is long enough to cover the whole binding epitope 

of the protease which makes this result different from the other 19 HIV-1 PR—substrate bound 

crystal structures deposited in the PDB earlier.9  Those structures are relatively short covering P3-

P3ʹ epitope and most of which are not a close representation of  the actual natural substrate 

segments.9  Since the inception of this study9, about 80 research articles (Web of Science 

Database, accessed on 29 September, 2017) have focused on the natural substrate and HIV-1 PR 

demonstrating the importance of this topic.  The cleavage sites of the HIV-1 PR corresponding to 

the Gag and Gag-Pol proteins precursor are represented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: The nine recognition non-homologous natural substrate polypeptides segments cleaved by the 
HIV-1 protease.9, 11 

Peptide sequences cleavage domain Natural substrate 
Cleavage sites in Gag  

Val-Ser-Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val-Gln-Asn MA-CA 
Lys-Ala-Arg-Val-Leu*Ala-Glu-Ala-Met-Ser CA-p2 
Pro-Ala-Thr-Ile-Met*Met-Gln-Arg-Gly-Asn p2-NC 
Glu-Arg-Gln-Ala-Asn*Phe-Leu-Gly-Lys-Ile NC-p1 
Arg-Pro-Gly-Asn-Phe*Leu-Gln-Ser-Arg-Pro p1-p6 

Cleavage sites in Gag-Pol  
Val-Ser-Phe-Asn-Phe*Pro-Gln-Ile-Thr-Leu TF-PR 
Cys-Thr-Leu-Asn-Phe*Pro-Ile-Ser-Pro-Ile PR-RT 

Gly-Ala-Glu-Thr-Phe*Tyr-Val-Asp-Gly-Ala RT-RH 
Ile-Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile RH-IN 

Auto proteolysis site  
Pro-Gln-Ile-Thr-Leu*Trp-Lys-Arg-Pro-Leu AutoP 

The asterisk (*) denotes the scissile bond.  Matrix-capsid; MA-CA, capsid-p2; CA-p2, p2-nucleopsid; p2-NC, 
nucleopsid-p1; NC-p1, trans frame peptide-protease; TF-PR, protease-reverse transcriptase; PR-RT, reverse 
transcriptase-RNAseH; RT-RH, RNAseH-integrase; RH-IN, auto proteolysis; AutoP.9, 11  

Experimental investigations on the interaction between HIV-1 PR and the natural substrate 

includes: how this homodimeric enzyme recognizes asymmetric substrates,9, 11 natural substrates 

mimics for the design of potent HIV-1 PR inhibitors,12, 13 crystallization of HIV-1 PR—natural 

substrate complexes,9, 11 mutations at cleavage sites,14 and the determination of this enzyme’s 

processing rate of its substrates.15  The application of in silico methods that better reveal the 

interaction between natural substrates and the HIV-1 PR including the reaction mechanism have 

been reported.2, 16-19  Despite a vast number of such contributions from across the globe, a 

comprehensive review on experimental as well as theoretical understanding of substrate 

specificity (in terms of natural target cleavage domains) and the substrate-PR reaction mechanism 

(Table 1) is lacking.   
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Figure 2: Structure of HIV-1 protease complexed with CA-p2.  PDB code 1F7A1 (RCSB PDB accessed on 

28 March 2017).  Image created with UCSF Chimera.3 

A review that covers substrate sequences recognition and catalytic reaction mechanism of HIV-1 

PR is required to provide tenable answers to pertinent questions on this perspective.  Some of 

these questions are: what is the recognition pattern of HIV-1 PR—natural substrate system?  What 

are the possible mechanistic models for the catalysis of natural substrates by HIV-1 PR?  Can a 

single protonation pattern be sufficient for the description of all the natural substrates catalysis?  

What is the most suitable representation of HIV-1 PR—natural substrate complex in 

computational modelling of the cleavage mechanism?  Can the structural moieties along the 

reaction coordinate (observed in theoretical simulations) be captured through experimental 

method(s)?  Is the mechanistic route of drug-resistant and the native HIV-1 PRs catalysis of 

substrates the same? 

Meanwhile, we found a number of review articles where HIV-1 PR—natural substrate reaction 

process was highlighted.3, 20-22  In their 2000 report, Gulnik et al.20 wrote a review in which two 

subsections were dedicated to substrate specificity, cleavage mechanism, as well as protonation 

state of the catalytic aspartates.  In addition to summarizing the enzymatic function of HIV-1 PR, 

these reviewers20 provided a vivid description of the enzyme, documented the biochemical and 

biophysical properties, highlighted the kinetic constants of the natural substrates and discussed 

mutations arising from HIV-1 PR drug resistance.  

In 2003, Brik and Wong23 presented a perspective on the HIV-1 PR mechanism and its 

implications for drug design.  The overview spans studies on the mechanism of HIV-1 PR, drug 
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design and PR resistance.  With respect to the natural substrate, three plausible catalytic models 

were enumerated (Schemes S1–S3; Supporting Information, SI) based on the reviewed literature.  

The authors proposed the following research questions:23 where is the exact location of the proton 

on the carboxyl groups of the catalytic Asps and what is the role of the flaps in the enzymatic 

reaction of HIV-1 PR?   

Rodríguez-Barrios and Gago in 200421 also gave a brief description of this proteolytic enzyme 

and provided a summary of the HIV-1 PR hydrolytic mechanism.  In 2013, in vitro and in silico 

studies on the protonation states of the reactive Asp moieties of this homodimeric enzyme were 

reviewed24 alongside other aspartyl protease families.  This contribution24 provided details of 

experimental and computational catalysis with respect to inhibitors, protonation states induced by 

inhibitors, probing the electronic state via pH measurement of the titratable residues. An 

estimation of the pKa values for the acidic residues of HIV-1 PR-inhibitor complexes was also 

reported.  It was suggested that when screening potential ligands for this enzyme, protonation 

assignment on the ionisable Asp dyad should be based on results of titration curves and 

protonation state at a given pH.24   

Herein, we provide a detailed account on applicable research (since 2000) on the catalytic 

reaction mechanisms of HIV-1 PR and its natural substrates; more than 100 references from 

literature are cited.  This review covers the basis for recognition and possible reaction pathways 

of the HIV-1 PR complexed with its natural substrates, the last part of the review provides a 

future perspective concerning this topic.  

2 Recognition of the asymmetric substrate by homodimeric HIV-1 PR  

For an enzyme to carry out its bioactivity, molecular recognition of its substrates/inhibitors is 

imperative.  Processing of the natural Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins by HIV-1 PR is crucial for 

viral assembly and replication in the HIV life cycle.25  In this section, we highlight the gained 

knowledge on the recognition of natural substrates by HIV-1 PR and mutant variants. 

2.1 The natural substrate 

The hydrolytic cleavage of certain segments in the natural Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein 

precursors by HIV-1 PR (Figure 1) leads to the production of specific polypeptide units, which 

are subsequently processed, into separated peptide units.  Nine cleavage sites of the Gag and 

Gag-Pol proteins precursor are recognised and cleaved by HIV-1 PR to produce corresponding 
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peptide segments of the natural substrates (Table 1).9, 11  The mechanism of substrate hydrolysis 

by this PR has remained a major backbone of inhibitor design26-28 for the treatment of 

HIV/AIDS.3, 29   

2.2 Cleavage points 

Provided in Figure 1, are the cleavage domains within the Gag and Gag-Pol gene which are 

recognised by the HIV-1 PR.  The recognition mechanism and specificity of HIV-1 PR was 

mostly associated with substrate modulation, conserved substrate shape, interdependence 

conformational adaptability of both HIV-1 PR and substrates.9, 11, 30-35  A contrasting opinion is 

that substrate recognition of HIV-1 PR seems to be based on the conformational specificity of the 

protease to the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein precursors.36  The non-homologous peptide 

sequences of each cleavage domain have a characteristic scissile bond (C—N) which is the 

attacking point for the hydrolytic action of the HIV-1 PR.  Mimics of the scissile amino acids 

within these cleavage domains form the basis of inhibitor design for this enzyme, most 

importantly the Phe*Pro scissile units (Table 1).37 

2.3 Recognition of natural substrates by HIV-1 PR  

The processing and recognition of CA-p2 cleavage domain within the Gag polypeptide sequence 

by HIV-1 PR was studied using a crystallographic approach.9  The authors noted an extensive 

binding landscape in which the asymmetry peptide forms 24 hydrogen bonds which does not 

account for substrate recognition.  They however, linked the ability of HIV-1 PR to identify its 

substrate with interdependence of the conformational changes.  This fluctuation is mediated by six 

water molecules forming hydrogen bonds that bridge the peptide chains as well as van der Waals 

(VDW) contact contributions from the protease’s amino acid residues.9  An addendum to this, 

research provides another intriguing investigation where the same authors9, 11 determined the X-

ray crystal structures of five HIV-1 PR—substrate complexes11 (deposited in the PDB).10 The 

sequences of the investigated substrates consists of ten asymmetric amino acid units, which covers 

about 1000 Å2 of the binding surface area.  They reiterated that HIV-1 PR recognizes the shape of 

the non-homologous peptide substrate and not a particular amino acid sequence.9, 11 

Weber and coworkers38 presented a comparative analysis between human T-cell leukaemia virus 

(HTLV-1) PR and HIV-1 PR through substrate binding site examination.  An oligopeptide 

containing nine amino acids corresponding to the MA-CA cleavage domain (Table 1) was studied 
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along with the CA-NC cleavage site of the former enzyme.  Combining enzyme assays with 

molecular modelling methods, they observed a wide difference in the specificity of the HTLV-1 

PR and HIV-1 PR.  Variance of the substrate sequence at different positions reveals that most 

retroviral PRs, including HIV-1, preferentially enjoy large hydrophobic side chains at the P1 

position.  The amino acid in this position is located within the substrate pocket on the S1 subsite 

and seems to be highly conserved.38 

Light emitting holoprotein was also employed to detect the proteolytic bond cleavage site of the 

MA-CA precursor.25  This was revealed by a decrease in the bioluminescence generated by the 

aequorin fusion protein in the solid phase.  The bioluminescence method yielded very sensitive 

detection limits (1 × 10-11 M) of the substrate’s peptide bond cleavage by the HIV-1 PR.25  

Although the design of the study does not provide substantial input on how the HIV-1 PR 

recognizes its substrates, it is interesting to also mention that the use of this cysteine-free mutant 

of aequorin was harnessed to monitor the activities of two competitive and one non-competitive 

inhibitor for HIV-1 protease.25 

In 2006, Schiffer and coworkers32 presented a theoretical approach to evaluate the preferences of 

substrate positions and correlations between them that might also identify which positions within 

known substrates can likely tolerate sequence variability and which cannot.  This was done using 

a biased sequence search threading (BSST) method.39  The prediction of the eight non-identical 

amino acid sequences of the substrates was investigated using a probability function which is 

dependent on residue positions within the BSST generated sequence.  This was done by 

employing three models; (1) each substrate position was considered independently, (2) 

interdependence between pairs was monitored and (3) triple-wise interdependency was tested.32  

Again, it was resolved that HIV-1 PR identifies the substrate shape in its entirety with little or nil 

cognizance of its specific sequence.32   

A closely related research initiative is an all atom simulation study by Perez et al.36  CA-p2 

cleavage domain (consisting of eight amino acid sequences) and a non-substrate was studied using 

molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) and thermodynamic 

integration (TI)40-42 to determine substrate detection in HIV-1 PR.  The obtained binding free 

energies were drawn at 20 and 40 ns and the affinity of non-substrate for the PR was found to be 

high.36  The authors36 estimated the binding free energy (∆Gbind) change between the non-substrate 

and studied natural substrate to be -4.4 kcal mol-1.  Disputing both induced-fit and lock-and-key 
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models as tenable descriptions for substrate recognition, these authors adopted the following 

proposition to elucidate substrate recognition by HIV-1 PR.36  (1) The PR preferentially cleaves 

only natural substrates, with enough exposure, for a given period of time.  In other words, even 

with greater affinity, many non-substrates are not cleaved because they are concealed within the 

polyprotein pool and apparently unrecognizable by the PR.  (2) From the adequately seen 

sequences, the detection is based on the conformational specificity of PR:Gag and PR:Gag-Pol 

polyprotein complexes that regulate which residues are within an accessible position to the active 

site.36   

The distinctive binding scope of HIV-1 PR—substrate complex (referred to as “the substrate 

envelope”) was redefined43 using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.44  This study was a 

sequel investigation from earlier reported work30, 45-48 on the design of inhibitors against HIV-1 

PR to test the hypothesized substrate envelope.  It was proposed that the conserved conformation 

with a characteristic overlapping cavity in which the substrate sits within the active site, is the 

substrate envelope.30  Özen et al.43 carried out MD simulations of seven natural substrates with 

HIV-1 PR at 11 ns to provide a clearer picture of the conserved 3-D geometry attained during 

HIV-1 PR—substrate binding.  The dynamic substrate envelope was thereafter emphasized to be 

an exact representation of HIV-1 PR—substrate interactions.43  

Schiffer and coworkers49 attempted to initiate a model in which an engineered HIV-1 PR (induced 

mutations) could be used to monitor substrate binding specificity via computational techniques.  

In simple terms, the investigation aimed at employing mathematical, physicochemical, 

biochemistry and engineering processes to develop an improved computational algorithm that 

provides a comprehensive description of altered HIV-1 PR substrate recognition.  It was observed 

that substrate specificity was modified in mutated HIV-1 PR, thereby facilitating alternate binding 

modes for the natural substrates.  Rationalizing the weaknesses of the procedure and the output, 

these authors49 emphasized that sound knowledge on the structural and conformational plasticity 

of the enzyme is vital to parameterizing such an algorithm.  They proposed that more accurate and 

advanced computational methods would probably be required to predict the conformational 

backbones of the remodelled proteins.  For side-chain optimization, these authors have used 

Dunbrack and Cohen-based backbone-dependent rotamer library50 and the dead-end elimination 

(DEE) theorem was used for the design of individual pockets.49  
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Related topics under this section include, analysis of the context surrounding the processing sites 

to determine the cleavage rate of Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein precursors,15, 51, 52 and 

identification of efficiently cleaved substrates of HIV-1 PR.53  It was claimed that identification 

of substrate cleavable sites could serve as the best templates for the synthesis of the better binding 

inhibitors.53  An overall conclusion was also reached that the selection of processing sites and the 

order of precursor processing are defined partly by the structure of Gag-Pol itself and that this 

conformation assists in estimating the order of the initial cleavage events.52  Using fluorescein 

arsenical hairpin (FlAsH) reagent to label a natural substrate containing MA and the N-terminal 

domain of CA, Swanstrom’s group15 studied the effect of substrate context on processing the 

HIV-1 PR Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins.  These authors15 observed that complex substrate 

interactions both beyond the active site of the enzyme and across the scissile bond contribute to 

defining the rate of processing by the HIV-1 PR.  The rate of cleavage by this viral protease can 

also be inhibited or enhanced through the replacement of the P1 residue of the Gag processing 

sites.51 

2.4 Natural substrate recognition by drug-resistant HIV-1 PR variants 

One of the major challenges in enzyme-based drug design is the development of drug resistance, 

of which the clinically approved antiretroviral drugs are not exempted.  HIV-1 PR drug resistance 

currently involves about 46 mutations,54 and 69 HIV-1 PR mutant crystal structures are found in 

the RCSB PDB.10  

With the observed high level of drug resistance/multidrug resistance caused by HIV-1 PR 

mutants, this overview will be incomplete without addressing how mutated protease recognizes 

the natural Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins segments.  The impact of mutated HIV-1 PR on the 

recognition of their natural substrate precursor (NC-p1 cleavage domain) was studied using 

GRASP software,55 and it was observed that most active site mutations are rarely in contact with 

substrates, but are crucial to the binding of inhibitors.30  The Gag and Gag-Pol polypeptide 

precursors cleavage sites are recognized by this protein cleaving enzyme despite point mutation 

or insertion (such as HIV-1 subtype C-I36T↑T containing 200 amino acid residues4) due to the 

ability of the HIV-1 PR to develop drug resistance to inhibitors at the active site, thereby 

recognizing the shape of its natural substrates.  Hence, inhibitors designed for HIV-1 PR and their 

mutants may easily undergo drug resistance, whereas the protease recognizes its polypeptide 

natural substrates and proceeds with its cleavage bioactivity.30   
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The output from this computational simulation30 was followed by a crystallographic investigation 

conducted at 1.44–2.10 Å resolution.31  The main aim of this study was to describe the substrate 

recognition mechanism by drug-resistant HIV-1 PR with a co-evolutional natural substrate (NC-

p1) whose processing is not just the slowest, but also, the rate-limiting cleavage step in the 

maturation of Gag.31  The NC-p1 cleavage domain has been noted to coevolve with drug-resistant 

V82A HIV-1 PR mutation whereby this substrate’s P2 amino acid residue mutates from an 

alanine to a valine in response to this mutated variant (Figure 3).30  Amazingly, their31 maiden 

experimental study revealed that one of the HIV-1 PR flaps displayed a closed conformation 

while the other flap displays a discrete intermediate conformation.31  P3-P1 residues of the 

substrate was also observed to be of great importance in substrate recognition.30, 31   

Tie et al.56 carried out a high-resolution crystallographic analysis to elucidate substrate 

recognition by wild type HIV-1 PR, V82A and I84V variants at the molecular level.  CA-p2, p2-

NC, NC-p1, p1-p6 and p6pol-PR cleavage domains were co-crystallized with these two drug-

resistant mutants and wild type PR to examine their conformation changes and estimate kinetics.  

The substrate sequence was six to eleven amino acids long.  The 3-D X-ray crystal structures, 

which were refined to 1.1–1.6 Å resolution, revealed that the binding affinity and recognition 

features of these mutant PRs is partly dependent on the substrates’ conformational flexibility.  

The natural substrates have more adaptability to bypass new conformations induced by drug-

resistant mutants than potential inhibitors.   

 
Figure 3: Point mutation at P2 amino acid in NC-p1 natural Gag polyprotein cleavage domain.  The 

scissile bond is indicated with asterisk and mutated amino acid is in green. 

In order to confirm this coevolved substrate with mutant HIV-1 PR and to examine in detail their 

substrate recognition pattern, Schiffer and coworkers57 carried out another investigation at the 

molecular level.  Three coevolved HIV-1 PR––natural substrates were studied; AP2VNC-p1V82A, 
LP1ʹFp1-p6D30N/N88D and SP3ʹNp1-p6D30N/N88D in which two of these complexes have double 

mutations induced by nelfinavir treatment.58, 59  The molecular modelling and dynamics analysis 

revealed that the conserved envelope conformation is an important feature for the HIV-1 PR 
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mutants to recognise and cleave their substrates.57  Closely related research was again reported by 

the same group60 using an Anisotropic Network Model (ANM).61  In addition to the substrate 

envelope theory with respect to drug-resistant HIV-1 PRs and coevolved substrates, these 

authors60 proposed that the recognition of the asymmetric substrates by the HIV-1 PR and its 

known mutants may likely be a result of the flexibility in the flap regions, which control the 

intrinsic dynamics. 

So far, all natural target sequences documented herein do not exceed P5 to P5ʹ.  Using both in 

silico and in vitro techniques, Laco62 put forward a novel analysis on substrate recognition by 

native, drug-resistant and multidrug-resistant (MDR) HIV-1 PRs in an attempt to derive the 

significance of the substrate-groove (S-groove) to natural target recognition by these PRs.62  The 

natural substrate (with 24 amino acid residues) was employed for this study in which MA-CA 

and NC-p1 cleavage domains were examined.  From his numerous observations62 a condensed 

summary is provided by focusing on substrate recognition of MDR3761 HIV-1 PR with seven 

protease inhibitor (PI) resistance mutations and four polymorphic changes with respect to the 

wild type (WT) PR:63  (1) The S-groove can be described as an active pocket within the HIV-1 

PR contributed by the two dimers, which allows the PR to bind up to 24-residues of a Gag and/or 

Gag-Pol cleavage sites.  (2) The S-groove can increase HIV-1 PR affinity for substrate 

recognition and cleavage process.  (3) MDR PR is highly dependent on S-groove contacts for 

substrate recognition, binding and cleavage.  (4) When Gag polyprotein was used as substrate, a 

similar bioactivity was observed for both native and MDR PRs.62 

Lately, the nine cleavage domains of the natural Gag and Gag-Pol precursors were co-crystallized 

with MDR769 HIV-1 PR by Kovari and coworkers.63-66  In one of their studies, a wide-open flap 

and an extended substrate pocket was observed in MDR769 HIV-1 PR.64  This MDR PR has ten 

of its residues mutated and each natural target has seven amino units from P3-P4ʹ.64  It was 

argued that the enzyme recognizes its substrates through their preserved shape facilitated by 

conserved water molecules and hydrogen bonds.64, 66  It was noted that the essential water 

molecule between the substrate and flap tips (Figure 2) was absent in the reactive region of 

MDR769 HIV-1 PR.64 These prompted the authors66 to postulate the probability of variations in 

enzymatic mechanism of these mutant with respect to the WT PR.  

Understanding the recognition profile at the molecular level for the natural targets of HIV-1 PR 

and resistant mutants is crucial to the development of more active inhibitors.  Many researchers 
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have used computational techniques to provide a plausible description of this event in which 

more advanced in silico approach might likely yield better hypotheses.  

3 Thermochemistry and kinetic parameters for HIV-1 PR and its natural substrates 

Many in vitro analyses have been carried out to establish the kinetics parameters for HIV-1 PR 

and its natural substrate.  These parameters are important factors in determining the catalytic 

activity of an enzyme and its substrate/inhibitor.  Earlier kinetic constants found in literature for 

HIV-1 PR and its natural targets were documented.20  We therefore present in Table 2, a 

summary of inhibition constants and binding free energies from literature.  Kinetic constants for 

mutated variants of HIV-1 PR are also included and all values presented are outputs involving 

sequences consistent with natural targets.  

Table 2: Experimental kinetic parameters for the proteolysis of natural Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage domains 
by HIV-1 protease and its mutants. 

Cleavage 
site 

Peptide sequence HIV-1 PR ΔGbind 
kcal mol-1 

Km (mM) Kcat  
(s-1) 

Kcat/Km 
(mM-1.s-1) 

Kd 
 

MA-CA SQNY*PIVQ WT  3.7567 
0.7868 

23.0067 
15.7068 

6.2067 
20.1068 

 

MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ WT  0.1569 
38, 68 

6.9069 
6.8038 

46.0069 
45.3070 

 

MA-CA QNY*PIVQ WT -8.3364 0.9168 1.6068 1.8168 8.20e-764  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIV WT  0.1268 7.9068 65.8068  
MA-CA SQNY*PIV WT  0.5368 13.5068 25.4068  
MA-CA QNY*PIV WT  0.8668 1.0068 1.2068  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ M46L  0.5669 18.4069 32.9069  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ V82S  1.3469 13.4069 10.0069  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ V82A  0.4269 7.0069 16.7069  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ I84V  1.0269 93.5069 92.0069  
MA-CA VSQNY*PIVQ L90M  0.6469 33.0069 51.6069  
MA-CA QNY*PIVQ MDR769 -2.0264    3.40e-264 
CA-p2 ARVL*AEAM WT  0.3767 2.6067 6.9067  
CA-p2 RVL*AEAM WT -9.1464    2.10e-764 
CA-p2 RVL*AEAM MDR769 -2.0264    3.40e-264 
p2-NC ATIM*MQRG WT  3.0067 41.0067 14.0067  
p2-NC TIM*MQRG WT -9.1464    2.10e-764 
p2-NC TIM*MQRG MDR769 -5.2464    1.50e-464 
NC-p1 ERQAN*FLGKI WT  0.1769 0.1569 0.9069  
NC-p1 ERQAN*FLGKI V82A    0.7069  
NC-p1 ERQAN*FLGKI I84V      
NC-p1 ERQAN*FLGKI M46L    0.3069  
NC-p1 ERQAN*FLGKI V82S    0.4069  
NC-p1 QAN*FLGK WT -6.7464    1.20e-564 
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Table 2: Experimental kinetic parameters for the proteolysis of natural Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage domains by 
HIV-1 protease and its mutants. 

NC-p1 QAN*FLGK MDR769 -3.8364    1.60e-364 
p1-p6 PGNF*LQSR WT  >5.0067 <0.2567 0.0567  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP WT  1.2069 0.9869 0.8069  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP V82A    1.2069  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP V82S    1.2069  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP I84V    1.2069  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP M46L    0.6069  
p1-p6 RPGNF*LQSRP L90M    2.1069  
p1-p6 GNF*LQSR WT -5.3364    1.30e-464 
p1-p6 GNF*LQSR MDR769 -3.5264    2.70e-364 
TF-PR FQF*PNIT WT -8.8464    3.50e-764 
TF-PR FQF*PNIT MDR769 -3.0264    6.30e-364 
PR-RT LQF*PISP MDR769 -3.4264    3.20e-364 
RT-RH AETF*YVDG WT -6.9171 0.1967 1.8067 10.0067 6.21e-671 
RT-RH ETF*YVDG WT -6.4464    2.09e-564 
RT-RH ETF*YVDG MDR769 -2.2364    2.40e-264 
RH-IN RKIL*FLDG WT  1.1567 5.1067 4.4067  
RH-IN KIL*FLDG WT -9.6864    6.40e-864 
RH-IN KIL*FLDG MDR769 -6.5364    1.70e-564 

Note: PR is the protease, ΔGbind is the intrinsic binding free energy, Km is the Michaelis constant, Kcat is the catalytic 
constant, Kcat/Km is the rate of catalysis, Kd and Ki denote the dissociation and inhibition constants, respectively. 

4 Reaction mechanisms of HIV-1 PR and its natural substrates 

In recent times, studies on reaction mechanisms have gone far beyond what happens when a 

mixture of constituents yields one or two distinct product(s).  Investigating the reaction 

mechanism is imperative to understanding enzyme catalysis, design of drugs and their 

metabolism.  Here, we address the reaction mechanism of the native HIV-1 PR with natural Gag 

and Gag-Pol polyprotein cleavage domains.  Contributions from the use of both experimental and 

theoretical techniques are presented on the mechanistic aspect of this enzyme with its substrates.  

Several key factors that contribute to the reaction mechanisms of HIV-1 PR and its natural 

substrates, such as, the protonation state of the aspartate dyad, the nature of the reaction, reaction 

process and conditions, role of water molecule(s) and finally, energetics are discussed. 

 4.1 Effect of protonation state on the catalytic aspartate dyad 

Placement of proton(s) on the Asp dyad of HIV-1 PR is crucial to understanding the reaction 

mechanism and is still a subject of debate.2, 72  A review describing the protonation state of the 

ionisable group of aspartate proteases has appeared recently.24  Experimental techniques such as, 

combined X‑ray/neutron crystallography,73, 74 NMR spectroscopy,75-77, calorimetric and binding 
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kinetics24 were used to determine the protonation state in aspartic proteases.  Similarly, theoretical 

methods have also been applied to understand the ionisation state of these catalytic Asps.  These 

methods include; QM/MM,18, 78-80 MD simulations81-83 and online software (such as PROPKA,84 

PDB2PQR85 and H++86).  One of the latest theoretical reports dedicated to detailed protonation 

pattern of the Asp dyad is from Roitberg and coworkers,87 where pH Replica-exchange MD 

(REMD)83 was used to elucidate the pKa of both catalytic and titratable groups of apo and 

inhibitor bound HIV-1 PR.  It was observed in the substrate-free model that the protonation of 

Asp25 and Asp25ʹ are chemically indistinct while the bound model exhibited monoprotonation.  It 

was remarked that the binding of an inhibitor rarely induces change in the ionisable states of the 

catalytic dyad.  However, this former moiety can invoke shifts in the pKa values of the Asp dyad 

as observed from neutral asymmetric inhibitors that were studied.87  A correct understanding of 

the protonation state(s) of the HIV-1 PR—substrate complex catalytic aspartates is crucial for 

accurate QM modelling of reaction mechanism.  

4.2 Possible conformation of HIV-1 PR for catalytic function  

Evidence from both experimental and theoretical analyses has revealed that the catalytic process 

of HIV-1 PR functions at pH of 2–7.23, 24, 88  This process usually occurs at the active site, which 

consist of two coplanar aspartate moieties and is usually stabilized by the catalytic triad 

Asp25(25ʹ), Thr26(26ʹ) and Gly27(27ʹ) peptide units.89  The Asp25(25ʹ) dyad of the free enzyme 

can exist in monoprotonated87 (four possibilities, model A-D), an unprotonated90, 91 (model E) and 

diprotonated92, 93 (four possibilities, model F-I ) forms (Figure 4).   

Piana and Carloni88 reported the observation of a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB) within the 

apo HIV-1 PR of reactive Asp monomers (model J, Figure 4).  These researchers88 utilised ab 

initio simulations at 300 K to highlight the requirements for this enzyme to carry out its catalytic 

functions at the active site.  These include, monoprotonation specifically on OD1 of Asp25ʹ, a 

catalytic water (WatC) molecule close enough to the carboxyl oxygen of the Asp moieties and the 

contribution of Thr26(26ʹ)–Gly27(27ʹ) to the stability of the Asp dyad orientation.88  Furthermore, 

the catalytic reactivity of HIV-1 PR—substrate complex is dependent on the conformational 

flexibility of the enzyme.17, 94, 95  The dynamics of the flap region of HIV-1 PR allows the inflow 

of the substrate and the release of the cleaved products.  When investigating these interactions 

with in silico methods, an accurate theoretical level and large basis set is recommended to obtain 

reasonable geometry orientation and energetics.1, 17 
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Figure 4: Proposed protonation models for the HIV-1 PR catalytic dyad.4-7   

The catalytic core domain of the PR must attain a specific geometry before it can process its 

substrate/inhibitor’s functionality, Okimoto et al.81 termed this specific conformation the “active 

conformation”.  The proximity of the enzyme with the substrate in the presence of WatC and 

protonated OD2 of the Asp25ʹ residue to form the enzyme—substrate (ES) complex should be 

within specific distances (Figure 5).  Using the Hartree-Fock (HF)96 theoretical method and the 6-
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31G(2d)97 basis set, these authors81 determined the necessary conditions for an active 

conformation to enable HIV-1 PR cleave its natural substrates.  These conditions are: (a) the two 

catalytic Asp dyad should hold WatC through formation of hydrogen bonds (Figure 5: d1, d2, d3, 

and d4), (b) the interatomic distance between the oxygen of WatC and the scissile carbonyl carbon 

of the substrate should be maintained within 3.3 Å (Figure 5: d5) and this was based on the VDW 

radii of the carbon and the oxygen in retrospect,81 (c) and the oxygen of the cleavable carbonyl 

forms a hydrogen bond with the OD2 of Asp25ʹ (Figure 5: d6).  

 
Figure 5: Interatomic distances obtained with ab initio HF/6-31G(2d) for the ES complex, redrawn from 
literature.8  Carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms are represented with grey, red and blue, respectively.  All 
distances are in Å, d1=3.28, d2=2.66, d3=2.96, d4=2.80, d5=2.91 and d6=2.97. 

The effect of conserved water molecules on the reactive conformational state of the enzyme was 

also addressed therein.14, 98  The 3-D arrangement of dipoles from these structurally conserved 

water molecules contribute to the favourable geometric of this enzyme required for its cleavage 

bioactivity.98 

4.3 The nature of the reaction 

The mechanistic reaction of the HIV-1 PR has been extensively studied using both theoretical and 

experimental techniques and categorized either as a nucleophilic1, 99, 100 or a general acid-base1, 99, 

101-108 reaction.  The major distinction between these two mechanisms is the presence of water 
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molecule in the latter and absence in the former.  Although the general acid-base mechanism is 

widely accepted, the nucleophilic reaction cannot be entirely ruled out.  Within the context of this 

review, we highlight these two reaction mechanisms based on contributions from in silico and in 

vitro perspectives. 

 4.3.1 Nucleophilic reaction 

Earlier thoughts about the hydrolysis of natural substrates by HIV-1 PR was that it most likely 

proceeds through direct nucleophilic attack by an aspartate.99  This direct nucleophilic attack 

process involves the catalytic aspartate group whereby the unprotonated Asp acts as the 

nucleophile rather than a water molecule.  The nucleophile generally attacks the carbonyl carbon 

of the scissile amide.  This reaction has been studied to occur as a stepwise or a concerted 

nucleophilic reaction mechanism. 

4.3.1.1 The stepwise nucleophilic mechanism 

The nucleophilic mechanism for HIV-1 PR catalysis was studied to be stepwise whereby the 

reaction proceeds through more than one TS structure and intermediates.  The nucleophilic attack 

of the unprotonated Asp at the scissile carbonyl carbon produces an anionic intermediate that 

abstracts a proton from the protonated Asp (Scheme 1).  The resulting acyl-enzyme intermediate 

is then hydrolysed, with the unprotonated Asp acting as general base.99  The stepwise 

nucleophilic mechanistic pathway was explored herein1, 99, 100 using computational methods.  

Both quantum mechanics (QM) and MD techniques have been harnessed to give a total account 

of the reaction process involved in this mechanism.  In addition to their exploration of all possible 

mechanistic pathways for the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR, Park et al.1 investigated the 

stepwise nucleophilic mechanism (Scheme 1) at MP2/6-31G(2d)//RHF/6-31G(2d) level of 

theory.  The reaction steps involved formation of a reactant complex, two TS structures, one 

intermediate and product complex.  An overall ∆G‡ of 36.6 kcal mol-1 was estimated for this 

mechanism. 

Approximate valence bond (AVB)109 method was parameterized and tested on the cleavage of the 

natural substrate by the HIV-1 PR.110  The AVB formalism was developed based on density 

functional theory (DFT)111 approach and it allows partitioning of the exact atoms involved in the 

reaction and other surrounding amino acid residues and solvents.  Atoms at the reaction centre110 

were modelled using AVB while the rest of the system was treated with a classical MD44 method.  

This computational method allows the authors110 to investigate the stepwise nucleophilic 
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mechanism in which protonation was assigned to the two Asp group (model I, Figure 4).  The 

first stage of the mechanism involves proton transfer between the inner oxygens (OD1) of both 

Asp and subsequent nucleophilic attack by Asp25.  As a result of the relatively short simulation 

time for AVB/MM technique employed by these authors,110 it was impossible to estimate the 

energy barriers of the entire nucleophilic process. 

 
Scheme 1: A pictorial representation of the structures involved in stepwise nucleophilic mechanism for the 
hydrolysis of a simplified peptide model by HIV-1 PR using MP2/6-31G(2d)//RHF/6-31G(2d).9  The 
legends are: SNR = stepwise nucleophilic reactant, SNTS1 = stepwise nucleophilic transition state 1, 
SNINT = stepwise nucleophilic intermediate, SNTS2 = stepwise nucleophilic transition state 2, SNP = 
stepwise nucleophilic product.  All distances are in Å. 

4.3.1.2 The concerted nucleophilic mechanism 

The mechanistic pathway for HIV-1 PR catalysis of substrates could also be concerted 

nucleophilic, which proceeds with the formation of an enzyme-substrate complex leading to a 

concerted nucleophilic TS structure (Scheme 2).  According to Park et al.1 investigation, the 

concerted nucleophilic reaction involves the concurrent attack of the nucleophile (unprotonated 

Asp) on the carbonyl carbon and transfer of proton from the acidic Asp to the scissile nitrogen of 

the substrate.  The nucleophilic Asp bound tightly to the dissociated scissile carbonyl in the 

concerted nucleophilic product (Scheme 2).  In their study, Park et al.1 used ab initio calculations 
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including Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation (MP2)112 and HF96 theories coupled with the 

6-31G(2d)97 basis set, to describe the concerted nucleophilic mechanism.  They used a model 

reaction where formamide represents the substrate, while acetate and acetic acid represent the 

catalytic Asp residues.1  For this reaction, an activation free energy (∆G‡) of 25.8 kcal mol-1 was 

observed.1 

 
Scheme 2: Representation of the structures involved in concerted nucleophilic pathway for the hydrolysis 
of a simplified peptide model by HIV-1 PR using MP2/6-31G(2d)//RHF/6-31G(2d).9  The legends are: 
CNR = concerted nucleophilic reactant, CNTS = concerted nucleophilic transition state, CNP = concerted 
nucleophilic product.  All distances are in Å. 

 4.3.2 The general acid-base mechanism 

The general-acid base mechanistic pathway for HIV-1 PR proteolysis of its substrates came into 

limelight in the early 1990s113, 114 following previous experimental research on related proteolytic 

enzymes.115, 116  Recent evidence weighs strongly in favour of the general acid-base catalysis 

through the use of combined X‑ray/neutron crystallography,73, 74 to detect notable reaction 

complexes along the PES of the HIV-1 PR—natural target.  This was earlier proposed to be 

rarely possible due to the reactive nature of the protease.1, 117  In this mechanism, a water (WatC) 

molecule acts as the nucleophile within the active site of the HIV-1 PR.  The catalytic process has 

been proposed to either be stepwise or concerted. 

4.3.2.1 Stepwise general acid-base mechanism 

The stepwise general acid-base mechanism is the most widely studied model for the catalysis of 

HIV-1 PR.  The reaction is quite diverse and puzzling opinions continued to appear as researchers 

try to unravel the mechanism using both in silico and in vitro methods.  Important research 
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questions are: Can a single protonation pattern be sufficient for the proteolysis of all the natural 

substrates?  How many TS structures are involved in stepwise general acid-base mechanism and 

what is the rate-determining step? 

Within the framework of this review, we have pull studies together based on the protonation 

pattern (Figure 4) used/proposed by the different contributors from both computational and 

experimental investigations.  This becomes a better approach due the importance of protonation 

on the catalytic Asp group to enable HIV-1 PR enzymatic functions.  It is quite interesting to 

observe that most recent reports on HIV-1 PR—substrate catalysis has adopted a 

monoprotonation mechanism (models A-D; Figure 4).   

4.3.2.1.1 The stepwise general acid-base mechanistic pathway of HIV-1 PR involving 

Asp25 protonation 

Protonation assignment to the catalytic Asp group has been studied to exist in a number of 

possible models (Figure 4).  On the active Asp25, two oxygens of the carboxyl group could either 

be protonated for HIV-1 PR catalytic function.  For ease of readability, the discussion is 

presented in the light of the applied in silico and in vitro methods, the perspective of the study 

and major contributions towards describing the mechanism. 

To give a total account of the reaction process involved in enzyme catalysis, the approximate 

valence bond (AVB)109 method was parameterized and tested on the cleavage of the natural 

substrate by the HIV-1 PR.110  Protonation of the catalytic groups was specifically on OD2 of 

Asp25 (model B, Figure 4).  Shown in Scheme 3 is the adopted reaction model by Trylska et al.110  

Each reaction step was elucidated using HIV-1 PR—p2-NC cleavage mechanism with the scissile 

bond at Met*Met (Table 1).  It was summarized that the AVB/MM technique would allow 

detailed description of the enzymatic reaction.  This reaction steps include; intermolecular proton 

transfers from water to aspartate, nucleophilic attack of the reduced water on the substrate scissile 

bond, conformational changes of the tetrahedral intermediate, two proton transfers between the 

intermediate and the Asp residues, and cleavage of the intermediate into reaction products.110  As 

observed in the nucleophilic mechanism, the short simulation time hindered the possibility of 

estimating the energy barriers of the general acid-base mechanism using AVB/MM method.110 
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Scheme 3: Proposed mechanism for the substrate hydrolysis reaction catalysed by HIV-1 protease initiated 
by Asp25 protonation.  Structures along the pathway are indicated as follows: (1) enzyme—substrate 
complex; (2) water attack TS; (3) tetrahedral gem-diol intermediate; (4) scissile N-protonation TS; (5) 
protonated amide intermediate; and (6) cleavage of scissile C-N bond TS leading to separated product 
complex.  Redrawn from literature.10-12 

Trylska et al.100, 107, 110 continued their research by providing a broader understanding on the 

enzymatic reaction of HIV-1 PR through the application of AVB/MM MD simulations. 

Protonation pattern B (Figure 4 and Scheme 3) was found to be the most suitable model for the 

general acid-base enzymatic catalysis of HIV-1 PR on N-acetyl-Thr-Ile-Met*Met-Gln-Arg-amide 

sequence.100  The role of hydrogen bonding in the reaction mechanism of the enzyme and one 

substrate was also elucidated.  The hydrogen bonds observed were characterized as;100 short and 

strong, weak and long, centred or asymmetric and single-well hydrogen bonds.  It was observed 

that strong hydrogen bonds are peculiar to both mechanistic pathways (nucleophilic and general 

acid-base) and assist in simultaneous proton transfers within the reactive field.  A low barrier and 

central hydrogen bond was noted between the scissile NH and the OD2 of Asp25ʹ.  OD1 of both 
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Asp dyad formed an asymmetric-LBHB that facilitates the stability of the coplanar aspartates 

interchange between them.  For the cleavage to occur, the nitrogen atom of the scissile bond 

should be protonated.  Though computationally expensive, the authors100 suggested a technique 

that explores the full conformational space such as umbrella sampling.118, 119  This method gives 

an overt free energy profile capturing all possible moieties along the reaction coordinate.   

Over time, new improvements were put forward to establish a suitable mechanistic model for 

HIV-1 PR catalysis of its substrates.  Taking into consideration the flexibility and electric field of 

the enzyme plus active site interaction with other residues as suggested herein,94, 95 Rothlisberger 

and coworkers17 offered a hybrid Car-Parrinello (quantum mechanics) and molecular mechanics 

(QM/MM) method120 at 15 ps to describe the chemical steps involved in the cleavage of P3–P3ʹ 

sequence of p2-NC by HIV-1 PR.  Using the BLYP hybrid exchange121, 122 DFT formalism and 

the plane wave (PW)123 basis set for the QM part, these authors17 investigated two possible 

protonation patterns (models B and J, Figure 4) for the ionisable aspartates at the active site.   

Through this all-atoms simulation, the nature of each moiety along the reaction profile was 

discussed extensively with respect to reaction energies.  Two plausible models were also explored 

for the formation of intermediate (INT); the gem-diol and the oxyanion (Figure S1; SI), which was 

proposed to be possible through a tunnelling124 effect.  The required distance for tunnelling for the 

stability of an oxyanion INT was not achieved, but it was suggested that increasing the simulation 

time may yield a positive result.17  The ∆G‡ for the formation of gem-diol INTs was 18 kcal mol-1 

via model B protonation mechanism.  The data suggests that the catalytic reaction is more 

favourable when OD2 of Asp25 is protonated.  Even when the reverse reaction was examined the 

same free energy barrier was obtained,17  and including the catalytic triad in the QM part to 

monitor the reaction mechanism gave activation free energy of 15 kcal mol-1.17  This lower energy 

difference in moving from ES to INT was rationalized with respect to the catalytic strength of 

HIV-1 PR which is partly driven by the polarity of the cleavage site surrounding.95  When the 

alpha carbon (Cα) atoms of this enzyme were kept frozen, the calculated free energy for this same 

step was 25 kcal mol-1,17 an indication of the vitality of flexibility for reactive catalysis.17, 95  The 

theoretically predicted TSs energy value was 18 and 21 kcal mol-1 in which the second TS is 5 

kcal mol-1 higher than experimentally deduced value.125, 126  These authors17 also carried out QM 

calculations to rationalize this discrepancy. 
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Two of our hypothetical questions form part of Bjelic and Åqvist98 aims when they analysed the 

catalysis of Plm II, Cat D and HIV-1 PR on their respective natural substrates.  The reaction 

mechanism was studied with two natural substrate sequences namely; RH-IN and CA-p2 from the 

Gag and Gag-Pol cleavage domains, respectively.  The applied in silico method was a triple 

hybrid one in which empirical valence bond (EVB)127, 128 was coupled with free energy 

perturbation (FEP)127, 129 and classical MD simulations.  This integrated approach can be used for 

enzyme catalysis to dissect the reaction steps, elucidate the features of the structures along the 

reaction coordinate and predict free energy values that are closer to experimental data.98  After 

detailed literature survey, protonation pattern B (Figure 4) and the general acid-base stepwise 

mechanism (Scheme 3) were adopted for their98 calculations.  Elucidating the nature of each 

structure along the reaction coordinate, these authors observed a flat and almost similar in height 

tetrahedral INT structure between TS1 and TS2.  The theoretical free activation energies for the 

enzymatic process on RH-IN were 17.2, 16.4 and 16.6 kcal mol-1 for TS1, INT and TS2, 

respectively,98 in which the TS1 value is in agreement with experimental value of 17.6 kcal mol-

1.101  Apart from the active site WatC, a total of five water molecules was observed to be crucial 

for stability and reactivity,98 which is supported by an earlier crystallographic study of this 

enzyme.14  Despite not retaining these water molecules in the enzyme preparation procedure, 

electrostatic interaction energy arising from them and the INT structures in both substrates 

amounts to -12 kcal mol-1.98  A contrasting observation was put forward by these authors on the 

notion that the HIV-1 PR intrinsic conformational flexibility is substantial to the reduction of the 

free energy barrier in the catalytic process.17, 130   

Kipp et al.131 gave an answer to one of research questions on the similarity between the 

mechanistic route of drug-resistant and the native HIV-1 PRs catalysis of substrates.  They131 

reported nearly identical TS structures in both complexes.  Exploring enzymatic transition state 

analogues enables the development of better inhibitors, a powerful tool for drug discovery.132  

Kinetic Isotope Effects (KIEs)114 and ONIOM methods were used to elucidate the chemical 

mechanism of native and I84V mutant HIV-1 PR—Acetyl-Ser-Gln-Asn-Phe*Pro-Val-Val-NH2 

systems.  The reaction was proposed131 to have occurred in six phases (Scheme 3) and TS2 was 

noted as the rate-determining structure as earlier proposed in literature.17, 101, 106  This TS 

corresponds to the protonation process of the substrate scissile nitrogen atom.  

The relevance and implication of computational techniques in studying reaction mechanism 
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cannot be underestimated.  Theoretical chemists can easily model a system and calculate the 

energetics in detail as well as locate the important moieties along the reaction coordinate.  Most 

recently is the use of advanced computational technique such as enhanced sampling that explores 

the full conformational space of the reaction process.100  Krzemińska et al.108 recently 

investigated the catalytic reaction of HIV-1 PR with a non-natural substrate.  The study utilizes 

an intriguing model in which both electrostatic and dynamic contributions were accounted for.  

The applied methods are sophisticated with the observation of about 14 reaction complexes that 

were revealed from the umbrella sampling method, QM/MM/MD and QM/QM/MM approach 

(Figure S1; SI).  Although the modelled system is a 6-Alanine peptide sequence (not an exact 

natural substrate), some highlights from their108 analysis are provided.   

Two mechanistic pathways involving OD2 protonation of both Asp25 and Asp25ʹ were 

investigated.  The mechanistic route that initiates through the protonation of the outer oxygen of 

Asp25 (model B; Figure 4) leading to formation of the gem-diol tetrahedral INT is the most 

plausible pathway.  The breakdown of this INT into product fragments is likely the rate-

determining step as earlier proposed through experiment101 with ∆G‡ of 15 kcal mol-1.108  This 

theoretical ∆G‡ is in agreement with experimental values within 15 and 17.9 kcal mol-1.113, 133  A 

concerted process was observed for the plausible rate-determining step, which is characterized 

with two proton transfers.  The first involves transfer of hydrogen atom from Asp25ʹ OD2 to the 

substrate scissile nitrogen and the second hydrogen moves from a diol group of the tetrahedral 

INT to Asp25 OD2 (Scheme 3). 

These authors108 also measured the enzyme KIEs for the TS structures involved in the mechanism 

and obtained values which are in reasonable agreement with experimental values.  Contributions 

from dynamic effect (inherent through enzyme fluctuation with respect to the reacting 

moieties134) on the activation barrier seem negligible compared to the electrostatic effect, which 

tends to be crucial for electronic reorientation of the geometry of molecules at the active site.108   

4.3.2.1.2 The stepwise general acid-base mechanistic pathway of HIV-1 PR involving 

Asp25ʹ protonation 

The catalytic ability of HIV-1 PR was traced to its conformational adaptability by Piana et al.95  

They95 employed an integrated approach with ab initio Car-Parrinello MD simulation120 (10.0 ps) 

and classical MD simulations (2.1 and 8.0 ns) at 300 K to investigate the HIV-1 PR—N-acetyl-

Thr-Ile-Met*Met-Gln-Arg complex in which the substrate segments corresponds to six amino acid 
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residues of p2-NC (Table 1).95  The computational method was used to determine the cleavage 

sites polarization, conformational fluctuations and the reaction mechanism of the complex.  The 

HIV-1 PR mechanistic interaction with its substrate was initiated as in Scheme 3, with more 

emphasis on the first TS modelling leading to the tetrahedral intermediate formation.95 The 

authors95 observed a mechanistic pathway which showcase OD1 of Asp25ʹ protonation (model C; 

Figure 4) as the energetically favourable compared to the rest of the models (A, B and D; Figure 

4).  Acyclic TS (similar to TS1 Scheme 3) was observed from the ab initio calculations as a 

concerted process where the catalytic Asp dyad transfers a proton to the carbonyl substrate and 

accepts a proton from WatC.  The ∆G‡ of 21.5 kcal mol-1 obtained95 was 5.5 kcal mol-1 higher than 

experimentally estimated values.113, 114, 135  These authors95 however, attributed this large 

difference in the theoretically predicted energetics to their modelled complex (propionic 

acid/propionate as Asp dyad, substrate as N-methyl acetamide while Thr26/26ʹ and Gly27/27ʹ N-

methyl formamide) and possibly the applied theoretical approximation.122, 136  It was concluded 

that the catalytic triad of the cleavage sites mainly induced the polarization of the reactants.  The 

classical MD calculation revealed a large-scale protein fluctuation inherent from flaps and the 

cantilever, which modulates the conformational properties of the substrates at the active site.  

They have also concluded that substrate residues further away from the active site may likely be 

vital to the substrate modulation.95 

Weber and coworkers137, 138 proposed a perspective on the hydrolysis of substrates by HIV-1 PR 

and mutants I54V, V32I and I47V.  The investigations involved both theoretical and experimental 

techniques.  An autoproteolytic peptide sequence cleavage mechanism by WT, I54V, V32I and 

I47V HIV-1 PR mutants was investigated computationally after trapping notable moieties 

(through X-ray crystallography) along the reaction pathway of these PRs—peptide systems.137, 138 

In both studies, the proposed mechanism of peptide bond cleavage was described as represented in 

Scheme 4.  The applied theoretical method, DFT; B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), was used to provide 

more insight on the nature of the amino-gem-diol INT.137  Protonation on the Asp dyad was 

observed to be favourable on OD1 of Asp25ʹ (model C, Figure 4).  The PRs neither forms 

covalent bonds nor transfer its carboxyl hydrogen to the substrates137 in contrast to Schemes 1-3 

as revealed through experiment,137 which will be discussed subsequently.   

The proposed mechanism proceed with the Asp group participating as anchoring moieties 

(Scheme 4).137  The reaction process involves formation of an enzyme—substrate complex (step 
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A), nucleophilic attack of WatC on the scissile carbonyl with formation of 4-membered ring TS 

(step B), formation of gem-diol tetrahedral INT (step C), decomposition of the INT into product 

complex/protonation of scissile nitrogen (step D) and separation of the cleaved substrate from the 

enzyme (step E).  The decomposition of the INT, which features protonation of the scissile 

nitrogen, was suggested to be the rate-determining step137 as proposed from previous theoretical 

research.106   

 
Scheme 4: Proposed reaction mechanism of the peptide bond hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR devoid of the Asps 
bond sharing or atom exchange.  “Adapted with permission from literature13 Copyright (2007) American 
Chemical Society. 

Okimoto et al.81 investigated the mechanism of this enzyme with the natural substrate using MD44 

simulations.  They elucidated the catalytic and stabilizing role of water molecules around the loop 

structures of the HIV-1 PR.  Two possible general acid-base hydrolytic mechanisms were 

proposed, Schemes 3 and 5.  The catalytic Asp dyad was monoprotonated in both mechanisms in 

which OD2 of Asp25ʹ (model D; Figure 4 and Scheme 5) was upheld to be ideal for the biological 

function of the PR.  Simulating HIV-1 PR—PR-RT and HIV-1 PR—MA-CA complexes at 250 ps 
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and 300 K in the presence of five characteristic water molecules, it was summarized81 that the 

catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR initiates through the formation of enzyme—substrate complex 

involving a protonated outer oxygen of the Asp25ʹ.  The authors81 suggested that the protonation 

state and water molecule(s) are crucial for the cleavage and processing of substrates to enable the 

replication of this virus. 

 
Scheme 5: Summary of the mechanistic pathway involving Asp25ʹ OD2 protonation for the hydrolytic 
reaction of HIV-1 protease using an ab initio molecular orbital method.8 

Next, the same group81, 82 monitored the effect of specific substrate sequences on the reaction 

mechanism of HIV-1 PR––substrate to identify efficient catalysis with respect to substrate 

nature.82  This was studied using MD simulations in two different approaches; the no cut-off and 

the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME)139 methods in which analysis were drawn at 300 K for 100 ps and 

300 K for 250 ps,82 respectively. OD2 of the Asp25ʹ residue was protonated and MA-CA cleavage 

domain was studied as six, seven and nine asymmetric sequences (Table 1).  An additional 

sequence in which Leu was substituted for Ser at P4 position within the nonapeptide was also 

studied.82  In all cases, the reaction was proposed to have passed through a stepwise mechanism in 

which the reactants come together to form an ES complex and later proceed to intermediate 

formation, substrate protonation and cleavage stages (Scheme 5).81, 82  However, the last substrate 

sequence with a point mutation at the P4 position did not undergo catalysis due to its inability to 

fit in the active site.82 

Amongst the nine natural substrate cleavage domains, a scissile amidic bond is present at the 

Phe*Pro link in TF-PR and PR-RT cleavage junctions (Table 1).  Altoè et al.18 described the 

catalytic process of HIV-1 PR—Phe*Pro complex to test the implementation of a novel QM/MM 

algorithm, tagged “Computations at Bologna Relating Ab-initio and Molecular Mechanics 
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Methods” (COBRAMM).  This approach is a hybrid model that acts as an interface within 

different programs through modularity.  Through the combinations of programs, a user can easily 

design the desired computational level based on the aim(s) of the investigation.18  Two distinct 

pathways were observed for this mechanism using QM and QM/MM approach.  In the first 

method, only the reactive atoms within the enzyme’s active site region and some neighbouring 

atom fragments were considered and apportioned into three layers.  The applied DFT method 

involved B3LYP96, 122 with DZVP,140 3-21G141, 142 and STO-3G143, 144 basis sets in the order high, 

medium and low layers, respectively.  In the second (QM/MM) method, the partitioning is also 

similar (high and medium) while the last layer contains atoms treated with STO-3G (third layer in 

QM) and the rest of the HIV-1 PR residues (Figure 6)18 which were assigned to AMBER force 

field (ff03).145  The protonated ionisable group of the reactive aspartates was noted to be Asp25ʹ 

OD2 (model D; Figure 4 and Scheme 5).   

 
Figure 6: A; The basis set adopted for the atoms of the QM system are shown using different colors.  B: 
Model system used to study the QM/MM reaction profile of the enzyme HIV-1 PR.  Pictures are adapted 
from literature12 with permission “Copyright (2007) Springer-Verlag”. 

From the QM calculation, four minima structures and two TS structures were observed along the 

PES for substrate hydrolysis.18  One of the studied TS structures (corresponding to TS2 in 
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Scheme 3) corresponds to an earlier experimentally101 and theoretically106 proposed rate-limiting 

step with a characteristic highest peak along the reaction coordinate.18  The activation free energy 

of approximately 23 kcal mol-1 is comparable to experimentally deduced results.113, 114  The 

QM/MM model featured four different reaction moieties along its path with just one TS structure.  

The free energy barrier of this TS was predicted to be 21.4 kcal mol-1, which is slightly lower 

than the QM data.  However, the total process leading to product release was exergonic in QM 

and endergonic in QM/MM.  Rationalizing these discrepancies as detailed as possible, the 

authors18 concluded that the contribution of surrounding residues is crucial to product release.  

The proteolysis process was found to be more favourable in the QM method due to the smaller 

model system that was used (only the hydrolytic part was considered), while the QM/MM model 

system appeared to have restricted the system, i.e., the flexibility of part/entire protein was 

hampered.18 

4.3.2.1.3 The LBHB stepwise general acid-base mechanistic pathway of HIV-1 PR  

Northrop124 described a general chemical reaction process for the isomechanism of Asp proteases 

experimentally via the pH method.  The mechanism was based on LBHB (model J, Figure 4) in 

which seven proton transfers were proposed for the catalytic turnover using a chromophoric 

substrate (Scheme 6).  Highlighting other related observations146, 147 to provide exclusive 

understanding of the purpose of the LBHB in Asp proteases, Northrop124 hypothesized that LBHB 

facilitates the formation of a cyclic complex.  Formation of cyclic moieties along the reaction 

coordinates in a given chemical process has been a subject of theoretical research in our group for 

over a decade.79, 148-154  In aspartate proteases, cyclic complexation allows the distribution of 

electron density which stimulates the rate acceleration through reactant-state tunneling.124 

In addition to studying other stepwise general acid-base mechanism, Rothlisberger and 

coworkers17 investigated the LBHB model.  They studied the effect of protonation pattern on the 

formation of ES complex in which protonation model J (Figure 4) was energetically more 

favourable than model B with a difference of 0.5 kcal mol-1.17  However, an ∆G‡ of 36 kcal mol-1 

was obtained for the gem-diol INTs via this (model J) protonation mechanism.  This data suggests 

that the catalytic reaction is less favourable as this value is much higher than experimental 

values.113, 133  The mechanism takes the form of Scheme 4137 whereby the Asp group does not 

share bond with the substrate (Scheme 6).  The process initiates from the introduction of substrate 
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to the enzyme forming an ES complex going through three reaction steps to form the product 

complex (FʹPQ).  

 
Scheme 6: Chemical and kinetic isomechanism of an aspartic protease redrawn from literature.6  E=Asp 
dyad and WatC at the enzyme’s active site held with LBHB, ES=enzyme—substrate complex, EʹS and 
FʹT=interaction within the ES complex, GʹZ=the initiation of the cleavage process of the substrate, 
FʹPQ=the cleaved peptide, F and G are resonance structures of the Asps leading to the formation E to 
initiate another cycle. 

4.3.2.1.4 Trapping reaction moieties involved in HIV-1 PR—substrate catalysis through 

crystallization: the stepwise general acid-base mechanistic pathway  

Experimental detection (with X-ray for example) of notable reaction complexes along the PES of 

HIV-1 PR—natural target catalysis is rarely possible due to the reactive nature of the protease.1, 
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117  An exact natural substrate is cleaved by the active HIV-1 PR before the crystals grow and data 

collection becomes difficult.117, 155  However, efforts were made by Hosur and coworkers117 to 

present the first crystal structure of an INT structure obtained from HIV-1 PR complexion with an 

oligopeptide sequence consisting of eleven amino acid units (Figure 7).  The trapped tetrahedral 

INT with the tethered HIV-1 PR was refined to 2.03 Å resolution.  The INT was prepared through 

the attachment of two oxygen atoms to the scissile carbon atom of the selected undecapeptide.  A 

non-covalent association was observed between the transient INT and the tethered HIV-1 PR.117  
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Figure 7: The tetrahedral peptidolysis intermediate.  (a)–(c) Stereo diagrams of 2Fo–Fc maps (contoured at 
0.8σ).  (a) The substrate is refined as a regular peptide.  The region of the model between the P1 and P1′ 
residues, which does not fit properly in the density, is circled.  (b) The substrate is refined as a cleaved 
peptide; (c) the substrate is refined as a reaction intermediate.  Two orientations of the substrate are shown 
with magenta and green carbon atoms; sticks in the magenta model have been made thicker to allow easy 
tracing of the peptide chain.  (d)–(f) Stereo diagrams of structural superposition of the reaction 
intermediate (yellow carbon) on to: (d) the regular peptide from the structure 1KJH (PDB code) (magenta 
carbon), (e) the reduced amide inhibitor MVT101 from the structure 4HVP (magenta carbon) and (f) the 
hydroxyethylene inhibitor U85548E from the structure 8HVP (magenta carbon).  Only one orientation of 
the substrate is shown for the sake of clarity.  Similar features are also present in the other orientation.  
Only protein Cα atoms were used for superposition.14  Image and details are taken from literature14 with 
permission “Copyright (2005) Biochemical Society Portland Press”. 
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These authors117 proposed that the formation of INT and protonation of the scissile peptide 

nitrogen occur sequentially.  A better insight on the nature and conformation of this INT candidate 

may potentially be useful in the prediction or synthesis of tighter HIV-1 PR inhibitor binders.117  

A similar observation was made from another crystallographic analysis.156  The product segments 

of the HIV-1 PR—RT-RH (refined to 1.65 Å) was co-crystallized via standard simulated 

annealing (SA) procedures and the amplitude-based maximum likelihood target function.157  The 

investigation also featured the observation of a LBHB between OD1 of both Asp25 and Asp25ʹ 

with an interatomic distance of 2.30 Å.  Adopting Northrop124 isomechanistic hypothesis (Scheme 

6), Das et al.156 noted four hydrogen-bonding interactions between the dyad and the decapeptide 

substrate.  From their156 observations and discussions on the protonation pattern of the ionisable 

aspartates through the analysis of the hydrogen bonds at the catalytic centre (Figure 8), the 

reaction proceeds with protonation model J (Figure 4).  Within the crystal complex, the predicted 

separation distance between the scissile amide atoms (C----N) of the natural substrate was 2.67 Å.  

These two contributions117, 156 serve as potential answer to the experimental detection of reaction 

complexes along HIV-1 PR—substrate PES. 

 
Figure 8: Hydrogen-bonding interactions at the catalytic centre are shown by dotted lines.  Picture adapted 
from literature15 with permission “Copyright (2006) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A” 

Another attempt to capture reacting structures along the PES of HIV-1 PR—substrate complex 

was done by Bihani et al.158  The product segments of the hydrolytic action of HIV-1 PR on the 

matrix and capsid (MA-CA) junction (Table 1) was elucidated with X-ray crystallography refined 

to 2.0 Å resolution.  Using a similar approach described in literature,117, 156 they158 have enabled us 

to summarise the hydrogen bond distances within the reactive Asp dyad and the natural substrate 

(Table S1; SI).  Two more important observations were made with respect to hydrogen 

bonding.158 The cleavable nitrogen atom from the heptapeptide substrate forms no hydrogen bond 

with OD2 of Asp25ʹ and the OD1 of both catalytic aspartyl group forms no LBHB as seen in 
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previous work,156  These two observations motivated the hypothesis that the gem-diol INT 

facilitates the protonation of the scissile nitrogen of the natural target with least ascription of this 

phenomenal hydrogen transfer to neither catalytic Asp.158  

Successful crystallographic studies on the prediction of reacting complexes along the HIV-1 

PR—substrate mechanistic pathway can be attributed to the dedicated efforts of Hosur and 

coworkers.117, 156, 158-161  Using a solution of an undecapeptide substrate at pH 7, Prashar et al.160 

reported the prime observation of a WatC at the active site of HIV-1 PR.  This was carried out via 

a crystallographic analysis, which was refined to 1.69 Å resolution.  This dangling water 

molecule forms one H-bond with the OD2 of Asp25 and another H-bond with the OD1 of Asp25ʹ 

in the product segment.  The Asp dyad was hypothesized to exhibit a protonation pattern similar 

to LBHB (model J, Figure 4) in which the proton is shared between the OD1 of both Asp 

molecules.  Figure 9 shows the proposed mechanistic route for HIV-1 PR and substrate 

catalysis160 based on 3-D crystal structures from literature. 
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Figure 9: Proposed sequence of steps (A–F) in the cleavage of natural substrates by HIV-1 protease 
redrawn from literature16 (hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity).  Main chain atoms of substrate 
peptide and Asp molecules are shown in grey=carbon, blue=nitrogen and red=oxygen).  Each figure is 
based on the structure indicated: (A) Bound WatC to ligand-free tethered HIV-1 PR Asp dyad, PDB code 
1LV1.17  (B) Modelled ES complex.  (C) Formation of INT, PDB code 3MIM.18  (D) Breaking of the 
scissile bond with the product peptides bound in the active site, PDB code 2NPH.15  (E) Diffusion of a unit 
of the separated products out of the active site and WatC into the active site, PDB code 2WHH.16  (F) 
Release of the other product segment and movement of WatC into its original position, PDB code 1LV1.17 

Also, the first X-ray snapshot of HIV-1 PR with a natural Gag-Pol polyprotein segment has been 

presented (at pH 2.5) within the reactive site of the enzyme.161  The oligopeptide substrate 

corresponds to ten amino acid chain of RT-RH polypeptide subunit and trapped as a tetrahedral 

INT in the tethered HIV-1 PR dimer refined to 1.76 Å resolution.  The investigation featured the 

significance of accurate protonation of the ionic Asps at the active site.161  Detailed literature 

review24, 92, 93 and analysis with respect to relevant work,78, 162, 163 was also presented.161  This was 

followed by a thorough examination of the nature of the hydrogen bond and geometry of the 
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coplanar Asps.  In short, protonation pattern B (Figure 4) was upheld to be suitable for the 

tetrahedral INT description.161  The proposed mechanism leading to product formation is 

summarized in Scheme 3.  One of the distinctions of this investigation161 is the observation of a 

short ionic hydrogen bond (SIHB) between one of the hydroxyl oxygen of the neutral diol INT 

and the OD2 of Asp25ʹ which was a result of the asymmetric binding nature of the INT structure 

to the reactive Asps.  Provided in Table S1, are preferential hydrogen bond distances within the 

active site of the HIV-1 PR.  The SIHB presents a very sort hydrogen bond length at 2.2 Å.  It was 

also reiterated that the separation of the INT moiety in the hydrolytic pathway is the rate-

determining step as observed in literature.17, 101, 106, 161  

An autoproteolytic peptide sequence cleavage mechanism by WT, I54V, V32I and I47V HIV-1 

PR mutants were investigated.137, 138  To capture notable moieties along the reaction pathway of 

these drug-resistant—peptide systems, Weber and coworkers137, 138 determined the crystal 

structures at high resolution (1.2–1.5 Å).  In the study, the proposed mechanism of peptide bond 

cleavage is presented in Scheme 4 whereby the protonation is on the OD1 of Asp25ʹ.137  The 

trapped gem-diol tetrahedral INT structures along the PRs-catalysed peptide hydrolysis reaction 

have no contacts with the catalytic Asps.  However, the Asp group was observed to be involved 

in the activation of WatC and complex stability.  They therefore proposed a modified mechanism 

(Scheme 4) of the substrate cleavage reaction that is devoid of the PRs forming covalent bond as 

well as hydrogen transfer to the substrate.  The rate-limiting step was suggested to be the 

decomposition of the gem-diol INT (step D; Scheme 4).137  

“Snapshots” of three successive steps along the reaction coordinate of V32I and I47V—

nonapeptide sequence was obtained through a careful X-ray crystallographic analysis.138  

Unravelling these trapped conformations, the metastable diol INT, the cleaving C----N product 

segments and the C-terminus product complex were revealed.  Both WT and mutant PRs were 

observed to exhibit conserved interactions with the complexed peptides,138 a related hypothesis 

from Schramm and coworkers.131  A reaction mechanism was proposed with a proton placed on 

OD1 of Asp25ʹ (to initiate reactivity) in a five-step process (similar to Figure 9) for these 

enzymes.138  The authors’ hypothesis of the reaction path is enumerated:  (1) More than one 

intermediate will be observed by simply crystallizing the protein in the presence of a peptide 

substrate, which implies that the energy barriers of the hydrolysis reaction of substrates by these 

HIV-1 PRs are similar.138  (2) It is possible that the mechanistic route of the natural substrate 
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hydrolysis by HIV-1 PRs does not include a single rate-determining step138 as suggested in a 

number of studies.17, 101, 106, 131, 161  (3) The majority of the interactions with bound peptides are 

conserved in the wild type enzyme and the mutants in agreement with the report that mutants 

share similar transition states to wild type PR.131  (4) The interactions observed in these new 

structures138 were mapped on the scheme (Scheme 6) for the reaction.  (5) All three intermediate 

stages retain the short 2.3–2.4 Å hydrogen bond, which may be a LBHB, of the hydroxyl group 

of the peptide intermediate with one of the catalytic aspartates, as reported in lower resolution 

crystal structures.117, 161  

These contributions117, 137, 138, 156, 158, 161, 164 appear to solve a pertinent research question 

mentioned earlier on the determination of reaction complexes along the HIV-1 PR—substrate 

PES through in vitro methods.  Capturing reaction complexes of enzymatic process through 

crystallographic analyses is appreciably informative especially when different intermediate 

structures are discovered.164  A clearer picture on the mechanism of enzyme catalysis is crucial to 

facilitate the design of new inhibitors.  In addition to the crystallization methods mentioned so 

far, the use of theoretical/computational tools, Laue diffraction and neutron crystallography 

approach (to capture or see hydrogen atoms) as well as time-resolved spectroscopic analysis, 

could serve as complementing methods towards the provision of comprehensive picture of HIV-1 

PR reaction.164   

More recently, neutron crystallography was used to capture proton shift in HIV-1 PR—darunavir 

system at the reactive site of the enzyme.74  Variations of Asp protonation states that were earlier 

proposed24 were observed for the first time.  The catalytic Asp dyad rarely maintain single 

protonation model throughout the reaction process.2, 81, 95, 100, 161, 165  Gerlits et al.74 applied 

neutron crystallography to detect two proton transfers at 2.0 and 2.3 Å resolutions within acidic 

pH of 6.0 and 4.3, respectively.  A shared proton between the OD1 of both Asps (a LBHB) in the 

substrate-free system moved to OD2 of Asp25 while, proton from OD1 of Asp25ʹ was transferred 

to the OH of darunavir.74 

4.3.2.1.5 The tetrahedral intermediate 

One of the most discussed reacting complexes along the HIV-1 PR—substrate stepwise general 

acid-base mechanistic pathway is the tetrahedral intermediate (INT).  X-ray crystallographic 

analyses have buttressed the existence of the gem-diol tetrahedral INT117, 137, 138, 161, 164 (INT1 

Figure 10) compared to the oxyanion INT (INT2 Figure 10), which was proposed to be possible 
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through a tunnelling effect.124  INT1 is a typical TS analogue whose conformational mimics has 

served as basis for the design of nearly a dozen FDA-approved drugs for HIV-1 PR inhibition.132, 

166  In addition to theoretical investigations17, 107, 108, 165 attempts at exploring the nature of the 

INTs (both INT1 and INT2), some authors have focused their research on the tetrahedral the 

nature of the INTs using theoretical methods.  

Carnevale et al.167 carried out a comparative analytical investigation on the nature of the INTs 

involved in the catalysis of natural substrate segments by HIV-1 PR.  They167 remarked that the 

neutral gem-diol INT is highly stable compared to the ionized oxyanion INT (Figure 10); a similar 

observation noted here.17, 107, 108  The applied model was the same as the one studied before17 with 

the inclusion of the enzyme frame, counterion and explicit solvent to account for the entire 

system’s behaviour in the present model.167  Illustrated in Figure 10, is the QM part in which 

DFT/B3LYP and MP2 were applied.  The gem-hydroxyl INT was predicted to be 20–30 kcal mol-

1 more stable than the negatively charged oxyanion INT.  Even if entropic contribution is 

considered, the likelihood of change in the instability of this later conformation is uncertain.167   

 
Figure 10: Schematic representation of the INTs; INT1 is the gem-diol intermediate19 while INT2 is the 
oxyanion form20 of the substrate.  Both are gas phase models in which the entire systems were partitioned 
into three layers.  The only structural difference between the neutral and the charged reaction intermediate 
is the position of a proton which located on the reaction intermediate in INT1, while the both aspartic acid 
residues are protonated in INT2.21 

Garrec et al.2 examined the reactivity of HIV-1 PR as a model to test the accuracy of the then 

latest DFT methods.  The adopted protonation pattern was model D (Figure 4) while Scheme 5 

was the investigated mechanistic pathway.  They have suggested an explicit model that accounts 
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for the detailed sampling of each candidate structure along the reaction coordinate.2  Focusing on 

the nature of the tetrahedral INT and the geometry of the carboxyl components of the active site 

Asps, these authors investigated gem-diol versus oxyanion INT and dihedral angle Asp25OD2--
Asp25OD1--Asp25ʹOD1--Asp25ʹOD2, respectively.  It was noted that the oxyanion was extremely 

unstable while nearly all the tested DFT correlation functional yielded suitable geometry for the 

Asp dyad.  Using a DFT/semi empirical model through “Our own N-layered Integrated molecular 

Orbital and molecular Mechanics” (ONIOM)168, 169 method, they2 observed the model provides 

inaccurate geometry and reactivity description of the HIV-1 PR—substrate system.  It appears 

that this inefficiency was due to the choice of an over-simplified computational model2 involving 

many frozen atoms close to the active site (Figure S2; SI). 

The effect of enzymatic flexibility, individual residue contribution and conformational 

fluctuations leading to variations in the activation barrier energies on the PES of HIV-1 PR—p2-

NC was meticulously reported by Ribeirio et al.80  The authors applied QM/MM (ONIOM) and 

QM/MM/MD methods to determine the nature of the barrier heights in the first step cleavage 

reaction of this system using protonation pattern B (Figure 4) and Scheme 7.  Their observations 

and conclusions are: (1) during the reaction, structural and conformational fluctuations invoked 

by residues’ electrostatic contributions lead to disordered energy barrier.  (2) This uneven barrier 

distribution was denoted as “instantaneous disorder”.  (3) The averaged activation energy for the 

different conformations at 2 ns time intervals was 16.5 kcal mol-180 and very close to 

experimental value of 15.9 kcal mol-1.67  (4) Variations in activation barriers are caused by 

differential mechanistic routes, which the PR tends to attain.  (5) One of these mechanisms 

involved the disappearance of Asp25 catalytic role.  (6) Another catalytic route is brought by the 

characteristic conformational orientation of the active region.80 
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Scheme 7: Different proposed mechanism and configurations adopted by the active centre of protease 
redrawn from literature.22, 23.  A; WatC nucleophilic attack and proton transfer to Asp25ʹ, when it loses the 
planarity, the nucleophile can be more or less stabilized by the highlighted hydrogen (configurations A.1 
and A.2), this is the most commonly described is mechanism in literature.  B; WatC nucleophilic attack 
and proton transfer to Asp25ʹ.  Asp25 loses its catalytic role in this process and this was observed to be 
unfavourable.   

The influence of frozen residues on the exploration of the PES of HIV-1 PR reaction mechanisms 

was recently studied.165  The authors adopted Scheme 7 and previously reported computational 

protocols80 to systematically investigate the effect of freezing different shells of residues on the 

activation and free energy of the first step reaction in HIV-1 PR catalysis of substrate.165  They 

observed two high ∆G‡ in the more constrained models; 24.1 and 27.0 kcal mol-1 for shells of 

4.00 and 5.00 Å of free residues, respectively.  Freezing the atoms/residues closer to the active 

site often hindered the reactivity of the enzyme thereby producing higher energy barriers,165 an 

observation similar to investigations from here.2, 18  The system was observed to produce 
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reasonable free energies when the model has a freedom of radius ≥6.00 Å away from the active 

site. 

4.3.2.2 Concerted general acid-base mechanism 

The concerted general acid-base mechanism seems to be the least explored model amongst the 

mechanistic pathways involved in HIV-1 PR catalysis of its substrates.  In 1991, Jaskólski et al. 

put forward an experimental perspective on the hydrolytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and its 

substrate,170 they have proposed a one-step catalytic model in which the nucleophilic WatC and 

the electrophilic aspartate (an acidic proton) attack the scissile bond in a synchronous manner.  At 

the beginning of the reaction the acidic proton is located on the OD2 of the aspartate that is 

proximal to the N atom of the approaching amide.170  The post-reaction catalytic aspartates are 

still bound by the acidic proton, which now resides between the inner OD1 atoms170 (model J; 

Figure 4)  We summarize this experimental process in Scheme 8A.  It is quite puzzling to observe 

that only two theoretical research outputs are found with respect to this long time170 perspective.  

Note that the 6-membered ring TS in Scheme 8C is proposed by us.  
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Scheme 8: The concerted general acid-base HIV-1 PR mechanism via Asp25ʹ OD2 protonation, (A) 
possible concerted mechanistic pathway based on Jaskólski et al.24 hypothesis.  (B) Concerted 4-
membered ring model redrawn from literature,25 the catalytic role of the aspartate groups seems apparently 
loss and (C) Proposed concerted 6-membered cyclic HIV-1 PR enzymatic mechanism. 
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In 2000, Park et al.1 gave an investigation on the catalytic mechanism for Asp PRs using 

(MP2)112 and HF96 theories coupled with the 6-31G(2d)97 basis set.  They used a model reaction 

where formamide represents the substrate, while acetate and acetic acid represent the catalytic 

Asp residues.1  The studied concerted general model gave an activation free energy of 30 kcal 

mol-1 and featured an 8-membered ring TS structure (Figure S3; SI).   

The latest attempt on the concerted general catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 with a peptide 

substrate was presented by Krzemińska et al. in 2016.108  The study utilizes a model in which 

both electrostatic and dynamic contributions were accounted for.  The applied theoretical 

methods (umbrella sampling method; QM/MM/MD) enabled these authors108 to explore a 4-

membered ring TS model devoid of the catalytic (or general acid-base) function of the aspartic 

moieties (Scheme 8B) with a characteristic high free energy barrier (43.5 kcal mol-1).  This 

theoretical observation is quite possible as reported in related chemical and enzymatic reactions19, 

148-154, 171 from our group whereby the 4-membered cyclic TS structures rarely yield better results 

than the 6-membered models (Scheme 8C). 

5 General overview  

In this section, some important concepts are highlighted to provide future perspectives.  A careful 

observation of literature reveals that recognition of the substrate and the reaction mechanism of 

the HIV-1 PR—substrate is rather complex and the possibility of describing the process in terms 

of the role of water molecule(s), the Asp dyad protonation state and the rate-limiting step(s) 

seems uneasy.  These stated conceptual parameters are crucial and interwoven when investigating 

the catalytic process of HIV-1 PR.  

Based on investigations from both theoretical and experimental, HIV-1 PR recognizes its natural 

substrate through; substrate modulation, conserved substrate shape, interdependence 

conformational adaptability of both enzyme and targets.9, 11, 31, 32  A notable contrasting opinion 

from computational simulations36 is that substrate recognition of HIV-1 PR seems to be based on 

the conformational specificity of the protease to the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein pool as 

opposed to the popular lock-and-key or induced-fit model.36 

It is generally accepted that the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR requires WatC (Schemes 3-8) 

therefore the nucleophilic mechanistic route (Schemes 1-2) could be less realistic.  The 

authenticity of the gem-diol INT (Figure 10, INT1) is more widely accepted than the presence of 

the unstable oxyanion (Figure 10, INT2). Apart from hydrolytic function of WatC in the 
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hydrolysis of the substrate peptide bond, about five additional water molecules have been 

highlighted to be crucial to HIV-1 PR reactivity mechanism through experimental11, 24, 138, 172 and 

theoretical81, 98, 173 techniques.  The moieties along the enzyme—substrate reaction mechanism is 

stabilized by these five water molecules through ordered orientation of their dipoles.  However, 

they appear not to be credited for participation in the catalytic process.81  

5.1 Stepwise versus concerted general acid-base mechanism of HIV-1 PR 

The nature of the HIV-1 PR reaction mechanism has been more often investigated as stepwise 

general acid-base rather than the concerted process.  In the stepwise reaction pathway of HIV-1 

PR—substrate showcasing up to three TS moieties (Scheme 3), authors have suggested that the 

breakdown of the gem-diol INT is the rate-determining step from both experimental101, 131 and 

computational17, 101, 106, 108, 131, 161 methods.  A contrasting opinion138 in this regard is the 

likelihood of the existence of more than one rate-determining step due to the possibility of more 

than two metastable intermediates along the reaction coordinate (Scheme 3).  Some studies80, 165 

also related the first step of the enzymatic reaction mechanism leading to INT formation as the 

rate-limiting step.   

For the concerted general mechanism (Scheme 8), Hyland et al.113, 114 had earlier mentioned that 

it does not yield a discrete INT, therefore, the possibility of elucidating TS analogues necessary 

for inhibitor design is apparently lost.  However, the concerted mechanism in which the process 

occurs (Scheme 8C) via cyclic TS in our view should be revisited as proposed experimentally.170  

In the light of literature support for similar six-membered ring transition structures observed 

theoretically,79, 148-154 a one-step concerted chemical process appears plausible.  This could 

potentially provide an alternative insight on the catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.  Such an 

investigation appears absent computationally and would be quite informative if the possibility of 

a single rate-determining step could be achieved.  

5.2 Future perspective 

Studies on HIV-1 PR are quite diverse and require distinct update directed at some specific 

topics.  This overview serves as an update on recent advances in understanding the recognition 

mode and catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and its natural targets through experimental and 

computational techniques.  Theoretical approaches play a vital role in determining the recognition 

pattern and enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and its natural targets, which can be expanded to 

other related aspartic proteases.  Tremendous progress is expected in years to come through the 
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development of advanced computer software and hardware, which would clarify the general 

reaction pathway for the HIV-1 PR—substrate/inhibitor complex. 

Future studies on the reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR and natural substrates should involve the 

application of advanced computational techniques to provide plausible answers to some 

unresolved perspectives.  In computational investigations, a pertinent concept towards 

understanding the HIV-1 PR—substrate mechanism is the sufficiency of inclusive (all atoms) and 

excluding (just the reactive parts) models to describe the system.  Based on general observations, 

the use of model systems for the HIV-1 PR—natural substrate mechanism1, 2, 17, 18, 95, 106, 131 is 

more popular compared to an entire representation of the enzyme—substrate system.82, 98  This is 

the result of researchers preferring to simplify the model initially as well as historic limitations 

with computer software and hardware.  It therefore seems obvious that the correlation of 

theoretical results with experimental data was a crucial outlook of most of these studies.1, 2, 17, 18, 

95, 106, 131   

Future computational efforts should explore not only the energy values obtained but other 

properties such as the geometry of the system, the thermochemistry and the accuracy of the 

chosen theoretical tools.  3-D crystal structure of unbound and bound HIV-1 PR is largely 

deposited in different databases.  For example, RCSB PDB10 has almost 200 wild type HIV-1 PR 

complexed with various ligands/substrate segments at resolution as low as 1.00 Å.174  It is 

informative to note that high resolution does not necessarily mean the best starting geometry for 

computational simulation.  For instance, 3NU3.pdb175 was refined to 1.02 Å and the active site 

dihedral angel (Asp25OD2--Asp25OD1--Asp25ʹOD1--Asp25ʹOD2) is 49.43º, 4HVP125 (refined to 2.30 

Å) gave 15.57º for this angle, while as large as 67º  have been noted for this important dihedral.2  

Therefore, theoretical investigations on the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR—natural 

substrate in years to come, would likely involve the applications of sophisticated computational 

techniques aimed at exploring more than energetics of the system.  The possibility of integrated 

computational algorithms which do not involve partitioning/restraining/constraining/cropped 

model system of the ES mechanism would likely surface in future to accurately elucidate the 

HIV-1 PR catalytic process on natural substrates/ligands.   

The exact protonation pattern of the Asp dyad is still a matter of debate,87,90-93  a new perspective 

on the protonation state of the active Asps should be investigated through advanced theoretical 

models.  Parameters such as geometric orientation, QM-based chemical properties and 
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thermodynamics could be examined.  The outcome of such studies may potentially serve as an 

answer to a query on adopting a unified protonation pattern for not just the natural Gag and Gag-

Pol peptide segments but also, the HIV-1 PR inhibitors.  
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Scheme S1: Proposed stepwise catalytic mechanism for HIV-1 PR through protonation of OD2 in Asp.  
Complex 1 involves the transfer of electronic charges from the deionized Asp25 to the water molecule and 
subsequent attack of this hydrolysis water unit on the scissile carbonyl of the substrate.  Compound 2 is a 
typical oxyanion intermediate while 3 involve the breakdown of this tetrahedral intermediate.  Products 
are completely separated in 4 and thus released into the HIV life cycle. 
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Scheme S2: Proposed concerted HIV-1 PR enzymatic mechanism.  Bond breaking and forming process 

may occur concurrently (1) and products (2) are formed. 

Scheme S3: Proposed mechanism for HIV PR catalyzed incorporation of 18O and H2O18 into the peptide 
substrate. 
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Figure S1: Schematic representation of the overall studied mechanisms for HIV-1 PR catalysed reaction of 
hexapeptide bond cleavage.  Activation free energies, in relation to the initial reactant state, were derived 
from the AM1/MM PMFs corrected at M06-2X:AM1/MM level.  All values are reported in kcal·mol-1.  
“Adapted with permission from article.1  Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society." 

 
Figure S2: In ONIOM calculations, atoms in red are described at the high level.2 
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Figure S3: The concerted general acid-base mechanism involving 8-membered ring TS.3  

 
 

Table S1: Hydrogen bond distances (Å) in structural complexes along the PES of HIV-1 PR—substrates 
systems for the general acid-base mechanism. 
H-Bond INT TS Prod 

OWatC—H1WatC--OD1Asp25 2.304 
2.705 

 2.656 
2.905 

OD1—HAsp25'--N 2.504   
OD2Asp25--OWatC 2.507 

2.918 
3.105 

2.569 2.456 
2.805 

OD1Asp25--OD1Asp25' 2.609 
2.487 
2.805 

2.989 2.3010 
2.766 

OD2Asp25'--N 2.80/2.907 
3.105 

 2.9010 

OD1--HAsp25 1.139 1.349  
HD1Asp25--OD1Asp25' 1.699 2.329  
HD1Asp25--OD1Asp25 1.069   

CSUB--NSUB 1.589  2.586 
2.4610 

CSUB--OWatC 1.499   
OWatC--OD1Asp25' 3.005  2.705 
OWatC--OD2Asp25' 3.005  3.005 
NSUB--OD2Asp25' 2.359   

NSUB--H2WatC 1.149   
H2WatC--OD2Asp25' 1.189 1.579  

H2WatC--OWatC  1.309  
COSUB--OD2Asp25' 2.208   
COSUB--OD2Asp25 2.305  2.5110 
OWatC--OD2Asp25 2.918   

Values are taken from both in vitro and in silico studies.  ES = enzyme-substrate complex, INT represents tetrahedral 
intermediate, TS= transition state involved in the breakdown process of the INT and Prod= product. 
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Figure S4: Complexes along mechanistic pathway of HIV-1 PR—substrates system. 

Table S2: Theoretical and experimental interatomic distances (in Å) for important complexes (Figure S3) 
along the PES of HIV-1 PR—substrates.  TS1 is obtained with ONIOM11, 12 method at 6-31G(d)/AMBER13 

level of theory in this present study. 
Distance ES TS1 INT TS2 Prod 

CSUB—NSUB 1.448 1.38 1.704 
2.2710 

 

1.5214 2.6710 
1.657 
3.506 
2.0214 

OWatC—HD2Asp25/25' 2.0015  ≥1.504   
CSUB—OSUB  1.34 1.804   
CSUB—OWatC 2.9115 1.71 1.504 1.884  

OD2Asp25'—OWatC 2.8015 2.77    
OD2Asp25—OWatC 2.6615 2.97    
OD1Asp25—OWatC 3.2815 3.73    
OD1Asp25'—OWatC 2.9615 3.24    
NSUB—HD2Asp25'   2.00–3.004 1.354 

1.2614 
 

OD2—HD2 Asp25'    1.3214  
ES is the enzyme—substrate complex, INT is the tetrahedral intermediate, TS1 and TS2 is the forming 

and breakdown process of the INT, respectively. 
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Abstract 

The catalytic mechanism of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) protease (PR) is 

one of the most studied aspartate protease representatives.  Both experimental and theoretical 

techniques have been harnessed to provide a profound understanding of several possible reaction 

pathways for HIV-1 PR catalysis of the natural substrate/ligand.  Most of these studies have 

investigated the stepwise general acid-base mechanism.  The hydrolytic reaction has been 

reported to be viewed as a one-step process; the nucleophile (water molecule) and electrophile 

(an acidic proton) attack the scissile bond in a concerted manner, but little attention has been paid 

to this synchronous model.  Herein, the one-step concerted catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR on 

its natural substrate and N-substituted derivatives were studied using density functional theory 

(DFT) method.  The reactions proceed through the formation of a concerted transition state 

structure leading to product complexes.  The applied in silico method allows the elucidation of 

activation parameters, kinetics, and quantum chemical properties for the systems.  Using this 

model, we then examined the correlation between the adiabatic stretching force constants and the 

transition state energies of the system, which reflects bond strength and chemical reactivity.  This 

model may allow the design of potential new natural substrate-based inhibitors by controlling the 

scissile peptide bond strength via electronic fine-tuning.   
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Keywords: catalysis; HIV-1 PR; concerted mechanism; density functional theory (DFT); scissile 

bond strength; transition state modelling.  

1 Introduction 

HIV-1 PR is a crucial enzyme in the life cycle of the HIV-1 virus; the enzyme performs two 

distinct roles, which can be denoted as recognition and catalysis.1, 2  Despite its unique 

homodimeric nature, HIV-1 PR recognizes its asymmetric natural substrates.2  Recognition of 

substrate/ligand by this enzyme has been proposed to be achieved through substrate modulation, 

conserved substrate shape, interdependence conformational adaptability of both enzyme and 

targets2-5 as well as conformational specificity of the protease to the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein 

pool.6  Immature virion proteins encoded by the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins precursors have 

natural substrate sequences; capsid (CA), matrix (MA), spacer peptide 1 (p1), nucleocapsid (NC), 

spacer peptide 2 (p2), p6gag,7 reverse transcriptase (RT), RNAse H (RH), and integrase (IN).8  

When HIV-1 PR cleaves these sites, nine cleavage domains are produced which is thereafter 

hydrolysed by this same protease.2, 8   

The nature of the hydrolytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR on its natural substrate is still undergoing 

intense debate.  Earlier experimental studies on the catalytic mechanism focused on kinetics,9-13 

proposed mechanistic pathways11, 14 and the nature of the reaction.12, 15, 16  Recent experimental 

advances employed in trying to understand the catalytic HIV-1 PR—substrate process has 

involved the use of joint X-ray/neutron crystallographic technique to capture reaction 

complexes.17-23  Earlier attempts to observe reacting moieties experimentally were futile.17, 24  

Computational techniques had long been embraced to elucidate the mechanistic landscape of 

enzymatic processes.25, 26  More recently, the use of advanced theoretical tools to observe 

possible reaction complexes along the potential energy surface (PES) of HIV-1 PR—substrate 

was investigated.1 

From both experimental and theoretical studies, the enzymatic mechanism of this reaction has 

been widely investigated as a stepwise general acid-base mechanism involving two24, 26-31 and 

three1, 11, 32 transition state (TS) structures.  This process involves a catalytic water (WatC) in 

addition to the HIV-1 PR—substrate complex and the hydrolysis occurs in a number of steps 

(Scheme 1) in which the characteristic aspartate dyad of the PR is often monoprotonated (Figure 

1).  Another proposed mechanistic pathway is the nucleophilic process,24, 26, 33 which is a variance 
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of the previous mechanism.  The cleavage of natural substrate was thus widely proposed to 

operate as either one of these two mechanisms.1, 11, 24, 26-33 

 
Figure 1: Possible monoprotonation models for the aspartate dyad. 

Despite a vast number of both experimental and theoretical investigations on HIV-1 PR catalysis, 

some research questions are yet to be fully attended to.  Amongst these is the theme of this 

present study, which are: (1) what is the feasibility of the earlier proposed14 concerted general 

acid-base mechanism for this system?  (2) What would the TS structure look like?   
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Scheme 1: Stepwise general acid-base catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.34  ES is the enzyme—substrate 
complex, TS is the first transition structure which should be overcome before the formation of the 
tetrahedral intermediate (INT).  TS2 is the breakdown of the INT complex while EP is the separated 
products.  Adopted from literature.34 

In 1991, Jaskólski et al. from experimental results, proposed a one-step hydrolytic mechanism for 

HIV-1 PR and its substrate.14  They suggested a catalytic model in which the nucleophilic WatC 

and the electrophilic aspartate (an acidic proton) attack the scissile bond in a synchronous 

manner.  At the beginning of the reaction, the acidic proton is located on the OD2 atom of the 

aspartate that is proximal to the N atom of the approaching amide.14  The post reaction catalytic 

aspartates are still bound by the acidic proton, which now resides between the inner OD1 atoms14 

(Model E; Figure 1)  The proposed experimental protocol is summarized in Scheme 2.  It is quite 

puzzling to observe that only two theoretical research outputs are found with respect to this 

concerted general acid-base mechanism.   
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Scheme 2: Proposed concerted HIV-1 PR mechanism based on Jaskólski et al.14 hypothesis. 

In 2000, Park et al.24 reported an investigation on a model for the catalytic mechanism of Asp 

PRs.  An extensive ab initio computation was carried out using Møller-Plesset second-order 

perturbation (MP2)35 and Hartree-Fock (HF)36 theories coupled with the 6-31G(2d)37 basis set.  

They used a model reaction where formamide represents the substrate, while acetate and acetic 

acid represent the catalytic Asp residues.24  This enabled these authors24 to investigate a 

concerted nucleophilic (CN), stepwise nucleophilic (SN), stepwise general acid-base (SG) and 

concerted general acid-base (CG) mechanisms.  The latter (CG) model gave an activation free 

energy of 30 kcal mol-1 and featured an 8-membered ring TS structure (Figure S1; supporting 

information, SI).   

The latest attempt on the concerted catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 with a peptide substrate was 

presented by Krzemińska et al. in 2016.1  The study utilizes an intriguing model in which both 

electrostatic and dynamic contributions were accounted for.  The applied theoretical methods 

(umbrella sampling method; QM/MM/MD) enabled these authors1 to explore a 4-membered ring 

TS model devoid of the catalytic (or general acid-base) function of the aspartic moieties (Scheme 

1A; SI) with a substantial Gibb’s free energy barrier (43.5 kcal mol-1).  This theoretical 

observation is quite possible, as in related chemical and enzymatic reaction38-46 results from our 

group.  The 4-membered cyclic TS structures rarely yield better results than the 6-membered 

models (Scheme 1B; SI). 

The reader may be curious as to the reason for revisiting the concerted general acid-base 

mechanism, since the calculated activation free energies of 3024 and 43.51 kcal mol-1 for the 

concerted hydrolysis of peptides by HIV-1 PR are higher than estimated experimental activation 

free energy within 14.86 and 21.03 kcal mol-1.9, 10, 47-52  The answer to this can be traced to the 

inaccuracy of previous attempts on the concerted mechanism reported by Park et al.24 and 
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Krzemińska et al.1  These results could be due to the computational protocol employed and the 

studied TS model, respectively, in each study.   

In light of literature support for similar 6-membered ring transition structures observed 

theoretically,38-41, 43-45, 53 a one-step concerted chemical process appears plausible and can 

potentially provide a new understanding of the catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.  Such a 

computational investigation appears absent and would be quite informative if the possibility of a 

single rate-determining step can be achieved.  The suitability of DFT methods to elucidate 

mechanistic pathways and obtain data in broad agreement with experimental results is quite 

appealing.44-46, 54  Specifically, Garrec et al.54 examined the reactivity of an HIV-1 PR model to 

test the accuracy of the latest DFT methods in 2011.  They54 have suggested B3LYP55/6-

31++G(d,p)37 or B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) combination for geometry optimization and MP235/6-

31+G(d,p) or MP2/6-31++G(d,p) model for single-point calculation.  The accuracy of M06-

2X56/def2-TZVP57, 58 combinations for geometry optimization and thermochemistry prediction in 

esterification reactions of acid halides and acetic acid was recently reported from our group.44, 46  

In the present study, which is aimed at establishing the 6-membered ring TS model for the 

catalysis of the natural substrate by HIV-1 PR, we have used a simple model system (Scheme 3) 

at M06-2X56/6-31+G(d)37, 56 level of theory for TS modelling and HF36/6-31+G(d) for quantum 

chemical descriptors.  Using HF to estimate the energies of the frontier molecular orbitals 

(FMOs);59 highest occupied molecular orbital (EHOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(ELUMO), is preferred due to the delocalization error in DFT (in contrast to the tendency of HF 

exchange to localize charge).60-62  These FMOs energies give rise to quantum chemical properties 

which are important to measure reactivity (see computational details).  

In an effort to broaden the scope of our new model, we also decided to test its applicability to a 

range of amide bond derivatives.  Modification of the scissile bond strength was proposed based 

on our experience with N-methylation of amide bonds.43, 63-65  Selective N-methylation of amide 

nitrogen atoms increases the proteolytic stability/bioavailability of peptides.43, 64, 66  The methyl 

group is electron donating and is expected to strengthen the amide bond through a positive 

inductive effect, leading to an increased double bond character.  On the other hand, electron 

withdrawing groups such as fluorine may cause the opposite effect.  A better understanding of 

electronic methods to increase the scissile bond strength may be useful for the design of new 

natural substrate-based HIV-1 PR inhibitors.  To achieve this in our investigation, we used 
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formamide and five other compounds having substituents specifically at the N-terminal plus 

acetic acid (to mimic protonated Asp), acetate (for unprotonated Asp) and a water molecule in the 

modelling of natural peptide bonds.  

2 Computational details 

Based on most experimental and theoretical studies, monoprotonation of one aspartate at the 

HIV-1 PR active site is usually adopted.  For a concerted mechanism where both the nucleophile 

(water molecule) and electrophile (an acidic proton) are expected to attack the scissile bond 

synchronously, monoprotonation on the OD2 of Asp25ʹ is the most feasible.  Hence, protonation 

model D (Figure 1) was considered for the study.  

DFT calculations proceeded with full geometry optimization of all structures at M06-2X/6-

31+G(d) level of theory in gas phase.  Vibrational frequencies67 were computed for the various 

unconstrained species to characterize them as local minima and transition state (TS) structures 

(having one-negative eigenvalue) on the potential energy surface (PES).  Intrinsic reaction 

coordinates (IRC)68 were computed to validate if the transition structures are truly the lowest 

saddle points connecting the expected structures on the reaction pathway.  GaussView 5.0.869 was 

used as pre-processor and post-processor visual interface for this study and all calculations were 

executed within the Gaussian 09 program package.70  

 
Scheme 3: Studied structures for the concerted 6-membered ring general acid-base mechanism of HIV-1 
PR—substrate catalysis.  X = H, F, CH3, OCH3, SCH3, and C(CH3)3. 

2.1 Thermochemistry and kinetics 

The estimation of chemical quantities such as thermodynamic arising from energy, enthalpy and 

entropy contributions71 can be achieved via computational modelling by normal mode analysis of 

the optimized structures.  In this study, free energy is represented by ΔG and calculated from 

equation 1 as implemented in the Gaussian 09 package.70  Its component enthalpy and 
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temperature-dependent changes in entropy (S) are denoted as ΔH and TΔS (at T=298.15K), 

respectively.  Details of these quantities were discussed herein.71, 72  Rate constant k, which is a 

measure of the change in concentration of the reactants or products per unit time, was obtained 

from equation 2 and taking the natural logarithm, was reported as lnk.  Note that this parameter is 

only particular to the TS structure, having an activation free energy.   

𝛥𝐺 =   𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆                                                                                                                                                      1 

To measure the effect of such electronic modifications of the C—N bond and study which 

substituent contributes to the strength of the scissile bond, the C—N bond strength of each TS 

structure was studied by estimating the adiabatic force constant.  The internal force constants 

from Cartesian second derivatives (Hessians) were determined using M06-2X/6-31+G(d) 

combination and the Genadia/Matlab program73, 74 was subsequently applied to calculate the 

force constant 𝑘!" (equation 3).75  The force constant is defined here as the ratio of the force 

required to collapse a specific covalent bond as a function of the deformation produced through 

the applied force.76 

k = !!!
!"!

  exp − ∆!‡

!"
                                                                                                          2 

Variables k, kB, h, and R, are rate, Boltzmann, Planck, and gas constants, respectively, while c is 

the concentration. 

𝑘!" = 𝜆!!"!
!!! 𝑢!"  ×  𝑣!!"      3 

𝜆!!" represents the eigenvalues of 3 × 3 interaction matrix, 𝑢!"  is the unit vector between atoms 

C and N, and 𝑣!!"  are the eigenvectors of the pair interaction matrix. 

2.2 Reactivity descriptors 

Ab initio HF-based quantum chemical descriptors arising from the energies of the FMOs59 which 

are EHOMO and ELUMO, respectively, were studied.  These parameters were investigated to provide 

better insight into the nature of the TS structures, electron distribution around it, selectivity and 

reactivity.  The properties considered are; ionization potential (IP),77 electron affinity (EA),77 

band gap (ΔE),77  chemical hardness (η),78 global softness (S),78 electronegativity χ ,79 

electrochemical potential (µ),79 and electrophilicity index (ω)80 (equations 3 – 8).  Definitions of 

these quantities were extensively discussed herein.77, 78   

Ionization potential  IP   =   −E!"#"                                                                            3 
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Electron affinity  EA =   −E!"#$                                                                              4 

Band gap     E = E!"#" − E!"#$                                                      5 

Chemical hardness η = !!"#$!!!"#"
!

                                                                                                          6 

Global softness  Ѕ = !
!
                                                                                                              7 

Chemical potential  µμ = − !"!!"
!

                                                                                      8 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Catalysis of substrates by HIV-1 PR through the concerted 6-membered ring TS 

model  

The proposed reaction mechanism is a concerted as well as general acid-base model.  The Asp25 

(acetate) is unprotonated and acts as a base while Asp25ʹ (acetic acid) is protonated at OD2 and 

acts as the acid (Scheme 3).  The reaction occurs synchronously displaying the catalytic functions 

of the Asp groups as well as the nucleophilic role of the water molecule on the substrate, in a 

single step.  The cleavage of the scissile bond followed the proposed reversible mechanism 

(Scheme 3) leading to the separated reactants/products.  This process starts with the formation of 

an enzyme substrate (ES) complex that pre-organizes the molecules for the subsequent TS 

structure hence, leading to the formation of hydrolyzed products (Figure 2).   

The reaction involves bond formation and breaking whereby the scissile bond is cleaved through 

the nucleophilic attack of water (OH) to form –COOH from the C=O of the amide bond.  Two 

protons were also transferred within the TS structure; acetic acid gives a proton to the scissile 

nitrogen and water loses a proton (yielding OH) to the acetate.  The overall mechanistic process 

remained exergonic as revealed through the negative ΔG of product complexes, PCs (Figure 2).  

The TS modelling strategy for the one-step concerted mechanism provides a sufficient 

description of the HIV-1 PR—substrate hydrolysis and the studied substrate-based derivatives. 
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Figure 2: IRC path for the concerted cleavage of substrates in the presence of acetate, acetic acid and 
water using M06-2X/6-31+G(d) theoretical model.  ES = enzyme substrate complex, TS = transition state 
structure and PC = product complex. 

Presented in Table 1 are the relative thermodynamics and kinetics of the structural moieties 

involved in the studied reaction mechanism.  All values are reported in kcal mol-1 relative to the 

sum of their separated reactants.  For all the systems, the ES and PC complexes are favoured 

enthalpically with higher ΔH values, while the TS models are characterized by an entropy 

penalty.  The TS structures had entropy penalties ranging from -31 to -36 kcal mol-1 while the 

enthalpy of activation (ΔH‡) follows an increasing (more negative) trend from SCH3 < OCH3 < F 

< CH3 < C(CH3)3 < H. 

Based on accepted knowledge, the more negative the theoretical ΔGbind of an enzyme—inhibitor, 

the greater the potential bioactivity.81  In this study, the ES complex value is likened to the ΔGbind 

for each system, which is within -19.8 and -26.9 kcal mol-1.  Also, the ΔGbind of product 

complexes are highly negative (Figure 2 and Table 1). 
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The activation free energies associated with the TSs (ΔG‡) increase (more negatively) in the same 

trend as ΔH‡, giving rise to the following reaction rate order from the lnk estimation: H > 

C(CH3)3 > CH3 > F > OCH3 > SCH3.  Note that experimental ΔG‡ was estimated to be between 

15 and 21 kcal mol-19, 10, 47-52 for peptide hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR.  The calculated ΔG‡ values for 

CH3, F, OCH3 (Table 1) fall within the experimental range while N-t-butyl amide and formamide 

have a much lower value than the estimated experimental data at approximately 9.0 and 5.0 kcal 

mol-1 respectively.  SCH3 has ΔG‡ of approximately 29 kcal mol-1, which is an indication of 

substantial slower cleavage of this substrate (SCH3). 

Table 1: Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the 6-membered cyclic TSs mechanism of (Scheme 
3) of substrates (formamide and N-substituted derivatives) cleavage by HIV-1 PR (acetic acid and acetate) 

at M06-2X/6-31+G(d) theoretical model 
Structure TΔS 

(kcal mol-1) 
ΔH 

(kcal mol-1) 
ΔG 

(kcal mol-1) 
lnk C—N Force 

constant 
(mDyn/A) 

N-Methylthio amide 
ES -30.09 -52.99 -22.89   
TS‡ -34.20 -5.40 28.80 -19.16 1.98 
PC -31.49 -49.91 -18.42   

N-Methoxyl amide 
ES -30.43 -54.08 -23.65   
TS‡ -35.84 -13.20 22.64 -8.76 1.64 
PC -29.61 -48.92 -19.31   

N-Fluoro amide 
ES -30.55 -50.43 -19.87   
TS‡ -34.24 -17.09 17.15 0.51 1.20 
PC -28.28 -45.95  -21.22   

N-Methyl amide 
ES -29.25 -49.00 -19.77   
TS‡ -33.40 -21.51 11.89 9.39 1.13 
PC -28.28 -45.95 -17.67   

N-t-Butyl amide 
ES -28.15 -52.99 -24.84   
TS‡ -35.13 -26.10 9.03 14.22 1.11 
PC -31.51 -58.64 -27.12   

Formamide 
ES -28.07 -55.01 -26.94   
TS‡ -31.67 -26.86 4.80 21.36 0.85 
PC -28.02 -53.70 -25.68   

‡ denotes activation parameters TΔS‡, ΔH‡ and ΔG‡ for the TS.  ES = enzyme substrate complex, TS = transition 
state structure and PC = product complex.  Values are reported relative to the sum of separated reactants.  (Cartesian 
coordinates of the TS structures are available in the SI). 
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Analysis of the electronic forces acting on the C—N bond in each TS structure provided a 

reliable measure of the scissile bond strength.  A stronger bond usually vibrates faster than a 

weaker bond76 and the adiabatic force constant provides a reliable descriptor of bond strength82, 

83.  In this investigation, the values obtained for the C—N force constant (Table 1) give a linear 

relation with the rate of the reaction.  The lower the force constant, the faster the rate of C—N 

bond breakage (lower TS energy).  Figure 3 gives a clear picture of the chemical reactivity of 

studied systems and the strength of the respective C—N bonds.  There is a linear correlation 

between the adiabatic stretching force constant and the transition state energy (R2=0.9) as seen in 

the linear fit in Figure 3.  The force constant values decrease in the order; SCH3 > OCH3 > F > 

CH3 > C(CH3)3 > H, thus showing formamide as the easiest to hydrolyse.   

 
Figure 3: Adiabatic stretching force constants of C—N bonds in relation to the transition state energy 
calculated at M06-2X/6-31+G(d) 
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3.2 Quantum chemical descriptors for the concerted TS structures involved in the 

hydrolysis of HIV-1 PR substrates 

To examine further the reactivity and selectivity of the N-substituted natural substrate derivatives 

of HIV-1 PR, the quantum chemical properties of each TS structures were investigated (Table 2).  

The energies of the HOMO and LUMO, were used to estimate the chemical reactivity, selectivity 

and stability of the selected derivatives using HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory.  Presented in Table 2 

are results of the HOMO, LUMO energies and other estimated descriptors for the mechanistic 

process.  The lobes of the studied FMOs for selected TS structures are given in Figure 4. 

Table 2: Quantum chemical properties of the TS structures involved in the one-step concerted modelling 
of HIV-1 PR—substrate systems at HF/6-31+G(d) level of theory 

Parameter N-Methylthio 
amide 

N-Methoxyl 
amide 

N-Fluoro 
amide 

N-Methyl 
amide 

N-t-Butyl 
amide 

Formamide 

ELUMO (eV) -0.128 -0.129 -0.130 -0.124 -0.122 -0.119 
EHOMO (eV) -0.259 -0.334 -0.346 -0.358 -0.357 -0.367 

IP 0.259 0.334 0.346 0.358 0.357 0.367 
EA 0.128 0.129 0.130 0.124 0.122 0.119 

ΔE (eV) 0.132 0.205 0.216 0.234 0.236 0.248 
µ (eV) -0.194 -0.231 -0.238 -0.241 -0.240 -0.243 
η (eV) 0.066 0.102 0.108 0.117 0.118 0.124 

S (eV-1) 15.199 9.758 9.271 8.548 8.491 8.062 
IP = ionization potential, EA = electron affinity, ΔE = band gap, µ = electrochemical potential, η = chemical 
hardness, S = global softness.  

Molecules with high EHOMO values can donate their electrons easily compared to molecules with 

lower values,59 therefore, the opposite holds for electron withdrawing molecules.  For the present 

investigation, the electron withdrawing groups such as fluorine and sulphur gave lower EHOMO 

and higher ELUMO values, respectively.  The overall trend for EHOMO is SCH3 < OCH3 < F < CH3 

< C(CH3)3 < H (same order as the rate of reaction, Table 1), which yielded IP values in this same 

order.  The difference between these FMOs gives rise to a vital stability index called the band gap 

(ΔE), which measures the reactivity of the more energetically matched HOMO-LUMO pairing of 

the separated reactants.59   

A small ΔEHOMO–LUMO gap indicates a greater likelihood of electron transfer within the reactants 

involved in forming the TS structures.78  Based on the ΔE values obtained herein, these substrates 

are generally stable and reactive in the order (SCH3 > OCH3 > F > CH3 > C(CH3)3 > H) hence, 

the selected formamide and its derivatives are reactive and could be hydrolysed by HIV-1 PR.  

The stability of the reactive derivatives (SCH3 and OCH3) seems to be dependent on the 
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contributions of the electron donating –CH3 as expected.43, 63-65  It is quite fascinating to observe 

that electron-withdrawing groups (such as F) also have remarkable effect on the strength of the 

scissile bond compared to the electron donation N-t-butyl or formamide itself.  Overall, SCH3 has 

the lowest band gap, which indicates better stability leading to a slower proteolytic process; this 

is also reflected in its higher activation energy (Table 1).   

As illustrated in Figure 4, the LUMO electrons are largely localized on the nucleophilic water 

molecule and the catalytic Asp groups (acetic acid and acetate).  Analysis of the spatial 

distribution of the HOMO on each functional group of the studied substrates (Figure 4) reflects 

the fact that the enzymatic mechanism is indeed dependent on the selectivity of the substrate.6  It 

is interesting to note that the lobes of HOMO and LUMO are the least localized in SCH3 system 

compared to the other substrates. 

Chemical potential (µ) and chemical hardness (η) are measures of the extent of electron 

delocalization and the determination of species resistance to lose electrons respectively.77  The µ 

values for all of the TS structures increase from SCH3 to H in the order; SCH3 < OCH3 < F < CH3 

< C(CH3)3 < H while η follows a decreasing order of; H > C(CH3)3 > CH3 > F > OCH3 > SCH3 

giving rise to global softness indices (S) with values 8.1 to 15.2 eV.  The chemical softness 

measures the reactivity of molecules.77  The reactivity order for these TS structures decrease in 

the same trend as ΔG‡; SCH3 > OCH3 > F > CH3 > C(CH3)3 > H, with SCH3 as the most reactive 

and formamide as the least reactive (Figure 4).  

Unlike previous studies44,46 whereby the quantum chemical descriptors correlate well with the 

activation free energies, it is quite fascinating to observe in this present work that an opposite 

trend was observe; that is, reactive derivatives have higher activation free energies.  These 

properties could therefore, be less reliable for this model in quantifying the reactivity of the 

studied derivatives. 
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 LUMO HOMO 
N-Methylthio amide 

 

 

N-Methoxyl amide 

 
 

N-Fluoro amide 

  
N-Methyl amide 

 
 

Figure 4: Lobes of the frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of the TS structures involved in 
the modelled one-step concerted hydrolysis of substrates by HIV-1 PR at HF/6-31+(G)d level of theory. 
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In this present work, we report a concerted mechanism that has provided a new perspective on the 

existence of a single rate-determining step through the 6-membered cyclic TS obtained, and 

activation free energies within experimental range.  It is worth noting that the likelihood of the 

existence of more than one rate-determining step for the stepwise general acid-base mechanism 

of natural substrate hydrolysis by HIV-1 PRs has been suggested21 in contrast to the most 

frequent opinion in which substrate separation is viewed as the rate-determining step11, 19, 30, 84, 85 

(Scheme 1).   

The relevance and chemistry of sulphur as a leading constituent of pharmaceuticals was reviewed 

recently.86  Amongst the organosulfur derivatives discussed are sulfonamide, sulfone, sulfinyl, 

thioester, thioether, thiophene, thiazole, β-lactam, thiazepine/thiazine and thiadiazole.86  In this 

study, we observed N-methylthio amide (a sulfenamide) as the best substrate derivative having a 

negative ΔGbind for its ES and reluctance to hydrolyse fast as reflected in the ΔG‡ value (Table 1).  

The synthesis of such derivative with a characteristic amide-linked N—S bond formation was 

previously achieved using copper as a catalyst.87, 88  Although the synthesized compounds88 are 

cyclic and not HIV-1 PR natural substrate derivatives, it is quite fascinating to observe that their 

in vitro biochemical evaluation against Congenital Disorder of Glycosylation type Ia is 

appreciable.88  We therefore, hope that the synthesis of natural substrate mimics with sulphur at 

the nitrogen of the scissile bond could possibly be a suitable inhibitor of HIV-1 PR. 

4 Conclusion 

The enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR on natural substrate and derivatives was studied using 

both DFT (M06-2X) and HF methods for a small model system.  The reaction mechanism was 

observed to follow a concerted model having one cyclic TS structure leading to product.  

Although a few studies have addressed the concerted general acid-base mechanism of HIV-1 PR 

catalysis theoretically, our investigation is the first to present the 6-membered TS model.  The 

study has addressed mechanism through estimation of thermodynamics, kinetics, and other 

quantum chemical characteristics.  This investigation has enabled us to deduce a correlation 

between the calculated activation free energies and C—N force constants of the N-substituted 

amide derivatives thereby, buttressing the relevance of bond strength in overcoming activation 

barrier.  In other words, the higher the activation free energy, the higher the force constant value 

which also correlates to higher C—N bond strength in each substrate.  The models allowed 
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investigation of N-substituted scissile bond derivatives, which provided us with a new potential 

lead (methylthio amide) for HIV-1 PR inhibition.   

Within the context of this investigation, which is aimed at establishing the concerted general 

acid-base model for HIV-1 PR enzymatic mechanism on natural substrate and discovering a 

potential inhibitor through natural substrate modification, we could conclude from the title that 

we are not done yet on HIV-1 PR catalysis.  Future studies will involve calculation of the 

activation energies of these compounds inside the HIV-1 PR active site. 
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Figure S1: A pictorial illustration of the complexes involved in concerted and stepwise general acid-base 
mechanistic pathway for a peptide hydrolysis for a simplified HIV-1 PR active site model using MP2/6-
31G(2d)/RHF/6-31G(2d).1  The legends are: CGR = concerted general acid-base reactant, CGTS = 
concerted general acid-base transition state, CGP = concerted general acid-base product. 
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Scheme S1: (A) Concerted 4-membered ring model redrawn from literature,2 the catalytic role of the 
aspartate groups seems apparently loss.  (B) Proposed concerted 6-membered cyclic HIV-1 PR enzymatic 
mechanism. 
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Abstract 

We give an account of a one-step concerted catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR hydrolysis of its 

natural substrate using a hybrid QM/MM method. The mechanism is a general acid-base model 

having both catalytic aspartate group participating and water molecule attacking the natural 

substrate synchronously. Three different pathways were obtained; a concerted acyclic transition 

state (TS) mechanistic route, a concerted 6-membered cyclic TS process involving one water 

molecule and another 6-membered ring TS pathway involving two water molecules. Activation 

free energies of approximately 15.2 and 16.6 kcal mol-1 were obtained for both concerted acyclic 

and the other possible reaction pathway involving two water molecules in the active site, 

respectively. The obtained activation free energies are comparable to experimentally derived data 

of 15.69 kcal mol-1. The outcome of the present work provides a plausible theoretical benchmark 

for the concerted enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and can be applied to related enzymatic 

process. 

Keywords 

HIV-1 protease; Natural substrate; QM/MM [“Our own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital 

and molecular Mechanics”, ONIOM] method; Concerted transition states; Catalytic mechanism.  

1. Introduction 
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The catalytic mechanism of the HIV-1 PR is one of the most studied aspartate protease reactions.  

Both experimental and theoretical techniques have been harnessed to provide a better 

understanding on a number of possible reaction pathways for the catalytic cleavage of the natural 

substrate/ligand by the PR.1-5  The aspartate dyad of the HIV-1 PR is most often monoprotonated6 

in such theoretical studies (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Possible monoprotonated models for the catalytic aspartate dyad. 

Most of the recent studies4, 7-16 have investigated the stepwise general acid-base mechanism 

involving catalytic water (WatC) at the active site of the HIV-1 PR, whereby the hydrolysis 

occurs in several steps (Scheme 1).  Another possible mechanistic pathway for the hydrolysis of 

the natural substrate by the PR is a nucleophilic process,9, 10, 16 which is a variance of the stepwise 

general acid-base mechanism without WatC.  Researchers have obtained both theoretical and 

experimental rate-determining transition state (TS) energies4, 7-16 that correlate with experimental 

energies of peptides/substrates hydrolysis for both stepwise and nucleophilic mechanisms.  

Despite extensive investigations on HIV-1 PR catalytic pathways, little attention has been given 

to a synchronous model in which the proteolytic reaction could occur as a one-step concerted 

process. 

In 1991, however, Jaskólski et al.3 proposed a one-step concerted mechanism for the reaction; the 

nucleophile (water molecule) and electrophile (an acidic proton) attack the scissile bond in a 
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concerted manner.  At the beginning of the reaction the acidic proton is located on the OD2 atom 

of that aspartate, which is proximal to the nitrogen atom of the scissile amide.3  The post-reaction 

catalytic aspartates are still bound by the acidic proton, which now resides between the inner 

OD1 atoms (Model E; Figure 1).  The proposed concerted mechanism in this study, was indeed 

derived based on the reported experimental protocol3 which is summarized in Scheme S1 of the 

supporting information (SI). 

 
Scheme 1: Stepwise general acid-base catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.17  ES is the enzyme—substrate 
complex, TS is the first transition structure which should be overcome before the formation of the 
tetrahedral intermediate (INT).  TS2 is the breakdown of the INT complex while EP is the separated 
products.  Adapted from literature.17 

We found only two theoretical models4, 9 in literature with respect to the one-step concerted 

perspective3 having cyclic TSs with activation free energies (ΔG‡) of 309 and 43.54 kcal mol-1, 

respectively.  These values are higher than experimental ΔG‡ values (between 14.86 and 21.03 

kcal·mol-1) depending on the amino acid sequence.1, 2, 18-23  In light of literature supports for 

theoretical 6-membered ring transition structures,24-31 a one-step cyclic concerted chemical 
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process (Scheme 2) appears plausible and can potentially provide a new understanding of the 

catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR. 

 
Scheme 2: Proposed concerted 6-membered cyclic enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR. 

2. Method 

2.1 System setup 

The X-ray crystal structure of MA-CA substrate (code: 1KJ4)32 was obtained from RCSB PDB33 

and complexed with HIV-1 PR (code: 1A30).34  The catalytic water molecule was manually 

inserted at the active site and maintaining the distances observed from 1LV135 (an apo HIV-1 PR 

co-crystallized with a water molecule at the active site).  This complex was subjected to classical 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (20 ns long) as described in our previous work.36  The 

lowest energy structure from the MD run was partitioned into two layers and “Our Own N-

layered Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular Mechanics”, ONIOM37 (QM/MM) approach 

was applied to investigate the mechanism of the reaction.  This was done after stripping off the 

explicit solvation box and non-required atoms (Cl-) inherent from the MD simulation.  The 

catalytic active sites, natural substrate [Matrix-Capsid segment (MA-CA)] and water were placed 

at a high layer [B3LYP38, 39/6-31++G(d,p)40] while the remaining residues were at the low layer 

(AMBER)41 for geometry optimization (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the two-layered ONIOM (DFT:AMBER) model of HIV-1 PR—

MA-CA complex. ONIOM output files for the TS structures are available in PDB format with the SI. 

The reliability and accuracy of B3LYP/6-31G(d):AMBER ONIOM model has been established 

for a similar study.42, 43  In order to improve the level of accuracy of the results and consider the 

effect of diffusion and polarization functions on the hydrogen atoms involved at the reactive 

centre, B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER was used.  Given the fact that one of the aspartate 

residues is protonated (Figure 1) for a concerted mechanism where both the nucleophile (water 

molecule) and electrophile (an acidic proton) are expected to attack the scissile bond in a 

concerted manner, we protonate OD2 of Asp25ʹ (Model D; Figure 1) as proposed from 

experiment.3  

2.2 Transition state modelling and energy calculation 

The complex obtained (lowest energy snapshot) from MD simulations was subjected to 

constraining and relaxing for the TS QM/MM modelling.  Interatomic distances for the proposed 

cyclic transition state were constrained (Owat--Csub at 2.40 Å, Nsub--OD2 Asp25ʹ at 2.79 Å and 

Owat--OD2 Asp25ʹ at 2.71 Å, Scheme 2) during an optimization to find a suitable TS starting 

structure.  All constraints were removed for the subsequent transition state optimization.  

Calculations proceeded with a full geometry optimization of all structures using the selected 

[B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER] level of theory and basis set.  Vibrational frequencies44 were 

computed for the various species to characterize them as local minima (no negative eigenvalues) 

and the TS structure having exactly one imaginary frequency.  Thermochemistry parameters were 

also obtained from the frequency calculations and the free energy, represented by ΔG was 
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calculated from equation 1.  Intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC)45 were computed to verify the 

transition structures are truly the lowest saddle points connecting the expected reactant and 

product complexes on the reaction pathway.  GaussView 5.0.846 was used as pre-processor and 

post-processor visual interface for this study, while all calculations were executed within the 

Gaussian 09 program package.47 

𝛥𝐺 =   𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆                                                                                                                                                      1 

Variables H, T and S are enthalpy, temperature and entropy, respectively. 

3. Results and discussion 

The first attempt to find a cyclic TS (Scheme 2) gave us in fact a concerted acyclic TS involving 

one water molecule (Scheme 3).  Refinement of the cyclic TS starting structures enabled us to 

find them as well.  The relative thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the concerted acyclic 

and cyclic mechanistic cleavage of MA-CA by HIV-1 PR are presented in Table 1.  Generally, all 

the studied concerted mechanistic pathways are exergonic with highly negative free energies at 

product formation (Schemes 2 – 4).  The change in total energy (ΔE), enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy 

(TΔS) values of the ES and product complexes are negative.  The free energy (ΔG) values related 

to the difference between ΔH and TΔS are also negative and ΔG of these minima seems driven 

by ΔH with characteristic large negative values ranging between -33 and -60 kcal mol-1.  

Cleavage of the substrate by HIV-1 PR gave significantly large level of disorderliness as 

observed from the activation entropy (TΔS‡) of the TS structures having more negative values 

than the activation enthalpy, ΔH‡ (Table 1).  Activation free energies (ΔG‡) of the TS structures 

are thus favoured by large entropy penalty of -16.16, -38.71 and -54.92 kcal mol-1 for the 6-

membered cyclic, acyclic and 6-membered cyclic (with two water) models, respectively.  Sum of 

the total free energy of each mechanistic pathway gave -28.71, -13.87 and -46.48 kcal mol-1 for 6-

membered cyclic, acyclic and 6-membered cyclic (with two water) systems, respectively.  
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Table 2: Relative thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the one-step catalytic mechanism of 

natural substrate (MA-CA) using ONIOM [B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER] 

 ΔE ΔH TΔS ΔG lnk 
Concerted acyclic mechanism 

ES -40.28 -38.88 -21.66 -17.22  
C-Ac-TS -28.60 -23.49 -38.71 15.21 3.77 

PC -34.71 -33.44 -10.74 -26.70  
Concerted 6-membered cyclic mechanism 

C-6-TS 9.45 10.23 -16.16 26.39 -15.11 
PC -43.15 -41.75 -18.71 -23.04  

Concerted 6-membered cyclic mechanism with two water molecules 
ES-TW -62.51 -59.66 -22.12 -37.54  

C-6-TS-TW -35.82 -38.35 -54.92 16.57 1.49 
PC-TW -54.63 -53.37 -27.86 -25.51  

 

Values are reported in kcal mol-1 relative to the sum of separated reactants. ES = enzyme—
substrate complex, TS = transition state structure, PC = product complex, TW = two water, C = 
concerted and Ac = acyclic. ONIOM output files for the TS structures are available in PDB 
format with the SI.  

Based on spontaneity (more negative ΔH) and overall system energetics (ΔE), the two-water 

mechanistic pathway is the most favourable; addition of another water molecule at the HIV-1 PR 

active site essentially pulls down the activation barrier and improves the cleavage process.  

However, when the ΔG‡ of the TS structures were considered, the concerted acyclic mechanism 

involving a catalytic water molecule proved to be the most favoured process (Table 1).  This is a 

well-established perspective from literature using both in vitro and in silico methods.48  The 

reaction rate of the TS structures depicted by lnk, follows the order; C-Ac-TS > C-6-TS > C-6-

TS-TW. 

3.1 Concerted acyclic general acid-base HIV-1 PR—substrate mechanistic pathway 

The concerted acyclic TS (Scheme 3) leads to the expected reactant and product complexes (from 

the IRC calculation, Figure 3) with an observed ΔG‡ of 15.21 kcal mol-1 (Table 1) at B3LYP/6-

31++G(d,p):AMBER level of theory.  During this concerted general acid-base mechanism, water 

donates one of its protons to the unprotonated Asp25 and the protonated Asp25ʹ loses its proton 

to the scissile nitrogen atom, thus, the initial acidic Asp becomes basic and vice versa. 

Meanwhile, the nucleophilic water (OH) attacks the scissile carbon resulting in substrate cleavage 

(Scheme 3).  
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Scheme 3: Concerted acyclic enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR with its substrate.   

The reaction involves bond forming and breaking processes, the initial C—N bond increases from 

1.47 to 1.67 Å at the TS and becomes 2.65 Å at the product complex, which is comparable to 

experimental distance of 2.70 Å between these atoms.49  The leaving proton (going to Asp25 

OD2) from the catalytic water increases in bond length from 0.96 to 1.26 Å in the TS structure, 

thereby moving closely to the OD2 of Asp25 with a bond distance of 1.14 Å.  The scissile 

nitrogen atom accepts a proton from the protonated aspartate (Asp25ʹ) with a bond distance of 

1.22 Å (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Free energy profile for the one-step concerted cyclic and acyclic catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 

PR and MA-CA natural substrate using ONIOM [B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER] method. TS = 

transition state structure, TW = two water, PC = product complex, C = concerted and Ac = acyclic.  

ONIOM output files for the TS structures are available in PDB format with the SI. 

For the acyclic mechanism, the ES gave ΔE, ΔH and TΔS values of approximately -40, -39, and -

22 kcal mol-1, respectively, with ΔG formation of -17 kcal mol-1 (Table 1).  This pre-ordered ES 

complex facilitates the concerted nature of the acyclic TS (Figure 4) with an exergonic total ΔE‡ 

of -28.6 kcal mol-1, ΔH‡ value of -23.5 kcal mol-1, temperature-functionalized disorderliness 

(TΔS‡) of -38.7 kcal mol-1 and an activation barrier (ΔG‡) of 15.2 kcal mol-1.  C-Ac-TS is more 

favoured with entropy compared to enthalpy while the opposite holds for its PC. The calculated 

ΔG‡ of 15.21 kcal mol-1 is in good agreement with experimentally deduced ΔG‡ of 15.69 kcal 

mol-1.20  The overall mechanism remained exergonic with the product complex having a ΔG of -

26.70 kcal mol-1 (Figure 3 and Table 1) with a total ΔG value of -28.71 kcal mol-1 for the overall 

mechanistic process.  
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Figure 4: The concerted acyclic TS of HIV-1 PR—MA-CA general acid-base mechanism using ONIOM 

[DFT:AMBER] method. Picture generated with GaussView 5.0.8 46, distances are in Angstrom (Å).  

ONIOM output files for the TS structures are available in PDB format with the SI (Figures S1 and 

S2). 

3.2 The concerted cyclic general acid-base HIV-1 PR—substrate mechanistic 

pathway 

Subsequently, we also found the concerted 6-membered ring TS structure facilitated by one water 

molecule (Scheme 2), as well as another cyclic TS involving two water molecules (Scheme 4).  

Although the mechanism closely mimics the acyclic model, however, a slight difference was 

observed.  Unlike the acyclic pathway in which the aspartates participate in bond sharing with the 

water and substrate, the 6-membered cyclic mechanism (involving one and two water molecules) 

showcased distinct characteristics.  

In the one water cyclic mechanism (Scheme 2), the unprotonated Asp25 only acts as an anchoring 

entity rather than a base and a product complex is formed with Asp25ʹ protonation from water.  In 

other words, only Asp25ʹ partakes in bond sharing and acts as acid (donating its proton to the 

scissile nitrogen) as well as a base (protonated by water) at the end of the cleavage process.  The 

mechanism therefore, starts and ends with protonation model D (Figure 1). C—N scissile bond of 

the C-6-TS was 1.65 Å and increased to 2.66 Å after substrate cleavage (PC).  The interatomic 

distance between the scissile carbonyl (C=O) and the nucleophilic water (OH) was 1.75 Å while 

the second H of water was 1.43 Å away from the OD2 of Asp25 for the transition state (Figure 
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S1).  The scissile nitrogen and proton from the Asp25ʹ gave an interatomic distance of 1.32 Å in 

the TS structure.  

Optimization of the complexes down the reaction profile also yielded the ES and product 

complexes in the 6-membered one water cyclic mechanism with the same ES as the acyclic 

model (Table 1).  The calculated parameters for the C-6-TS were slightly endergonic with ΔE‡ of 

9.45 kcal mol-1, ΔH‡ value of 10.23 kcal mol-1, TΔS‡ of -16.16 kcal mol-1 and ΔG‡ of 26.39 kcal 

mol-1.  This TS structure is largely driven by entropy contributions and the overall mechanistic 

pathway remained exergonic with a summed ΔG value of -13.87 kcal mol-1 and the calculated 

ΔG value for PC is -23.04 kcal mol-1.  Although, the activation free energy value does not 

compare perfectly with experimental values, it is worth mentioning that this 6-membered cyclic 

model is an improvement on the previous contributions from literature.4, 9  Krzemińska et al.4 

recently explored a 4-membered ring TS model devoid of the catalytic (or general acid/base) 

function of the aspartic moieties with a much higher free energy barrier of 43.5 kcal mol-1. 

In order to improve the 6-membered cyclic model with catalytic water, we proposed a concerted 

6-membered ring mechanistic pathway involving two water molecules (Scheme 4).  The 

mechanism involves both aspartates acting as anchoring moieties (they are not involved in bond 

sharing with the substrate), however, their catalytic effect was still obvious with ΔG‡ of 16.57 

kcal mol-1 for the TS structure (Figure 3 and Table 1).  This calculated ΔG‡ is in reasonable 

agreement with experimentally derived ΔG‡ 15.69 kcal mol-1 for MA-CA (Ser-Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-

Ile-Val-Gln) hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR.20  This mechanism does not only showcase the success of a 

cyclic synchronous model but also, offers another perspective on the importance of water 

molecules at the active site of the HIV-1 PR50-53 in which the activation barrier was lowered by 

almost 10 kcal mol-1 in comparison to the one water model (Figure 3). 

The calculated values for ΔE, ΔH and TΔS were -62.51, -51.66 and -22.12 kcal mol-1, 

respectively, for ES complex of the two-water model with an estimated ΔG value was -37.54 kcal 

mol-1 (Table 1).  C-6-TS-TW has the highest TΔS‡ value of -54.94 kcal mol-1 in comparison to 

the two other TS possibilities, this is expected due to the increased atomic constituent of this TS 

and the induced disorderliness from an additional water molecule.  This two-water mediated 

mechanistic pathway also gave the highest total ΔG value of -46.48 kcal mol-1 for its entire 

process, thus establishing the feasibility of the mechanism theoretically.  The calculated ΔG for 
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its PC is -25.51 kcal mol-1 while -53.37 and -27.86 kcal mol-1 were obtained for ΔH and TΔS, 

respectively, (Table 1).  

 
Scheme 4: Proposed reaction scheme for the two-water mediated cleavage of natural substrate by HIV-1 

PR. 

The one-step concerted acyclic TS model provides a plausible theoretical model for the 

enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR.  Unlike previous computational attempts4, 9 for this 

mechanism with higher free energy barriers for peptide hydrolysis, much lower energy barriers 

(15.21 and 16.57 kcal mol-1) are obtained herein.  This favourable energy could be attributed to 

the studied concerted TS models and the HIV-1 PR preference for large hydrophobic side chains 

at the P1 position of the natural target;54 MA-CA scissile bond is located between Tyr-Pro 

(Figure 2). 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have reported a new (theoretical) perspective on three possible concerted 

general acid-base mechanisms for the HIV-1 PR catalysis of its natural substrate.  The 

mechanism that provides marginally the lowest activation barrier involves an acyclic TS model 

with one water molecule (Scheme 3) at the HIV-1 PR active site.  We also proposed a two-water 

model (Scheme 4) involving cyclic TS structure having an observed activation free energy that is 

comparable to experiment and should be pursued experimentally in subsequent research.  This 

present investigation could potentially provide a better understanding on achieving a single rate-

limiting step for HIV-1 PR catalysis since the possibility of the existence of more than one rate-

determining step has been proposed in the stepwise mechanistic pathway.55 
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These models also provide new information about the exact nature of the protonation state of the 

two catalytic Asp residues, during hydrolysis of the natural substrate for a concerted general acid-

base mechanism.  The outcome of this study is quite informative and the TS model will be 

applied to related homodimeric protease and perhaps other enzymatic processes.  Future studies 

will attempt to obtain a better understanding of the recognition phenomena of the HIV-1 PR 

towards natural substrates with preference for the scissile amide bonds. 
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Scheme S1: Proposed concerted HIV-1 PR mechanism based on Jaskólski et al.1 hypothesis. 

 
Figure S1: Concerted 6-membered cyclic TS involving one water molecule at the active site of HIV-1 

PR—MA-CA complex 
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Figure S2: Concerted 6-membered cyclic TS involving two water molecules at the active site of HIV-1 

PR—MA-CA complex 

The PDB format of the ONIOM output files for the TS structures. 

TS_PDB.zip
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Abstract 

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) protease is a crucial target for HIV/AIDS 

treatment and our understanding of its catalytic mechanism is the basis on which HIV-1 enzyme 

inhibitors are developed.  Although, several experimental studies indicate that HIV-1 protease 

facilitates the cleavage of the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins and it is highly selective with 

regards to the cleaved amino acid precursors, physical parameters, the main principles of 

substrate specificity and recognition, remain poorly understood.  By means of transition state 

modelling, using a one-step concerted mechanistic process, the recognition of natural substrates 

by HIV-1 PR subtypes (B and C-SA) was studied.  This was carried out to compare the activation 

free energies at varying peptide bond regions (scissile and non-scissile) within the polypeptide 

sequence using ONIOM calculations.  It was observed that the studied HIV-1 PR subtypes 

recognize and cleave at both scissile bond and non-scissile domains with characteristic lower 

activation barriers in the default scissile bond regions.  In addition, peptide sequence is an 

important factor in the substrate recognition and specificity for HIV-1 PR, a model substrate 

sequence of at least ten amino acid residues is required for suitable recognition and cleavage.   

Keywords: HIV-1 subtypes B and C-SA PR; cleavage mechanism; Our Own N-layered 

Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular Mechanics (ONIOM); natural substrates; activation 

free energy, concerted transition state.  
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1 Introduction 

A group of proteolytic enzymes with two aspartyl (Asp) residues at their active sites are known as 

the aspartic proteinases and these include; renin,1, 2 pepsin,1, 2 penicillopepsin3 and the human 

immunodeficiency virus protease (HIV-1 PR).3, 4  HIV-1 PR catalyses the hydrolysis of Gag and 

Gag-Pol polyprotein precursors at specific sites (scissile bonds), which fulfil an essential role in 

the maturation of infectious virus that causes AIDS in humans.5-7  The active form of HIV PR is a 

homodimer that normally contains 99-amino acids per monomer with a conserved catalytic triad 

(Asp25-Thr-26-Gly27) at the active site.8-10  After the 3-dimensional structure of the HIV-1 PR 

was resolved using single X-ray analysis,11, 12 numerous studies have been performed on the 

enzyme over the last few decades, to design specific and potent inhibitors.13-15  Despite that, the 

detailed mechanism of HIV-1 PR catalysis of the natural substrate is still a matter of 

controversy.16  One factor that has impaired a comprehensive analysis is the different sequence 

homology of the cleavage sites, making the substrate specificity determinants difficult to 

identify.17  In addition, the cleavage sites sequence that occur naturally have been compared for 

HIV-1 versus HIV-2 and results reveal that both enzymes do not have a precise consensus 

substrate sequence.18, 19  Since the transition state (mechanism-based) analogue of the enzyme-

catalysed reaction is a significant type of inhibitor, it is crucial to fully understand the mechanism 

of the HIV-1 enzyme.20   

Several proposals for the HIV-1 PR cleavage mechanism based on both in vitro and in silico 

work have been suggested,3, 4, 13, 21-24 however, there is no consensus yet on the most feasible 

mechanistic pathway.  Most of these studies classify the mechanism into two general groups; the 

nucleophilic process4, 10, 22 and the general acid-general base,13, 25, 26 the latter is the predominant 

mechanism from literature for aspartic proteases and HIV-PR in particular.16, 24, 27-30  The 

nucleophilic mechanism involves a direct attack on the scissile peptide (C—N) bond by one of 

the protonated catalytic Asp that acts as the nucleophile,7 yielding an anhydride intermediate 

(stepwise nucleophilic reaction) or a transition state leading to product (concerted nucleophilic 

reaction).4, 20  In the general acid-base process, a catalytic water molecule acts as the nucleophile 

as earlier proposed by Fruton26 and Davies et al.31  The mechanism is initiated with a 

nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl atom of the scissile unit by the water molecule at the active 

sites of the Asp protease, this proceeds with the protonated Asp donating its hydrogen to the 

nitrogen of the scissile bond.32  The unprotonated Asp ionizes the catalytic water by accepting its 
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proton, and this process can either be a stepwise or a concerted reaction in which the former has 

been considered the most likely from literature.4, 10, 33  The HIV-1 PR as well as their active 

mutants recognizes and cleaves the same polypeptides precursor, therefore, there remains a 

mutual structure-function relationship among them that has been, and should be exploited in 

existing and future drug-inhibitors.34  

Another major debate on the HIV-1 PR reaction mechanism is the protonation state of the 

catalytic Asp and this has been discussed extensively in literature.16, 35-37  Since both experimental 

and theoretical studies show that the HIV-1 catalytic process function at a pH of 2-736, 38, 39, 

hence, the protonation state/models proposed in our review16 is plausible.  In the context of this 

study, PROPKA40 was used to assign the protonation state for the catalytic Asp and a mono-

protonation model was selected as supported by most studies.4, 13, 20, 24, 39, 41 

Earlier theoretical studies that have focused on the catalytic mechanism of the HIV-1 PR, utilized 

molecular mechanics (MM) and molecular dynamics (MD) modelling to study the enzyme—

substrate and enzyme—intermediate complexes.42-44  However, one of these studies used a model 

system that focused mainly on the active site and the substrates,20 while the other only examined 

the active site with its closest surrounding groups.42, 45  Another limitation was the use of 

modified substrate sequences similar to the natural substrate, in some cases six-alanine residues 

were used for the substrate sequence, and in other cases one or more of the amino acids was 

substituted for another amino acids.10, 34, 46   

Density functional theory (DFT) methods have been considered suitable to elucidate mechanistic 

pathways and obtain results closer to experimentally derived values.35, 47-49  The reactivity of a 

HIV-1 PR model was examined by Garrec et al. in 2011, specifically to test the accuracy of the 

latest DFT methods.35  They suggested the combination of B3LYP50/6-31++G(d,p)51, 52 or 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) for geometry optimization, and the former theoretical level was adopted 

herein. 

It is worth noting that two theoretical approaches4, 46 with regards to the one-step concerted 

mechanism for HIV PR cleavage of natural substrates are found in literature.  In these studies 

cyclic transition states were employed, yielding activation energies (ΔG‡) of 30.04 and 43.546 kcal 

mol-1.  The experimental ΔG‡ values, depending on the peptide sequence, range between 14.86 

and 21.03 kcal mol-1.13, 19, 53-57  
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In this study, we aimed to continue the investigation of the one-step concerted reaction 

mechanism of the HIV-1 PR from our previous work.58  Two enzymes, HIV-1 subtype B59 and a 

popular mutant in South Africa (subtype C-SA)60 complexed with matrix-capsid, MA-CA (Gag) 

and RNAseH-integrase, RH-IN (Gag-Pol) natural substrates were used herein.  Likewise, the Gag 

and Gag-Pol polyprotein sites that are not normally cleaved (non-scissile domains) were also 

considered.  This study was designed to obtain a better understanding of substrate recognition by 

estimating the activation free energies at different peptide bond regions in addition to the scissile 

bond domain within the same substrate sequence.  We also investigated the substrate length of 6 

amino acid residues versus 10 peptide sequences for a more accurate recognition.  The 

recognition sequences cleaved by HIV-1 PR are represented in the supporting information (Table 

S1).   

The catalytic process follows a concerted and general acid-base mechanism, with mono-

protonation, same as the model used in our previous work.24, 58, 61, 62  Since the hydrolysis by 

HIV-1 PR involves the breaking and forming of chemical bonds, classical molecular mechanics is 

insufficient for such an investigation.  A combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics 

(QM/MM) potential was rather applied.7, 10, 63-65  We therefore, report a study using Our Own N-

layered Integrated molecular Orbital and molecular Mechanics (ONIOM),66-68 a hybrid QM/MM 

algorithm.  

2 Method 

2.1 The system set-up 

Initial structure coordinates of the subtype B and C-SA HIV-1 PR were taken at 1.8 Å and 2.7 Å 

resolution from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB codes:1HXW59 and 3U7160), 

respectively, while the structure coordinates for the substrates considered (MA-CA59 and RH-

IN60) is a P3-P3' amino-acid sequence, PDB codes:1KJ4 and 1KJ, respectively.69  The MA-CA 

crystal complex was obtained at a 2.9 Å resolution,69 while the remaining crystal complexes used 

(RH-IN and catalytic water) had a 2.0 Å resolution.69, 70   

For MA-CA, three cleavage domains were chosen from its substrate sequence: Val-Ser*Gln-Asn-

Tyr*Pro*Ile-Val-Gln-Asn (-Tyr*Pro- is the scissile bond, while -Ser*Gln- and -Pro*Ile- are the 

selected non-scissile domains of the same natural substrate).  A major discrepancy was 

discovered at the P2 position for RH-IN, in some cases valine was used by some groups71, 72 

while others used Ile.73-76  In this study, Ile was used because this is the most common amino acid 
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sequence used73-76 and the 3D structure is available in PDB bank.73  Hence, for RH-IN, three 

cleavage domains were also chosen from this substrate: Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly-

Ile (-Leu*Phe- is the scissile bond, while -Phe*Leu- and -Arg*Lys- are non-scissile regions 

within the same natural substrate).  The activation energies for each of these cases were 

calculated for both subtype B and C-SA HIV-1 PR.  First, a substrate model with six amino acid 

residues (P3-P3') was used, with the cleavage domain in the centre (Table S1), afterwards, we 

proceed to a P5-P5' ten peptide sequences because of some discrepancy found for RH-IN.  

As water is an important factor for the HIV-1 PR proteolysis, a catalytic water molecule closest 

to the active site is taken from the PDB code:1LV170 and superimposed on both enzyme—

substrate complexes considered, this is represented in Figure 1.  This is necessary to ensure that 

the same pose is maintained in the binding sites of the structure complexes and serve as a starting 

structure for all complexes considered for consistency.  The position of the substrate with the 

catalytic water in the active site binds similar to the HIV PR—inhibitor complexes61, 62 and this 

was superimposed using PyMOL.77  Thus, the crystallographic waters and ions present within the 

structures of the entire enzyme—substrate complexes were removed leaving only the catalytic 

water molecule at the active site. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the applied two-layered ONIOM model (B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p):AMBER) for HIV-1 PR—MA-CA (P3-P3ʹ) complex (acyclic TS with one water molecule).  
All the 3D structures of the enzyme—substrate complexes considered are provided with the supporting 
information (Gaussian input file format).  
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The pKa values of the titratable amino acids were calculated using the empirical PROPKA,40, 77 

and a mono-protonated Asp25/25' state was induced in the binding site at physiological pH 7 

using GaussView.78  Note that the standard pKa values of ionizable groups can be shifted by 

protein environments.79  Thereafter, the enzyme—substrate complexes considered with the Asp 

proton (H+) positioned midway to the nitrogen of the scissile bond and this position has been 

shown to be stable energetically via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.44   

The first results (Table 1) for the P3-P3' RH-IN substrate revealed lower energies for some of the 

non-scissile bonds.  This prompted us to also study a longer substrate (P5-P5') as well as 

performing a constrained MD simulation on the substrate to potentially obtain better recognition 

between the substrates and the enzyme prior to the transition state calculation.  

The MD simulation protocols for P5-P5' HIV PR complexes proceed as described by Ribeiro et 

al.80  This involves minimizations at 2500 cycles, and at the heating stage constraint was applied 

to counteract the SHAKE failure that might result as an increase in temperature from 0K to 600K 

(this is necessary to explore all possible enzyme—substrate conformations).  A stepwise 

equilibration was done in 3 stages; 10, 5 and 2, and the constraint forces was reduced at each 

step.  In the production stage, 3-4 Å constraint distance between the OH of the water and 

carbonyl of the scissile bond and the OH of the protonated Asp with the nitrogen of the scissile 

bond was fixed and run for 10 ns.  Thereafter, an unconstrained MD calculation for 2 ns was 

done, and a representative snapshot of the lowest energy conformation was obtained. 

The lowest energy conformations for all complexes were superimposed with the enzymes (B and 

C-SA, respectively) that did not undergo constraint MD, and was taken for further ONIOM 

calculations in which the acyclic concerted TS starting structures58 were constructed using 

modred; interatomic distances were constrained (Owat--Csub, Nsub--OD2 Asp25ʹ and Owat--

OD2 Asp25ʹ) and optimised to construct a suitable starting structure for an unconstrained 

transition state optimization.  

The active Asp25/25' residues, catalytic water, as well as the substrate were considered at a high 

layer (QM/B3LYP50, 81/6-31++G(d,p)51, 52), while the remaining system was considered at a lower 

(MM-AMBER82) layer for the ONIOM calculations.  Since the reaction centre involves the 

transfer of proton due to transition state modelling, the electric field is taking into consideration 

thereby specifying an ONIOM electronic embedding conformation.83  
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2.2 Free energy calculations 

To model the breaking and forming of chemical bonds, electrons are included explicitly in the 

energy calculations,71 and to achieve this in an entire enzyme, a hybrid method was employed.7  

Hence, the enzyme was divided into two regions, one classical and quantum mechanical,20, 63, 65 it 

is important for the later to describe the chemistry of the reaction process correctly.15  A two-

layer ONIOM68, 84 approach was thus applied to calculate the activation free energy of the 

catalysed reaction.  Preceding studies showed hybrid QM/MM methods are adequate for HIV-1 

PR catalytic mechanism7, 63-65 and the accuracy of DFT/B3LYP method has been tested for HIV-

1 PR reactivity.46  All complex structures for obtaining starting optimized reactant states are 

prepared from energy minimization calculation using the Amber forcefield,85 this allows the 

substrate and catalytic water to adjust to the binding site.  This was followed by a full geometry 

optimization of the input structures in gas phase at a B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER level of 

theory, vibrational frequencies86 for the different unconstrained complexes were computed to 

characterize them as TS structures with one negative eigenvalue.  In this study, GaussView 

5.0.878 was used for both pre and post-processor graphic interface analyses, while all calculations 

were performed within the Gaussian 09 package.87 

Estimating the chemical quantities such as thermodynamics that arises from energy, entropy 

contribution and enthalpy could be achieved computationally.88  In the context of this study, the 

activation free energy, enthalpy and temperature-dependent (at T=298.15K) change in entropy is 

denoted as: ΔG‡, ΔH‡ and TΔS‡, respectively.  Provided in equations 1–3 are the activation free 

energy attained from frequency calculations for the studied polypeptide sequences involving the 

scissile bond and non-scissile bond, as well as their difference within the enzyme—substrate 

system of both subtypes B and C-SA HIV-1 PR, respectively.  

ΔG!"#!!#$%
‡ = ΔG!"#$%&' − ΔG!"#$%&'% − ΔG!"#!!#$%                                                                 (1)  

ΔG!"!!!"#!!#$%
‡ = ΔG!"#$%&' − ΔG!"#$%&'% − ΔG!"!!!"#!!#$%                               (2)  

ΔΔG!"!!!"#!!#$%→!"#!!#$%
‡ =   ΔG!"!!!"#!!#$%

‡ −   ΔG!"#!!#$%
‡                                                     (3)  

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Recognition and catalysis of substrates by HIV-1 PRs  
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By means of TS modelling, the recognition pattern of substrates by HIV-1 subtypes B and C-SA 

PRs was investigated.  The reaction mechanism utilized here follows a concerted general acid-

base mechanism where the unprotonated Asp25 acts as the base and the protonated Asp25' acts as 

the acid in a one-step process (Scheme 1).  The catalytic function of the aspartate groups 

combined with the nucleophilic attack of the water molecule on the C—N scissile bond and other 

amide bonds occurred concurrently.  Thus, the concerted acyclic process starts with the catalytic 

water (OH) attacking the carbonyl atom of the scissile bond forming COOH.  The Asp25' 

provides a proton to the nitrogen atom of the scissile bond becoming a base, while Asp25 accepts 

proton to yield OH from the nucleophilic water and becomes acidic.  The cleavage of the scissile 

(or non-scissile) peptide bond is a reversible mechanism as earlier proposed,58 which led to the 

separated reactants and products.  We have previously, reported the acyclic concerted theoretical 

mechanism,58 which corresponds excellent with reported experimental results.  

 
Scheme 9: Concerted acyclic enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR with its substrates.   

The overall mechanistic process is a spontaneous reaction as observed from ΔE‡, ΔH‡ and TΔS‡ 

with negative values for the natural substrate and non-substrate transition states (Table 1).  The 

relative thermodynamics and kinetics of the reaction mechanism studied at B3LYP/6-

31++G(d,p):AMBER level of theory for the enzyme—substrate complexes considered are 

presented in Table 1, all values are computed relative to the sum of separated reactants in kcal 

mol-1.  The large negative values of the TΔS‡ indicates that the mechanistic process is largely 

driven by entropy contributions for both the HIV-1 PR B and C-SA—peptide complexes and 

based on accepted notion a more negative entropy indicates greater movement restrictions for the 

inhibitor in the active site.62, 89  This is due to steric restrictions and strong non-covalent 

enzyme—inhibitor interactions for certain parts of the ligand62, 89 and could also apply to 

substrate interaction at the active site.  Additionally, from the calculated results (Table 1), it is 
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observed that subtype C-SA has more negative ΔE‡ and ΔH‡ values than subtype B.  To further 

understand the specificity of the PRs for the peptide sequences, free energy profiles were 

computed for both scissile and non-scissile regions of the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein segments 

(Tables 1, S1 and Figure 1). 

It is interesting to note that the scissile bond for MA-CA systems behaves well and gives the 

lowest activation energies (compared to the non-scissile bonds) as expected.  This is not the case 

for the RH-IN systems, suggesting the model substrates are too short for proper recognition. 

3.2 Substrate specificity and analysis of the complexes 

Hydrogen bond (HB) interactions between ligand side chains and enzyme residues are a large 

factor determining the specificity of the complex “fit”,69 hence the HB interactions was 

considered for the MA-CA and RH-IN complexes in this study.  It should be noted that both 

subtype B and C-SA complexes with MA-CA of the scissile bond exhibited approximately 22-21 

HB interactions before optimization and 20-19 HB interactions after the calculation, respectively.  

RH-IN complexed with both subtypes B/C-SA PR has approximately 21-20 HB interactions 

before calculation and 17-16 HB interactions after calculation, respectively. As shown in Table 1 

the MA-CA scissile bond cleaves faster compared to the RH-IN scissile bond, which can imply 

that the more the HB interactions the more the reactivity, and the lower the activation energy.  

The subtype B—MA-CA natural substrate complexes have activation free energy differences 

(ΔΔG‡) of approximately of 12.57 kcal mol-1 (Asn-Tyr-Pro*Ile-Val-Gln) and 7.38 kcal mol-1 

(Gln-Val-Ser*Gln-Asn-Tyr) compared to the scissile domain (Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val).  This 

outcome is feasible as observed by Boross et al.19 where HIV-1 substrates shows preference for 

small residues such as Asn or Cys at the P2 position and Ile or Val at the P2ʹ position for HIV-1 

PR.  For the Tyr-Pro*Ile-Val non-scissile sequence with Val at the P2ʹ position, a higher 

activation free energy (ΔG‡) of 27.79 kcal mol-1 was computed.  This can be attributed to the 

presence of the large hydrophobic chains of proline at the P1 position, while the non-scissile bond 

with small residues (Ser*Gln) has a better affinity.  Although, subtype B PR correctly recognizes 

and cleaves the non-scissile peptide bonds, the effect of the Pro side chain in Asn-Tyr-Pro*Ile-

Val-Gln sequence gave a ΔΔG‡ of 5.19 kcal mol-1 compared with the scissile bond domain (Gln-

Val-Ser*Gln-Asn-Tyr).  It is quite fascinating to note that the calculated ΔG‡ (15.22 kcal mol-1) 

for subtype B HIV-1 PR—MA-CA natural substrate scissile bond is in very good agreement with 
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a reported experimental value of 15.69 kcal mol-1 for MA-CA (Ser-Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val-

Gln) hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR.56   

For subtype C-SA—MA-CA complex, a ΔG‡ of 13.49 kcal mol-1 was obtained for the cleavage 

of the scissile bond (Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val), with a decreased ΔΔG‡ of -1.73 kcal mol-1 in 

comparison with the subtype B—MA-CA complex.  Based on previous knowledge47, 49 a higher 

activation energy has been associated with a diminished hydrolytic ability and perhaps an 

increase in potential bioactivity.  The rate of hydrolysis for subtype C-SA—MA-CA is faster and 

this could be as a result of the mutations that occur in the protease, which also contributes to the 

less effective inhibition of the FDA approved drugs.61, 90  This lower ΔG‡ could also be related to 

the HIV-1 PR preference for hydrophobic amino acid side chains (Tyr*Pro) at the P1 and P1ʹ 

position of the natural target.  Furthermore, the non-scissile bond domain that contain Pro*Ile has 

a ΔG‡ of 22.70 kcal mol-1, that is 9.21 kcal mol-1 higher than its natural substrate and 5.09 kcal 

mol-1 lower than the subtype B complex for the same cleavage site (Asn-Tyr-Pro*Ile-Val-Gln).   

Table 1: Relative thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the one-step concerted acyclic TSs 
involved in the in the cleavage mechanism of the P3-P3' natural substrates for scissile and non-

scissile bonds by HIV-1 PRs using ONIOM [B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER] 
MA-CA ΔE‡ ΔH‡ TΔS‡ ΔG‡ ΔΔG‡ 

HIV-1 PR B      
Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val -28.60 -23.49 -38.71 15.22 — 
Asn-Tyr-Pro*Ile-Val-Gln -9.91 -10.49 -38.28 27.79 12.57 
Gln-Val-Ser*Gln-Asn-Tyr -14.43 -18.65 -41.25 22.60 7.38 

HIV-1 PR C-SA      
Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val -40.19 -39.32 -52.81 13.49 — 
Asn-Tyr-Pro*Ile-Val-Gln -17.74 -21.98 -44.69 22.70 9.21 
Gln-Val-Ser*Gln-Asn-Tyr -32.74 -37.52 -55.12 17.60 4.11 

RH-IN      
HIV-1 PR B      

Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp -9.85 -10.60 -30.00 19.40 — 
Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly -8.96 -9.70 -29.03 19.33 -0.07 
Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu -11.89 -12.92 -34.92 22.00 4.60 

HIV-1 PR C-SA      
Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp -25.72 -29.25 -47.28 18.03 — 
Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly -27.71 -31.57 -49.54 17.97 -0.06 
Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu -28.47 -29.05 -49.79 20.74 2.71 

Values are reported in kcal mol-1 relative to the sum of separated reactants. 
The peptide sequences in bold are the natural substrates scissile bonds. 
ΔE‡ =Total energy, ΔH‡ =Enthalpy, TΔS‡ =Entropy change in temperature, ΔG‡ =Activation free energy, ΔΔG‡ 
=Activation free energy difference.  All the 3D structures of the enzyme—substrate complexes considered are 
provided with the supporting information (Gaussian input file format). 
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Presented in Table 1 is the relative thermodynamic parameters for the enzyme—RH-IN catalysis, 

it was noted that both proteases recognize and cleave this natural substrate.  For cleavage of 

subtype B—RH-IN natural substrate complex, a ΔG‡ of 19.40 kcal mol-1 was obtained for the 

scissile bond, which is 0.07 kcal mol-1 higher than the non-scissile domain considered (Ile-Leu-

Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly).  This seems feasible as the presence of Asp amino acid unit at the P2ʹ 

position, which is more exposed to the active site and its ability to form a salt bridge, may 

contribute to its higher affinity to cleave the peptide.  Similarly, subtype C-SA—RH-IN natural 

substrate system was observed to follow this trend with ΔΔG‡ difference of -0.06 and 2.71 kcal 

mol-1 compared to the non-scissile peptide sequence Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly and Gly-Ile-

Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu, respectively (Table 1).  For both subtypes, HIV-1 PR complexed with the non-

scissile domain Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu, the activation free energies of 22.00 and 20.74 kcal 

mol-1 were obtained, respectively.   

The results for the polypeptide sequences reveal that subtype C-SA has an increase rate of 

hydrolysis compared to subtype B.  It is worth mentioning that, depending on the amino acid 

sequence, experimental ΔG‡ values between 14.86 and 21.03 kcal·mol-1 were reported in 

literature13, 55, 57, 91-95 for the hydrolysis of peptides (including natural substrates) by HIV-1 PR 

and all the calculated activation free energies reported herein (Table 1) are in reasonable 

agreement with these experimental values.  Specifically, the calculated ΔG‡ of 18.03 and 17.97 

kcal mol-1 for the cleavage of HIV-1 PR subtype C-SA—RH-IN scissile domain and Ile-Leu-

Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly non-scissile region, respectively, is in agreement with observed experimental 

ΔG‡ values of 18.2413 and 17.6057 kcal mol-1 for RH-IN hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR. 

In a related theoretical investigation by Perez et al.,96 it was concluded that many non-scissile 

peptide sequences, despite their high affinity do not cleave because they are suppressed inside the 

polyproteins.96  Also, the recognition of substrate by HIV-1 PR is based on the geometric 

specificity of the exposed Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein precursors.19, 96  However, in this present 

work whereby the non-scissile domains were modelled in proximity with the PRs, they did not 

necessarily yield higher activation free energies compared to the natural substrates with the 

default scissile bonds (Table 1).   

These results suggested that the model RH-IN system is too short for effective recognition.  It 

was decided to study a slightly longer P5-P5' model substrate.  A recent (experimental and 
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computational) study97 also suggested that an increase in the peptide sequence has a substantial 

effect on the protease selectivity of cleavage sites.  

The relative thermodynamic parameters for the HIV-1 PRs—RH-IN catalysis of the P5-P5' 

substrates are presented in Table 2.  In all cases the scissile bonds exhibited lower activation 

energies (albeit marginal) than the non-scissile bonds.  A ΔG‡ of 19.69 kcal mol-1 was observed 

for the scissile bond cleavage of subtype B—RH-IN natural substrate complex, which is 0.11 kcal 

mol-1 lower than the non-scissile domain considered (Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile-

Asp).  Likewise, subtype C-SA—RH-IN natural substrate system was observed to follow this 

trend with ΔΔG‡ difference of 0.10 and 2.70 kcal mol-1 compared to the non-scissile peptide 

sequence Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile-Asp and Ser-Ala-Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe-

Leu, respectively (Table 2).   

Table 3: Relative thermodynamic and kinetic parameters for the one-step concerted acyclic TSs 
involved in the in the cleavage mechanism of the P5-P5' natural substrates for scissile and non-

scissile bonds by HIV-1 PRs using ONIOM [B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p):AMBER] 
RH-IN ΔE‡ ΔH‡ TΔS‡ ΔG‡ ΔΔG‡ 

HIV-1 PR B      
Ile-Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile -9.35 -10.62 -30.31 19.69 — 
Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile-Asp -9.96 -10.80 -30.60 19.80 0.11 
Ser-Ala-Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe-Leu -11.99 -12.96 -37.25 24.29 4.60 

HIV-1 PR C-SA      
Ile-Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile -25.64 -29.34 -47.68 18.34 — 
Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe*Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile-Asp -27.56 -30.59 -49.03 18.44 0.10 
Ser-Ala-Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-Ile-Leu-Phe-Leu -29.17 -31.22 -52.26 21.04 2.70 

Values are reported in kcal mol-1 relative to the sum of separated reactants. 
The peptide sequences in bold are the natural substrates scissile bonds. 
ΔE‡ =Total energy, ΔH‡ =Enthalpy, TΔS‡ =Entropy change in temperature, ΔG‡ =Activation free energy, ΔΔG‡ 
=Activation free energy difference.  All the 3D structures of the enzyme—substrate complexes considered are 
provided with the supporting information (Gaussian input file format).	  

For both proteases, HIV-1 PR complexed with the non-scissile domain Ser-Ala-Gly-Ile-Arg*Lys-

Ile-Leu-Phe-Leu, activation free energies of 24.29 and 21.04 kcal mol-1 were obtained, 

respectively.  Although, a slight increase for the activation energy of the scissile bonds was 

observed for the P5- P5ʹ calculation, the longer peptide sequences provide better recognition. 

4 Conclusion 

In this study, we have investigated the mechanistic route of substrate recognition between 

subtype B and C-SA HIV-1 PR, using a two layered ONIOM B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) method and 

found that the substrate pattern recognition is similar for both wild type and mutated enzymes.  It 
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needs to be emphasized, that the recognition specificity of the enzyme depends on the Gag and 

Gag-Pol sequence, as well as the number of the amino acids residues in the substrate polypeptide 

sequence.  The reaction mechanism follows a concerted acyclic TS model leading to product and 

activation free energies in reasonable agreement with experimental values for peptide (including 

natural substrate sequence) hydrolysis by HIV-1 PR.  Substrates P5-P5' were required for suitable 

discrimination between the activation energies of scissile versus non-scissile bonds.   

It is evident from the present results that the rate of hydrolysis for HIV-1 subtype C-SA PR is 

faster for both MA-CA and RH-IN (scissile-bond) complexes compared to the subtype B HIV-1 

PR—substrate (scissile bond) complexes.  This phenomenon could justify the inhibition of the 

enzyme in which the approved FDA HIV-1 PR inhibitors relatively inhibits the subtype B better 

than the subtype C-SA PR as reported in our previous work.61  Based on accepted theory that the 

HIV-1 PR inhibitors mimic the transition state of the enzyme-catalysed reaction,20  we therefore 

propose that future potent inhibitors could be developed to mimic the RH-IN substrate for both 

subtype B and C-SA HIV-1 PR based on its mechanism of reaction.   
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The nine recognition sequences cleaved by HIV-1 PR 

Table S4: Recognition sequences for natural substrates cleaved by the HIV-1 protease.60, 61 
Peptide sequences cleavage domain Cleavage domain 

Cleavage sites in Gag  
Val-Ser-Gln-Asn-Tyr*Pro-Ile-Val-Gln-Asn MA-CA 
Lys-Ala-Arg-Val-Leu*Ala-Glu-Ala-Met-Ser CA-p2 
Pro-Ala-Thr-Ile-Met*Met-Gln-Arg-Gly-Asn p2-NC 
Glu-Arg-Gln-Ala-Asn*Phe-Leu-Gly-Lys-Ile NC-p1 
Arg-Pro-Gly-Asn-Phe*Leu-Gln-Ser-Arg-Pro p1-p6 

Cleavage sites in Gag-Pol  
Ile-Arg-Lys-Ile-Leu*Phe-Leu-Asp-Gly-Ile 
Val-Ser-Phe-Asn-Phe*Pro-Gln-Ile-Thr-Leu 

RH-IN 
TF-PR 

   Cys-Thr-Leu-Asn-Phe*Pro-Ile-Ser-Pro-Ile PR-RT 
Gly-Ala-Glu-Thr-Phe*Tyr-Val-Asp-Gly-Ala RT-RH 

The asterisk (*) denotes the cleavage sites and are named after the proteins that are released.  Matrix-capsid; MA-
CA, capsid-p2; CA-p2, p2-nucleopsid; p2-NC, nucleopsid-p1; NC-p1, trans frame peptide-protease; TF-PR, 
protease-reverse transcriptase; PR-RT, reverse transcriptase-RNAseH; RT-RH, RNAseH-integrase; RH-IN.60, 61   

 

The 3D structures of the enzyme—substrate complexes. 

Sub_recog_pdb_structures.zip
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 
Research on the Human Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) is one of the most explored viral 

infection across the globe.  The investigations of which has expanded to the molecular 

understanding of the virus aimed at drug design1 to manage the spread of the virus within its host.  

Since the discovery of azidothymidine (AZT) often referred to as zidovudine, in the 1980s,2 the 

use of drugs inhibiting certain developmental stage in the life cycle of the HI virus has remained a 

renowned method of therapeutic management. 

The design of drugs inhibiting specific enzymes necessary for the replication of the virus formed 

part of the mainstream research for over two decades.  Amongst these targeted enzymes is HIV-1 

protease (PR), which is an important degrading enzyme necessary for the proteolytic cleavage of 

the Gag and Gag-Pol polyproteins, required for the development of mature virion proteins.3-6  The 

mechanistic action of this PR on the cleavage of these polyproteins has been a subject of research 

for the past three decades.  Despite tremendous contributions from across the globe on 

understanding the recognition and reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR with respect to its natural 

substrates, there are important gaps yet to be addressed by researchers.   

To put this section into perspective, a brief overview of the dissertation is presented.  Provided in 

the introductory chapter is a general discourse of the topic that provided an overview of the 

necessary background for the rest of the thesis (Chapter one).  A detailed literature review (from 

the year 2000) on the recognition pattern and hydrolysis of natural substrate by HIV-1 PR was 

presented in chapter two.  Using quantum mechanics methods, a representative HIV-1 PR—

substrate model was used to investigate the reaction mechanism (Chapter three) and a very 

interesting outcome was obtained.  This study was then widened to understanding the cleavage 

mechanism of HIV-1 PR on its substrates at the molecular level using an enzyme—substrate 

system (Chapter four) and a hybrid QM/MM method.  The recognition mechanism of asymmetric 

natural substrate by homodimeric HIV-1 PR was also investigated (Chapter five) using a hybrid 

QM/MM method.  The entire work was thus summarized in this section (Chapter six) to provide 

overall conclusion on the present study. 

In this present work, which was initiated by an introductory background study (Chapter one) and a 

comprehensive literature review (Chapter two) of both theoretical and experimental 

investigations, it was concluded that HIV-1 PR recognizes its natural substrate through; substrate 
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modulation, conserved substrate shape, interdependence conformational adaptability of both the 

enzyme and their natural targets.7-10  A notable contrasting opinion from computational 

simulations11 is that substrate recognition of HIV-1 PR seems to be based on the conformational 

specificity of the protease to the Gag and Gag-Pol polyprotein pool as opposed to the popular 

lock-and-key or induced-fit model.11  The reaction mechanism of HIV-1 PR has been more often 

investigated as a stepwise general acid-base rather than a concerted process.  However, the 

stepwise reaction pathway of HIV-1 PR—substrate seems to be characterized by controversies 

including the exact rate-limiting step.12-14  Also, the protonation pattern of the catalytic aspartates 

present in the HIV-1 PR active site, responsible for the hydrolytic cleavage of substrates remains a 

subject of debate and was addressed herein. 

The identifiable gaps from the literature review prompted the design of a one-step concerted 

general acid-base mechanism of HIV-1 PR—substrate system in which the process occurs via 

cyclic transition state (TS) as proposed earlier from experiment.15  In the light of literature support 

for similar six-membered ring transition structures observed theoretically16-23 a one-step concerted 

chemical process was explored using computational approach with the aim of providing an 

alternative insight on the catalytic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and inhibitor design.  In other words, 

the recognition pattern and the reaction mechanism of natural substrates by HIV-1 PRs was 

investigated by means of concerted TS modelling after thorough re-examination of the subject 

from relevant literature.   

The first computational study was dedicated to understanding the enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 

PR on natural substrate and derivatives using both DFT (M06-2X) and HF methods for a small 

model system (Chapter three).  A previously studied one-step six-membered cyclic TS structure16-

23 was mimicked.  The present study addressed the HIV-1 PR—natural substrate mechanistic 

pathway through the estimation of thermodynamics, kinetics, and other quantum chemical 

characteristics.  The investigation enabled us to deduce a correlation between the calculated 

activation free energies and C—N force constants of the N-substituted amide derivatives thereby, 

buttressing the relevance of bond strength in overcoming activation barrier.  In other words, the 

higher the activation free energy, the higher the force constant value which also correlates to 

higher C—N bond strength in each substrate.  The models allowed the examination of N-

substituted scissile bond derivatives which provided us with a new potential lead (methylthio 

amide) for HIV-1 PR inhibition.   
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In the second investigation, a new (theoretical) perspective on three possible concerted general 

acid-base mechanisms was observed using a QM/MM (ONIOM) model (Chapter four).  For the 

first time, a concerted one-step linear mechanism for the hydrolysis of the natural substrate in the 

HIV PR enzyme was observed.  The mechanism that provides marginally the lowest activation 

barrier involves an acyclic TS model with one water molecule at the HIV-1 PR active site.  A two-

water model involving cyclic TS structure was also proposed for a favourable catalysis of 

substrates and should be pursued experimentally in subsequent research.  The investigation could 

potentially provide a better understanding on achieving a single rate-limiting step for HIV-1 PR 

catalysis since the possibility of the existence of more than one rate-determining step has been 

proposed in the stepwise mechanistic pathway.  These models also provide new information about 

the exact nature of the protonation state of the two catalytic Asp residues, during hydrolysis of the 

natural substrate for a concerted general acid-base mechanism.  The outcome of this study is quite 

informative and the TS models could be applied to related homodimeric protease and perhaps 

other enzymatic processes.  

Natural substrates’ recognition pattern by HIV-1 PRs was investigated last through the concerted 

acyclic TS modelling using ONIOM method (Chapter five).  It was observed that the recognition 

specificity of the enzymes depends on the sequence of the amino-acid residues within the natural 

substrate.  The studied HIV-1 PR subtypes (B and C-SA) recognize and cleave at both scissile and 

non-scissile regions of the natural substrate sequences and maintaining preferential specificity for 

the scissile bonds with characteristic lower activation free energies.  

Studies on HIV-1 PR are quite diverse and theoretical approaches had played a vital role in 

determining the recognition pattern and enzymatic mechanism of HIV-1 PR and its natural targets.  

In computational investigations, a pertinent concept towards understanding the HIV-1 PR—

substrate mechanism is the sufficiency of inclusive (all atoms) and excluding (just the reactive 

parts) models to describe the system.  In this present study, we observed a substantial difference in 

the energy barriers of both the small model system and the entire enzyme—substrate complex.   

Tremendous progress is expected in years to come through the development of advanced 

computer software and hardware, which would clarify the general reaction pathway for the HIV-1 

PR—substrate/inhibitor complex.  Future computational efforts should explore the applications of 

sophisticated computational techniques aimed at revealing the overall free energy landscape of the 

HIV-1 PR potential energy surface.  The possibility of integrated computational algorithms which 
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do not involve partitioning/restraining/constraining/cropped model system of the ES mechanism 

would likely surface in future to accurately elucidate the HIV-1 PR catalytic process on natural 

substrates/ligands.   
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